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Welcome to the 1
st
 Annual Jackson School Research Symposium 

It is with great pleasure we welcome you all to the 1
st
 Annual Jackson School Research Symposium at UT 

Austin.  This symposium would not have been possible without the hard work of many student volunteers, the 

faculty/research scientist support, and the generous sponsorship from ConocoPhillips.  Thank you for volunteering 

your Saturday to take part in supporting our growing strong research program within the Jackson School.  The 

students greatly appreciate your comments and suggestions as they hope to refine their research goals.  Enjoy the 

posters! 

 

Schedule of Presentations and Events 

Presenters arrive and set up poster 8:45    -   9:00 a.m. 

Climate, Carbon, and Geobiology Posters 9:15    -   11:45 a.m. 

Surface Earth and Tectonic Processes Posters 9:25    -   11:45 a.m. 

Planetary Science Posters 10:00  -   11:45 a.m. 

Lunch 12:00  -   1:00 p.m. 

Surface Hydrologic Processes Posters 1:00    -   2:30 p.m. 

Energy Geoscience Posters 1:15    -   2:30 p.m. 

Marine Geoscience Posters 1:30    -   2:30 p.m. 

Happy Hour/Judging 3:00    -   3:45 p.m. 

Awards/Closing 4:00    -   4:30 p.m. 
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EG01 

Removing anisotropic overburden effect for reliable fractures characterization 

 
Alhussain, M.

1
 and  Mrinal, S.

1 

alhussain@hotmail.com  

1. Jackson School of Geosciences, University of Texas at Austin, Austin, TX 

 

When estimating reservoir anisotropic parameters like fracture orientation and density, one question is 

always important to be investigated: Is the anisotropy caused by the reservoir interval or by the effect of 

the whole section above the reservoir? Usually hydrocarbon reservoirs represent a small portion of the 

seismic section and inversion of reservoir anisotropic parameters can be easily obscured by the presence 

of anisotropic overburden. We present a method to remove the effect of anisotropic overburden in order 

to recover true reservoir fracture parameters. It involves analyzing amplitude variation with offset and 

azimuth (AVOA) for reservoir pick and for a layer below the reservoir. Seismic gathers are transformed 

to delay-time slowness (tau-p) domain and the ratio of reservoir pick to the layer below the reservoir is 

taken in order to remove transmission effect from the overburden. The method is applied to two sets of 

forward models one contains fractured reservoir with isotropic overburden and the other is the same 

model but with anisotropic overburden. Conventional analysis in the T-X domain shows that the 

anisotropic overburden has completely obscured the anisotropic estimation. When the new method was 

applied, the overburden effect was removed and more reliable anisotropic fracture parameter estimation 

was obtained. 

  

Keywords:  paleoaltimetry, biomarkers, uplift, Colombian Andes 

mailto:alhussain@hotmail.com


EG02 

 

Exploring Hydrocarbon-Bearing Shale Formations with Multi-Component Seismic 

Technology and SV-SV Shear Mode Analysis as a New Tool 

 
Alkan, E.

1
, and Hardage, B. A. 

enginalkan5@yahoo.com 

1. Jackson School of Geosciences, University of Texas at Austin, Austin, TX 

 

In exploration geophysics, identifying azimuthal anisotropy is important because many oil and gas fields 

are located where fracture zones form in geologic formations. Multicomponent seismic technology and 

elastic seismic stratigraphy allow geologic formations to be better imaged through analysis of different S-

wave modes as well as the P-wave mode (Hardage et al. in press; Hardage, 1987; Hardage, 2008). 

  

Significant amounts of energy produced by P-wave sources radiate through the Earth as downgoing SV-

wave energy. A vertical vibrator is an efficient source for direct SV radiation and provides a pure shear-

wave mode (SV-SV) that should reveal crucial information about geologic surfaces located in anisotropic 

media. SV-SV shear wave modes should carry important information about petrophysical characteristics 

of hydrocarbon systems that cannot be obtained using other elastic-wave modes. Regardless of the 

difficulties of extracting good-quality SV-SV signal, pure shear waves as well as pure P and converted S 

energy should be accounted for in 3C seismic studies. Acquisition of full-azimuth seismic data and 

sampling data at small intervals over long offsets are required for detailed anisotropy analysis. If 3C3D 

data can be acquired with improved signal-to-noise ratio, more uniform illumination of targets, increased 

lateral resolution, more accurate amplitude attributes, and better multiple attenuation, such data will have 

strong interest by the industry (Hardage, 2008). 

  

The objectives of this research are: (1) determine the feasibility of extracting direct SV-SV common-mid-

point sections from 3-C seismic surveys, (2) improve the exploration for stratigraphic traps by developing 

systematic relationships between petrophysical properties and combinations of P and S wave modes, (3) 

create compelling examples illustrating how hydrocarbon-bearing reservoirs in low-permeable rocks 

(particularly anisotropic shale formations) can be better characterized using different S-wave modes (P-

SV, SV-SV) in addition to the conventional P-P mode, and (4) analyze P and S radiation patterns 

produced by a variety of seismic sources. 

  
  
Keywords: Multi-component Seismic Technology, Elastic Seismic Stratigraphy, Characterization of 

Unconventional Shale Reservoir Systems, Azimuthal Anisotropy and Fracture Mapping 

 

mailto:enginalkan5@yahoo.com


EG14 
 

Systematic Variations in the Age and Thickness of Subducting Crust as a Control 

on Regional Structural Variations; The Barbados Accretionary Prism, the Island of 

Trinidad and the Associated Eastern Offshore Areas, and Implications for 

Hydrocarbon Prospectivity 

 
Alvarez, T.

1
, Mann, P.

2
, Wood, L.

1
 and Vargas, C.

3
 

talvarez@mail.utexas.edu 

1. Jackson School of Geosciences, University of Texas at Austin, Austin, TX, USA 

2. Department of Earth and Atmospheric Sciences, The University of Houston, Houston, TX, USA 

3. Departamento de Geociencias, Universidad Nacional de Colombia 

 
Variations in crustal thickness and elastic properties of subducting crust play a fundamental role in 

determining structural style, uplift history, basin types, and trap types along convergent margins. We 

integrate results from satellite gravity maps, ~5500 km of ≥12000 ms seismic reflection data tied to 25 

wells, 120 earthquake focal mechanisms, 200 heat flow data points, and p-wave and coda tomography of 

1000 earthquakes to reveal the presence of four distinct crustal provinces actively subducting to the north 

and northwest beneath the arcuate, southeastern margin of the Caribbean plate; a region that includes the 

petroleum provinces of offshore Trinidad. From east to west, these provinces include: 1) Province 1, a 40-

50-km-thick crust of Precambrian basement of the South American continent overlain by 8.5-14 km of 

Cretaceous to recent sediments and characterized by few, intermediate depth earthquakes of mixed thrust 

and normal fault mechanisms; 2) Province 2, a 70-km-wide, 30-km-thick, thinned continental crust 

adjacent to the continent-ocean boundary (COB) overlain by 15 km of Cretaceous to recent sediments and 

characterized by a cluster of intermediate depth earthquakes with mainly normal mechanisms and inferred 

fault planes oriented parallel to the thrust margin; 3) Province 3, a ~230-km-wide, 7-12-km-thick Jurassic 

oceanic crust characterized by fewer shallow to intermediate depth earthquakes and low heat flow 

consistent with older oceanic crust; and 4) Province 4, a 5-7-km-thick crust of Late Cretaceous age with 

few earthquakes. We interpret the four provinces on the subducting plate and their basin and structural 

styles in terms of their elastic strength: the strongest continental area to the west has the highest flexural 

rigidity, bends the least resulting in a broad and deep Maturin foreland basin. Province 2 crust adjacent to 

the COB is thinner, weaker and bends more readily, indicated by normal fault earthquakes aligned along 

the zone of maximum flexure and a narrow but deep Columbus foreland basin. Thin Mesozoic oceanic 

crust in provinces 3 and 4 flex easily without breakage, to form a peripheral bulge beneath the ~300-km-

wide accretionary prism and produces few earthquakes. Basin style, subsidence history, and structural 

trap types in the overriding Caribbean plate and Trinidad area can be related to the type of incoming crust; 

thicker incoming crust results in greater shortening, uplift, and shallower top basement surface. 

 

Keywords: Transitional tectonics, Clastic basin analysis, Lithospheric flexure, Structural traps 

mailto:talvarez@mail.utexas.edu


CCG01 

New Constraints on the Paleoelevation History of the Eastern Cordillera of 

Colombia from Lipid Biomarkers 

 
Anderson, V.J.

1
, Saylor, J.E.

1
, Shanahan, T.M.

1
 and Horton, B.K.

1 

v.anderson@utexas.edu  

1. Jackson School of Geosciences, University of Texas at Austin, Austin, TX 

 

Several recent studies have suggested that the Eastern Cordillera of the central Andes uplifted 

extremely rapidly during the late Miocene, rising as much as 3000 m from approximately 10-6 Ma.But, it 

remains unknown whether this uplift event was restricted to the central Andes, or 

whether it occurred throughout the Andean origin. In the northern Andes, pollen-based reconstructions of 

elevation from sediments in Colombia have suggested that a similar phase of rapid uplift occurred after 6 

Ma. However, the exact timing and magnitude of this event are not well-constrained; the pollen data show 

a clear shift to from low- to high-elevation species assemblages, but the actual elevation corresponding to 

each species assemblage cannot be accurately constrained. We attempt to resolve this uncertainty by 

presenting new paleoelevation data and an updated paleomagnetic stratigraphy for Miocene-Pliocene 

fluvial and lacustrine sediments in the Sabana de Bogota, a hinterland (intermontane) basin contained 

within the Eastern Cordillera of Colombia. Because the climate of the northern Andes is too wet to 

preserve most carbonates and authigenic minerals necessary for traditional isotope-based paleoaltimetry 

techniques, we employ two lipid-based paleoaltimeters. The first uses the δD value of abundant leaf 

waxes as a proxy for the isotopic depletion of precipitation with elevation, while the second uses 

tetraether lipids as a proxy for paleotemperature. We foresee that these methods could have applicability 

in other paleoelevation studies in climates not suited to the preservation of carbonates and other minerals 

necessary for traditional paleoaltimetry techniques. 

 

Keywords:  paleoaltimetry, biomarkers, uplift, Colombian Andes 

mailto:v.anderson@utexas.edu


SHP24 

Spatiotemporal heterogeneity of meltwater delivery to the bed of the Greenland Ice 

Sheet 

 

Andrews, L.C.
 1
, Catania, G.A.

1
, Hawley, R.L. 

2
, Hoffman, M.J. 

3
, Morriss, B.

2
, Markowski, M.S. 

1
, 

Luethi, M.P.
 4

, Funk, M. 
4
, Neumann, T.

5
 

landrews@utig.ig.utexas.edu  

1. Institute for Geophysics, University of Texas, Austin, TX, USA 

2. Department of Earth Sciences, Dartmouth College, Hanover, NH, USA 

3. Fluid Dynamics and Solid Mechanics Group, Los Alamos National Laboratory, Los Alamos, NM, USA  

4. Versuchsanstalt fur Wasserbau, Hydrologie und Glaziologie, ETH Zürich, Zürich, Switzerland 

5. Cryosphere Sciences Branch, NASA Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, MD, USA 

 

In the ablation zone of the western Greenland Ice Sheet (GIS), supraglacial lakes and streams collect and 

deliver melt water to moulins, which direct it to the bed. Regional variability in the distribution of 

supraglacial lakes and streams may result in spatial and temporal heterogeneity of melt water delivery to 

the bed. We use supraglacial and remote sensing observations to examine this at three locations (22, 28 

and 37 km from the ice sheet margin) in the Sermeq Avangnardleq Basin. We find that channel incision 

rates outpace ice sheet melt rates closer to the ice sheet margin but further inland channel incision is less 

than the surrounding melt rate. In addition, channels closer to the margin appear to be structurally 

controlled by the location of surface crevasses. This further acts to stabilize channel location year to year. 

As a result, we find that further upstream on the GIS supraglacial channels must be continually renewed 

each spring and meltwater delivery to the bed may be delayed until this routing is established. 

 

Keywords: glaciology, supraglacial hydrology, Greenland Ice Sheet 

mailto:landrews@utig.ig.utexas.edu


SHP01 

Quantifying roughness and step-pool evolution in coarse alluvial channels 

 
Aronovitz, A.

1
, Johnson, J.

1
, Kim, W.

1
 

alexander.aronovitz@utexas.edu  

1. Jackson School of Geosciences, University of Texas at Austin, Austin, TX, USA 

 

How does a channel’s bed evolve through time? How does the rate of sediment flux into the channel 

effect bed-roughness evolution? We investigate the evolution of topographic roughness by conducing 

laboratory experiments. The flume is 4m long by 0.1m wide with an adjustable slope between zero and 

fifteen percent. Beginning from a planar gravel bed under steady flow conditions, we vary sediment 

supply. Bed topography is measured at steady increments and sediment feed is held constant throughout 

each experiment. We analyze longitudinal profiles through time to quantify changes in topographic 

roughness. Profiles and observations are also utilized to understand the formation of step-pool 

topography. Geometries and frequencies of these structures are compared to the channel roughness and 

sediment supply rate. Surficial grain-size sorting on the channel bed evolves concurrently with changes in 

topography. The grain-size distributions and sorting patterns produced in these experiments are tools for 

identifying roughness and step-pool feedbacks over the channel bed. 

 

Keywords: Step-pools, topographic roughness, experimental geomorphology,grain size distribution 

mailto:alexander.aronovitz@utexas.edu


SETP01 
  

Spherulites and cooling histories of obsidian lavas, Yellowstone Caldera  

 
Befus, K.S.

1
, Gardner, J.E.

1
, Miller, N.R.

1
, Zinke, R.W.

1
  

kenny.befus@gmail.com  

1. Jackson School of Geosciences, University of Texas at Austin, Austin, TX 
 

Spherulites are radiating masses of intergrown feldspar and quartz that form by rapid crystallization of 

obsidian glass in response to significant undercooling and supersaturation. As spherulites grow, 

incompatible elements in them are expelled into the surrounding glassy matrix, creating enriched 

concentrations of these elements along the spherulite-matrix boundary. With time, the expelled elements 

diffuse into the surrounding glassy matrix. The combined effects of expulsion and diffusion of the 

incompatible elements generate concentration profiles. The shapes of the concentration profiles vary as a 

function of element diffusivity, temperature, and spherulite growth rate. This suggests spherulites and 

their surrounding glass can be used to constrain aspects of the cooling history of obsidian lavas, such as 

cooling rate, emplacement duration, spherulite nucleation temperature, and timing of spherulite growth. 

To test this hypothesis we developed an advection-diffusion model that simulates the expulsion and 

diffusion of many incompatible elements during spherulite growth. The model allows us to model natural 

concentration profiles around spherulites while manipulating important variables such as diffusivity, 

temperature, and spherulite growth rate. We analyzed transects through 30 spherulite-glass boundaries 

using laser-ablation ICP-MS in both small-volume and large-volume obsidians from the Central Plateau 

Member Rhyolites of Yellowstone Caldera. Rb was the only incompatible element to show enrichment in 

any of the samples. Background concentrations of Rb in the natural glasses are ~200 ppm but profiles 

peak from 300-800 ppm and extend 150-580 μm away from the spherulite-matrix boundary. Large 

spherulites generally are the most enriched with steep gradients. Spherulites from small domes and flow-

front portions of large-volume flows have low enrichment peaks, and profiles extend the shortest distance 

into the matrix glass. Elements with lower diffusivities than Rb, such as Cs and Mn, show no enrichment, 

nor do elements with much higher diffusivities like Li. Model best fits for the geochemical data indicate 

spherulites experience growth rates from 0.01-0.1 μm/hour, and the faster growth rates generate steeper 

gradients. Spherulite growth is limited to a cooling window from 650-400°C. Large spherulites nucleate 

earlier during cooling (at higher temperatures), and have more time to grow than spherulites nucleating at 

cooler temperatures. Furthermore, both large- and small-volume Central Plateau Member Rhyolites 

experienced post-emplacement cooling rates between 0.01-0.25°C/day during.  

 

Keywords: Yellowstone, rhyolite, obsidian, spherulite, volcanology  

 

mailto:kenny.befus@gmail.com


SETP02 

Along-strike change in structural style and tectonic shortening during the 

development of the Patagonian retroarc fold-thrust belt, southern Andes 

 
Betka, P.

1
, Klepeis, K.

2
, Mosher, S.

1
 

pmbetka@mail.utexas.edu 
1.) Jackson School of Geosciences, University of Texas at Austin, Austin, TX, USA 

2.) Geology Department, University of Vermont, Burlington, VT, USA 

The Late Cretaceous closure and inversion of the Late Jurassic age Rocas Verdes back-arc basin (RVB) 

defines the onset of the Andean orogeny and the development of the Patagonian retroarc fold-thrust belt 

(FTB) between 50-54.5 S. New maps and line-balanced cross-sections from three transects across the 

FTB within a ~150 km2 area near Seno Otway (NW) and Peninsula Brunswick (SE) show a NW-to-SE 

change from thin- to thick-skinned structural styles and magnitudes of shortening. The nearly 90 bend in 

the trend of the orogen is attributed to along-strike variation in tectonic shortening within the FTB. 

In all hinterland localities chlorite-grade pelitic schists (Paleozoic basement) are imbricated with massive 

basalt, gabbro, chert and quartzite of the RVB floor, mudstone representing the basin fill (Zapata Fm.), 

and Jurassic rift volcanics (Tobifera Fm.) (D1). Toward the foreland several imbricated, foreland-vergent 

thrust sheets place basement, RVB, and Tobifera Fm. rocks above the Zapata Fm. (D2). In the footwall, 

tight, NW-plunging folds that are overturned-to-the north thicken the Zapata Fm. About 20 km along the 

section toward the northeast Late Cretaceous (~88 Ma) strata of the Magallanes foreland basin overlay the 

Zapata Fm and are less deformed than the RVB rocks. One basement-involved reverse fault places 

basement, Tobifera Fm. and RVB rocks above the foreland basin strata (D3). This fault can be traced for 

100 km along strike and probably reflects the inversion of an inherited normal fault. Northeast of this 

fault near Seno Otway (NW), foreland basin strata are imbricated by thrust faults that sole into a basal 

detachment. In contrast, in the SE, reverse faults that cut foreland basin strata are steeply dipping (>60) 

and are interpreted to reactive Jurassic normal faults. Shortening estimates range from 23% to 25% from 

NW to SE. In addition to a shift from thin- to thick-skinned deformation through time that is observed 

elsewhere in the Patagonian FTB, we document contemporaneous along-strike variability suggesting the 

kinematics of the FTB are also controlled by the inherited geometry of the RVB. Mechanisms for along-

strike kinematic shifts include variation in the location of RVB rift uplifts, thickness of RVB strata, 

density of inherited normal faults, or the mechanics of forming the Patagonian orocline. 

mailto:pmbetka@mail.utexas.edu


MG01 

Consolidation behavior of resedimented mudrock from the Eugene Island Block 330 

field, Offshore Louisiana 

 

Betts, W.
1
 

wmbetts@gmail.com  

1. Jackson School of Geosciences, University of Texas at Austin, Austin, TX 

 

Constant rate of strain (CRS) testing reveals the consolidation behavior of sediments, including the 

permeability, the coefficient of consolidation, and the stress‐strain relationship over a range of stresses.  

Resedimented specimens are used to characterize the geotechnical and geophysical behavior of soils and 

mudstones independent of the variability of natural samples and without the effects of sampling 

disturbance. Previous investigations of resedimented offshore Gulf of Mexico sediments (e.g. Mazzei, 

2008) have been limited in scope. Core, consisting of silty clay and clayey silt of Pliocene and Pleistocene 

age from two wells in the Eugene Island Block 330 oilfield, offshore Louisiana, has been crushed and 

homogenized to provide material for large‐scale systematic studies such as those previously performed on 

Boston Blue Clay. The resulting material is approximately 65% clay sized particles (<2 μm) with the 

remainder being less than 70 μm in diameter. The clay fraction is dominated by smectite. The Liquid limit 

is 87 and the plasticity index is 63, making this a very high‐plasticity clay.   

 

CRS consolidation testing of a resedimented specimen of homogenized Eugene Island core material 

shows that the recompression index (Cr) is 0.089, similar to that obtained from intact core by Stump 

(2002), The compression index, (Cc) is greater than that obtained by Stump, suggesting that the 

resedimentation process changes the inelastic behavior but the elastic behavior of the material is relatively 

unaffected. Permeability is also similar to that measured by Stump on intact core. 

 

Keywords: Consolidation, Gulf of Mexico, Resedimentation, Constant Rate of Strain, Eugene Island 

mailto:wmbetts@gmail.com


CCG03 

Paleolimnological evidence of coherent late Holocene precipitation variability from 

the tropical Andes 

 
Bixler, C.

1
 and Shanahan, T.

1 

curtis.bixler@gmail.com  

1. Jackson School of Geosciences, University of Texas at Austin, Austin, TX 

 

The late Holocene was characterized by a number of significant, widespread multi-century climate 

anomalies, the most prominent and well documented of which are the Little Ice Age (LIA) and the 

Medieval Warm Period (MWP). Existing paleoclimate reconstructions from South and Central America 

provide evidence for anomalous climate conditions during these time periods but the spatial and temporal 

resolution of existing records is limited and quantitative data on the magnitudes of these events is lacking. 

These limitations make it difficult to fully evaluate the causes and large-scale impacts of these apparently 

global events. Here, we present a new high-resolution lacustrine record of late Holocene climate change 

in the Eastern Cordillera of Colombia over the last 2 millennia using scanning XRF Ti abundance. 

Preliminary paleoclimate reconstructions from these archives suggest that the northern tropics of South 

America strongly reflect global century-scale climate variability over this time period, with significant 

hydrologic anomalies that are broadly synchronous with events throughout South America and the 

Equatorial Pacific. Laguna Chingaza experienced a significant increase (decrease) in precipitation 

intensity during the LIA (MWP), anti-phased with sites in the Eastern Equatorial Pacific. This suggests 

ENSO mean state changes during the LIA (more La Nina-like) and MWP (more El Nino-like) were 

dominant controls on tropical climate during the late Holocene.  The magnitude and widespread nature of 

late Holocene century-scale hydrologic variability in this region likely had significant ecological and 

societal impacts in the Eastern Cordillera.   

 

Keywords:  paleoclimate, late Holocene, Little Ice Age, Medieval Warm Period   

mailto:curtis.bixler@gmail.com


SETP03 
 

Relationships between subduction and extension in the Aegean region: evidence 

from granite plutons of the Biga Peninsula, NW Turkey  

 
Black, K.N.

1
, Catlos, E.J.

 1
, Oyman, T.

 2
, Demirbilek, M.

 3
 

karen.black@utexas.edu  
1. Jackson School of Geosciences, University of Texas at Austin, Austin, TX, USA,  

2. Department of Geological Engineering, Dokuz Eylül Universtiy, Izmir, Turkey 

3. Department of Geological Engineering, Osmangazi University, Eskişehir, Turkey 

 

The Biga Peninsula is a tectonically complex region in western Turkey characterized by Tethyan sutures 

overprinted by extensional grabens, active fault strands of the North Anatolian Shear Zone, and numerous 

granitoid plutons. Two end-member models for the initiation of extension in the Biga region have been 

proposed, both of which focus on the role of igneous assemblages. The first model involves the 

emplacement of a hot mantle plume that thins and weakens crust and isostatic doming drives extension. 

The second has regional tensional stresses as the driving force, and magmatism is a consequence of 

decompression. Here we focus on understanding the timing and geochemical evolution of three granitoid 

plutons located in and just south of the Biga Peninsula to understand which end-member model could be 

applicable to the Aegean region. The Kestanbolu pluton is located north of the proposed Vardar Suture 

Zone, whereas the Eybek and Kozak plutons are north of the Izmir-Ankara Suture Zone. These sutures 

may mark regions of the closure of branches of the NeoTethyan Ocean. To better understand their sources 

and tectonic evolution, we acquired geochemical and geochronological data, and cathodoluminescence 

(CL) images of the rocks. Previously reported ages of the plutons range from Late Eocene to Middle 

Miocene. Here we acquired in situ (in thin section) ion microprobe U-Pb ages of zircon grains found in a 

range of textural relationships. Ages from the Kozak pluton range from 37.8±5.4 Ma to 10.3±2.4 Ma 

(238U/206Pb, ±1 ) with two ages from a single grain of 287±26 Ma and 257±18 Ma.  We also found 

Oligocene to Late Miocene zircon grains in the Kestanbolu pluton, whereas zircons from the Eybek 

pluton range from 34.3±4.8 Ma to 21.2±1.7 Ma. Samples collected from the Kozak and Eybek plutons are 

magnesian, calc-alkalic, and metaluminous, whereas the Kestanbolu rocks are magnesian, alkali-calcic, 

and metaluminous with one ferroan sample and one peraluminous sample. Trace element data suggest the 

Kozak and Kestanbolu plutons have a volcanic arc source, whereas the Eybek pluton is syn-collisional. 

CL imagery documents a complex history of these granites including magma mixing, multiple episodes of 

brittle deformation, and fluid alteration. Microveins, microcracks, and myrmekite textures are present, 

indicating brittle deformation and fluid alteration. Plagioclase grains display a range of compositional 

zoning and some show distinctly cracked cores that are evidence of magma mixing. The Kozak, Eybek 

and Kestanbolu plutons may be sourced from the melting of the subducting Mediterranean oceanic crust 

with a contribution from the overlying Eurasian continental crust. These granites intruded into the Vardar 

and/or Izmir-Ankara Sutures, entraining the Permian zircon grain. The Oligocene zircon ages are 

consistent with magmatism propagating from north to south in the Aegean region, whereas the Late 

Miocene results are consistent with ongoing extension throughout the region at this time. In this scenario, 

slowing subduction along the Hellenic arc led to the formation of extensional structures that provided 

space for the accommodation of these magma bodies. 
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Abalos Mensa is a lobate wedge of material on Mars' north pole located directly south of the Rupes 

Tenuis scarp on the edge of Planum Boreum (PB) at 285°E. It measures ~180 km across and is separated 

from PB by a narrow trough on the east and a broader trough containing Abalos Undae dune fields on the 

west [Tanaka et al. 2008]. This isolated enigmatic deposit contains information vital to understanding PB 

accumulation and evolution. 

 

Two dominant hypotheses exist to explain the formation of Abalos Mensa and surrounding terrain.  The 

first suggests outflow from a sub-glacial volcanic melt related event and associated ice deposit slumping 

[Garvin et al. 2000; Fishbaugh and Head, 2002; Hovius et al. 2008; Warner and Farmer, 2008].  The 

second hypothesis calls for shielding of basal unit material (the oldest unit in the north pole stratigraphic 

column) via impact crater ejecta allowing the shielded material to resist widespread basal unit erosion 

leaving behind a stranded mound of icy material [Tanaka et al. 2008].  Both of these hypotheses require a 

specific geologic event, either impact cratering or geothermal heat directly at the site of Abalos Mensa. 

 

With the data provided by SHAllow RADar (SHARAD) sounding of the martian polar ice cap, internal 

stratigraphy of Abalos Mensa can be viewed and used to constrain the mechanisms responsible for Abalos 

Mensa formation.  Additionally, high resolution imagery and digital elevation models allow us to unravel 

bedding attitude found at the deposit's base, bedding that should be indicative of early formation events.  

The combination of radar and high resolution imagery allows us to present a third more informed 

hypothesis about Abalos Mensa formation, a hypothesis that does not require impact ejecta nor 

geothermal heating.  This hypothesis forms Abalos Mensa via deposition following an already 

documented large erosional event in the polar basal unit material [Tanaka et al. 2008].   

 

Basal unit material was deposited across the martian north pole and covered a much greater extent than 

the present day basal unit [Tanaka et al. 2008].  Erosion of the basal unit material created the Rupes 

Tenuis scarp [Tanaka et al. 2008] and drove strong winds to cut across this feature.  The scarp itself 

funneled winds creating a depositional environment for transitional cavi unit material in the location of 

Abalos Mensa.  There is no indication that any of the older rupes unit material remains in Abalos Mensa, 

only the last stage of basal unit material, the cavi unit.  Following cavi unit deposition, polar layered 

material continued to be deposited on the mound shaped feature isolated from Planum Boreum.  

Preliminary atmospheric modeling results using basal unit topography run by Aymeric Spiga lend further 

credence to this hypothesis. 
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We investigate the effects of an Atlantic meridional overturning circulation (AMOC) shutdown, for 

example, due to an influx of fresh water from Arctic ice sheet melting, in combination with global 

warming (Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change’s Assessment Report 4 A2 business as normal 

emissions scenario) on West African and European climate. Shutdown of the AMOC by the end of this 

century is generally seen as possible but not likely, but Arctic ice is melting more rapidly than predicted 

by global models, and the consequences for climate may be severe and the changes abrupt. 

 

A regional climate model with 90-km grid spacing is used to conduct a series of present day and future 

AMOC shutdown simulations. The present-day control initial surface and lateral boundary conditions are 

derived from the present day National Center for Environmental Prediction reanalysis 2 (NCEP2). For the 

future runs we use coupled atmosphere-ocean GCM anomalies generated from the Intergovernmental 

Panel on Climate Change’s Assessment Report 4 (IPCC AR4) A2 business as normal emission scenario 

experiment and apply them directly to the present day control boundary conditions. An idealized SSTA is 

derived and applied to the present day SSTs based upon coupled atmosphere/ocean GCM water hosing 

experiments that force a shutdown of the AMOC, but placed in the context of under global warming. 

 

In both the boreal spring and summer months, cooling in the eastern Atlantic due to the AMOC shutdown 

is associated with a strong intensification and eastward extension of the North Atlantic subtropical high 

over Europe throughout the depth of the atmosphere, a strengthening of the heat low over West Africa at 

low levels, and a weakening of the Saharan High in the upper atmosphere. Rainfall rates also decrease 

markedly throughout most of West Africa and Europe. In May and June, rainfall rates decrease by 50-

80% over Sahelian Africa in response to the eastern Atlantic cool SSTs and increased CO2, as dry air is 

advected southward and zonal moisture convergence is decreased, associated with changes to the Atlantic 

circulation features which mimic the summertime circulation. Similarly, in the boreal summer (i.e., July 

through September), the atmospheric response to the SSTA in the North Atlantic over West Africa and 

Europe is associated with intensification and extension of the circulation north of 40°N. Rainfall over 

Europe decreases by up to 90%, while precipitation over West Africa is reduced by 40% due to both 

decreased zonal moisture convergence and zonal moisture advection. 
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Faulting and fracturing along mid–ocean ridges play a crucial role in hydrothermal systems and the 

mechanical behavior of the oceanic crust. Fault and fracture systems resulting from explosive 

hydrothermal events may differ in permeability and mechanical strength from those that accommodate 

axial extension. To explore the potential differences, images and samples have been investigated from a 

range of spreading environments, including the Hess and Pito Deep rifts in East Pacific Rise–spread crust, 

the SMARK area (22°N) on the Mid Atlantic Ridge, the Troodos Ophiolite, and the Icelandic rift system. 

These exposures of lavas and dikes contain fault–zone units with contrasting lithologic and mechanical 

properties and geochemical compositions. To further understand the deformation mechanisms of ocean 

crustal faulting, image analysis of the fault–zone units from micro– to meso–scales provides a 

quantitative assessment of grain size, orientation, and fracture density. A key measure is the Particle Size 

Distribution (PSD), found in continental fault rocks to be a power–law probability function distribution 

reflecting incremental grain fracture. However, the PSDs of ocean crustal fault rocks are not power law, 

suggesting a departure from continental fault–zone deformation patterns. Controls on PSD in ocean 

crustal fault rocks include the initial fracture development in otherwise massive basalts, importance of 

fluid–rock interaction, and distinctive tectonic strain and stress conditions for seafloor spreading. Here it 

is further suggested that structures resulting from intense hydrothermal activity may result from different 

brittle deformation mechanisms (and thereby have different PSDs and SPOs) than those resulting from 

dominantly tectonic strain. Identifying these different mechanisms of ocean crustal fault–zone 

deformation establishes length scales, grain–scale deformation mechanisms, the geologic record of fluid-

rock interaction, and could lead to in situ constraints on permeability and mechanical properties. These 

are important steps in understanding the subsurface controls on hydrothermal events and tectonic 

extension otherwise only observed at the seafloor. 
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The Weepah Hills and adjoining Alum Prospect area are part of the greater Silver Peak-Lone Mountain 

metamorphic core complex system that presently transfers dextral strike-slip motion from the Death 

Valley-Fish Lake Valley fault system to faults of the central Walker Lane structural belt. The Weepah 

Hills metamorphic core complex and the extensional allochthon of the Alum Prospect area are 

investigated in order to elucidate the timing and geometry of detachment faulting present within the 

region and to constrain the stratigraphy and structural evolution of the upper plate assemblage. The 

Weepah Hills core complex hosts low-grade metamorphosed Paleozoic and granitic rocks, overlain by an 

extensional allochthon comprised primarily of laterally discontinuous alluvial and lacustrine sedimentary 

deposits interbedded with volcaniclastic and epiclastic tuffaceous units. Northeast trending normal faults 

and northwest trending strike-slip transfer faults are the dominant structures dissecting the extensional 

allochthon. This study will utilize zircon (U-Th)/He thermochronology, measured stratigraphic sections 

and geologic mapping to determine the structural and stratigraphic relationships between different stages 

of Cenozoic extensional and transtensional faulting and associated synextensional middle-Miocene 

sediments observed in the hanging wall of the detachment fault.  (U-Th)/He thermochronology, for both 

zircon and apatite, will also be conducted on samples from the footwall to determine the age of 

exhumation and the extent of lower-plate exposure in the Weepah Hills metamorphic core complex. 
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Seismic studies have shown a low-velocity zone in the mantle that extends up to the Moho (~40km) 

beneath the central Rio Grande rift (RGR). Gao et al. [1] interpreted the low velocity zone to be the result 

of delamination of the original (≥100km thick) Proterozoic lithosphere and replacement with hot 

asthenosphere. However, hydration or melt infiltration of the lithosphere could also produce the observed 

low wave speeds. We have examined the geochemical signatures of spinel peridotite xenoliths hosted in 

alkalic basalts erupted near Elephant Butte, NM, USA in the central RGR in order to determine their 

chemical affinity (old continental lithosphere or young asthenosphere), and thereby test the delamination 

hypothesis. 

 

Peridotite xenoliths from Elephant Butte can be divided into two distinct groups. One group is commonly 

fine grained and displays foliation. These are relatively fertile (3.5-4.5 wt. % Al2O3), have depleted Sr- 

and Nd-isotope signatures (e.g. 87Sr/86Sr ≈ 0.7018-0.7025), 187Os/188Os ranging from 0.124-0.130, and 

are LREE depleted with flat M-HREE. These signatures are similar to fertile abyssal peridotites, thought 

to represent the convecting upper mantle. In contrast, the other group are coarser grained, more refractory 

(~1.5wt. % Al2O3), display LREE enrichment, unradiogenic 187Os/188Os (~0.120), radiogenic 

87Sr/86Sr (0.7041-0.7043) and lower modal abundance of CPX. These signatures are characteristic of 

Proterozoic SCLM. Two-phase pyroxene geothermometry of xenoliths from Elephant Butte shows no 

significant difference in temperature (~1000°C) between the two groups. Based on a local heat flow of 

90mW/m2 these temperatures correspond to a depth of ~45km. 

 

The fertile xenoliths most likely represent convecting asthenospheric mantle that has recently replaced the 

lithosphere. The refractory xenoliths represent Proterozoic lithosphere which has undergone varying 

degrees of ancient melt depletion and metasomatism. This indicates that lavas from Elephant Butte are 

sampling the lithosphere asthenosphere boundary which lies at ~45km depth and that significant thinning 

of the lithosphere has occurred, consistent with the delamination hypothesis of Gao et al. [1]. 
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The Noah LSM was augmented by Niu et al. [2011] with improved physics and multiparameterization 

options (hence Noah-MP) and was tested on local and global scales [Niu et al., 2011; Yang et al., 2011]. 

This study focuses on evaluating this model over the largest river basin in the United States, the 

Mississippi River Basin, with a finer (NLDAS2’s 1/8th-degree) resolution than the GLDAS. The 

following questions are examined: How does Noah-MP perform in groundwater and runoff simulation? 

What are the key parameters that determine hydrological simulations over this large basin? What are the 

limitations of this model? These questions are answered by comparing Noah-MP simulations and 

observations. Preliminary results show: water table depth, runoff and soil moisture take a longer time to 

spin-up, especially in the arid areas. The hydraulic conductivity (k), surface dryness factor (α) and 

saturation soil moisture content (maxsmc) are identified as 3 sensitive parameters. Calibration 

significantly improves model performance, especially calibration on subbasin scale. Noah-MP has 

difficulties in runoff simulation and groundwater simulation over the arid areas. 
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A 1.5 year cave monitoring study at Westcave Preserve in central Texas provides insight to the controls 

on the rate of speleothem calcite deposition and drip-water Mg/Ca, Sr/Ca, and Ba/Ca values.  The 

geometry of this small, shallow cave appears to play a significant role in this regard in that there is a 

relatively large cave opening area to cave volume ratio (~0.02 m-1).  Deeper, more seasonally ventilated 

caves in this region have a significantly smaller cave opening area to cave volume ratio (e.g., Inner Space 

Cavern ~ 0.0004 m-1).  This acts to create a seasonal ventilation regime, where cave air 

CO2 concentrations peak in the summer and inhibit calcite deposition.  Conversely, cave air 

CO2concentrations in Westcave are near atmospheric throughout the year and thus not a limiting factor in 

calcite deposition.  Instead, seasonal temperature variations appear to drive changes in the rate of calcite 

deposition. Modeling calcite growth using equations of Dreybrodt yields significant relationships between 

measured versus predicted calcite growth rate at all six drip sites studied (r2 = 0.22- 0.74).   

 

Temperature also appears to be the predominant control on seasonal variations in drip water trace-element 

variations, as average monthly surface air temperature and water temperature are significantly correlated 

with Mg/Ca (at three of six drip sites), Sr/Ca (at five of six drip sites), and Ba/Ca (at six of six drip 

sites).  Drip water Mg/Ca, Sr/Ca, and Ba/Ca follow a similar pattern as calcite deposition in that the 

values increase in warmer months and decrease in cooler months.  The increase in trace-element/Ca 

values as temperatures warm can be accounted for by the combined effect of increased calcite growth and 

the less than unity values for the distribution coefficients for Mg, Sr, and Ba (< 1).  Understanding drip 

water seasonal trace-element/Ca variations has implications for paleoclimate studies as these variations 

can translate to geochemical laminae in speleothems, which may provide seasonal age-constraints in 

speleothems.  

 

By standardizing trace-element/Ca values to each drip site’s mean value we can compare multiple drip 

sites to each other and add statistical power to our analyses by increasing the sample size.  Modeling of 

trace-element/Ca values using historic average monthly surface air temperature and the Palmer Drought 

Severity Index as independent variables yields a multiple regression equation explaining 73% of the 

variance in Ba/Ca values.  It is possible that predicted drip water Ba/Ca values can then be compared to 

measured speleothem calcite values for the reconstruction of paleoclimate.  This study highlights the 

usefulness of assessing the response of cave drip waters to climate prior to paleoclimate analysis. 
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Convective transport of aerosol has implications to aerosol-cloud interactions and is an important problem 

for climate studies. We use along-track Cloud-Aerosol Lidar and Infrared Pathfinder Satellite Observation 

(Calipso) vertical feature mask data, CloudSat data, and International Satellite Cloud Climatology Project 

(ISCCP) deep convection tracking data to study the impact of deep convection on the transport of aerosols 

to the upper troposphere (UT) over the South Asia (0N to 40N, 70E to 100E), Congo (-10N to 10N; 10E 

to 40E) and Amazon (-10N to 10N; 40W to 80W). To minimize misclassification among aerosols and the 

clouds at UTLS, we have only used data having large magnitude of cloud aerosol discrimination (CAD) 

scores for the period of June 2006 to June 2008 when CloudSat and Calipso overlap with the ISCCP deep 

convection tracking data. Preliminary results suggest that active clouds most likely transport aerosol to 

high altitudes, whereas decaying clouds are least likely to transport aerosols to the UT. Mature clouds act 

in-between the active and decaying clouds. Active clouds that transport aerosols are different than 

decaying clouds in terms of higher cloud water path, cloud water content at 10 km altitude, number of 

convective clusters, and convective fraction. The NASA Goddard Global Modeling and Assimilation 

Office wind data, projected onto the CloudSat tracks, suggests a strong updraft associated with active 

clouds in favor of aerosol transportation and low level or mid-level subsidence associated with decaying 

clouds. 
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Lavas from the Rio Grande rift have a wide range of isotopic compositions from MORB-like to OIB and 

further enriched values. Most previous studies have interpreted this as reflecting variable melt derivation 

from asthenospheric and lithospheric mantle sources with temporal evolution related to thinning or 

delamination of the lithosphere associated with rifting. Alternatively, Wolff et al. (2005) and Crocker et 

al. (2010) have argued for strong crustal overprinting of the lavas; which swamps the mantle signature 

and limits our understanding of the mantle evolution beneath the rift. We have examined lavas and mantle 

xenoliths from West Potrillo, Elephant Butte and Cerro Chato localities of the rift in order to investigate 

whether the mantle beneath the rift possesses the isotopic signature of the lavas or if crustal inputs are 

required to explain the enrichments in the lavas. 

 

The lavas display a wide range of isotopic composition with 87Sr/86Sr (0.702990-0.704936), 

143Nd/144Nd (0.512745-0.512973), 206Pb/204Pb (18.66-19.93), 207Pb/204Pb (15.54-15.66) and 

208Pb/204Pb (38.32-39.53). The Elephant Butte lavas are more enriched than the West Potrillo lavas. 

Clinopyroxene separates from the mantle xenoliths have 87Sr/86Sr (0.701756-0.704455), 143Nd/144Nd 

(0.512880-0.514040), 206Pb/204Pb (17.99-19.52), 207Pb/204Pb (15.39-15.68) and 208Pb/204Pb (37.46-

39.22). The Elephant Butte xenoliths have depleted mantle-like compositions while the Cerro Chato 

xenoliths are chemically similar to SCLM. The lavas lie on a mixing line between these two end-members 

in Sr-Nd-Pb space. The isotopic ratios of the lavas are correlated with Sm/Yb, La/Sm and Ba/Nb ratios, 

which are generally more sensitive to melting processes rather than crustal assimilation. Indices of 

fractional crystallization such as SiO2 and Mg# are not correlated with the isotopic ratios. The West 

Potrillo lavas generally have lower SiO2 and higher Sm/Yb compared to Elephant Butte, likely due to a 

greater depth of melt generation for the West Potrillo lavas. Future O2 isotopic studies on the lavas 

should further help to evaluate whether the heterogeneity in these lavas represents the mantle source or a 

crustal component. 

 

The isotopic end members of the lavas clearly fall within the field of the mantle xenoliths providing 

strong support for the mixing of variable mantle components in the lava source. The more deeply sourced 

West Potrillo lavas show a stronger input from the asthenospheric source. The shallower Elephant Butte 

lavas have a dominantly lithospheric signature. The lack of correlation between major element indicators 

such as Mg#, MgO and SiO2 with isotopic ratios as well as the abundance of mantle xenoliths hosted by 

these lavas suggests very limited crustal residence times. This implies that significant crustal assimilation 

is unlikely. Our data supports the arguments of Perry et al. (1987) and McMillan et al. (2000) that the 

isotopic heterogeneity in Rio Grande rift lavas results from variable contribution of asthenospheric and 

lithospheric sources and that the lithospheric mantle signature is more pronounced in lavas derived from 

shallower depths. 
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We studied the role of intra-pore eddies, from viscous to inertial flows, in modifying continuum-scale 

flow inside pores. Flow regimes spanning Reynolds Number Re ~ 0 to 1350 are divided into three zones – 

one zone follows Darcy flow, and the other two zones describe non-Darcy or Forchheimer flow. During 

viscous flows, i.e., Re <1, stationary eddies occupy about 1/5 of the pore volume. Eddies grow when Re 

>1, and their growth leads to the deviation from Darcy’s law and the emergence of Forchheimer flow 

manifested as a characteristic reduction in the apparent hydraulic conductivity Ka. The reduction in Ka is 

due to the narrowing of the flow channel which is a consequence of the growth in eddies. The two zones 

of Forchheimer flow correspond to the changes in rate of reduction in Ka, which in turn are due to the 

changes in eddy growth rate. Since the characteristics of Forchheimer flow are specific to pore geometry, 

our results partly explain why a variety of Forchheimer models are expected and needed for different 

porous media. 
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The north polar plateau of Mars, Planum Boreum, contains the planet’s largest reservoir of water ice. As a 

result, the construction of Planum Boreum and polar sequestration of ice in response to recent climate 

change has been an area of extensive research. In particular, prominent visible layering in the North Polar 

Layered Deposits (NPLD) has been singled out as the key to tying ice deposition to orbitally-forced 

climate change. In order to carry out this goal, a comprehensive surface and subsurface stratigraphic 

model of the NPLD is required. 

 

Shallow Radar (SHARAD) onboard NASA’s Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter (MRO) detected many 

subsurface reflectors in NPLD. These reflectors are assumed to represent the subsurface expression of 

outcropping, meter-scale visible layers that have been attributed to varying fractions of dust within the 

water ice. Assuming a relationship, and by extension a shared origin, between visible layers and radar 

reflectors is essential when using reflectors and layers as proxies for one another in stratigraphic mapping 

as well as compositional modeling. Both mapping and modeling are crucial to deciphering the climate 

history and geological evolution of the north polar region. To validate the integrated use of layers and 

reflectors, we have verified that they are genetically linked through their mutual origin at the deposit 

surface. 

 

Previous studies of visible layers have identified characteristic wavelengths in the albedo-depth profile of 

layered outcrops. Stratigraphic interpretation of these outcrops has detected similar values through 

statistical analysis of the separation distances between successive layers. Our statistical and signal 

analyses of subsurface reflectors adjacent to analyzed visible layers have indicated that similar signals are 

present in the raw and interpreted record of radar reflectors. Additionally, we have gridded subsurface 

reflectors three-dimensionally and demonstrated that regional reflector geometry is consistent with layer 

geometry. Along-outcrop topographic profiles of layers match subparallel transects of reflector 

topography, further indicating that reflectors can be used as proxies for layers in the subsurface. 

 

While the current evidence suggests a shared cause of reflectors and layers, we are only able to conclude 

that reflectors and layers are genetically linked by their genesis at the surface of the deposits. Thus, each 

serves as a proxy for the other, and both can be considered deposit paleosurfaces. In order to say the 

material changes causing visible layers also result in radar reflectance, however, a direct correlation 

between individual radar reflectors and unique visible layers would have to be discovered. 

 

While we continue to pursue a reflector-to-layer correlation, the unique solution remains elusive. The 

disparity between camera resolution (~ 25 cm/pixel) and radar resolution (~9 m vertical resolution) has 

created significant difficulty, leading to uncertainty in which layers correspond to each reflector’s 

elevation range. This uncertainty may be addressed at a new study site where patterns of nonuniform 

accumulation lead to the splitting of reflectors in areas of greater accumulation. By using split reflectors 

to analyze the “uncompressed” stratigraphic section, we may be able to approach a unique reflectors-to-

layer correlation. 
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Strong partitioning of chlorine into aqueous fluids makes it an ideal tracer for fluid-rock interactions. 

Chlorine isotopes (37Cl and 35Cl) can be implemented to study the migration of volatile elements in 

subduction zones, fluid movement in the crust, and fluid-rock interactions between seawater (and/or 

brines) and oceanic crust. To better understand the behavior of chlorine in subduction zone environments 

and during hydrothermal alteration, we must first determine the δ37Cl values of potential fluid reservoirs 

and the corresponding equilibrium chlorine isotope fractionation factors. Altered Oceanic Crust (AOC) is 

a major chlorine reservoir estimated to subduct ~2.5-3 x 1012 g of Cl/yr (Ito et al., 1983; Jarrard, 2003); 

however, the isotopic composition of this reservoir is not well known. AOC samples have been collected 

from ODP/DSDP/IODP drill sites, varying in tectonic setting, spreading rate, fluid-rock ratios, degree of 

alteration, and temperature of alteration. AOC samples display Cl concentration and δ37Cl heterogeneity 

amongst and within drill sites. Chlorine concentration and δ37Cl values range from <0.01 to 0.09 wt% (n 

= 29) and from -1.93‰ to +1.76‰ vs. SMOC (Standard Mean Ocean Chloride) (n = 29). δ37Cl values 

and Cl concentrations from the Southwest Indian Ridge samples display strong correlations with degree 

of alteration. High degrees of alteration commonly relate to large amphibole modal abundances, 

suggesting that amphiboles may be the major constituent phase controlling the behavior of chlorine 

isotopes. However, the trend seen in SW Indian Ridge samples is not common at all sites. Future XRD 

and petrographic work to determine correlation between mineralogy, δ37Cl values, and Cl concentrations 

is necessary. Constraining δ37Cl values and Cl concentrations will help to complete mass balance 

calculations to gain a better understanding of the global chlorine cycle. 

 

Theoretical estimates of chlorine equilibrium fractionation suggest that silicate minerals have δ37Cl 

values ~ 2-3.5‰ higher than coexisting NaCl-dominated brines at 22°C (using FeCl2 and MnCl2 as 

analogues for Cl-bearing silicate minerals) (Schauble et al. 2003). To date, no experimental chlorine 

equilibrium fractionation work between silicate minerals and fluid has been completed.  We plan to 

determine the chlorine isotope fractionation factor between amphibole and water by performing mineral-

water pair experiments in high temperature cold- seal pressure vessels. Preliminary work shows that 

chlorine diffusion into amphiboles is slow; therefore, future work will synthesize amphibole in the 

presence of an isotopically doped solution. The results of these fractionation experiments will aid in 

interpreting the results from our AOC work. 
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Attempts at characterizing the mass-balance and flow history of the Northern Polar Layered Deposits 

(NPLD) of Mars have relied heavily on surface topography, surface imagery and flow models. Ice surface 

shape provides non-unique estimates of mass-balance and accumulation patterns as it is minimally 

affected by subsurface changes, and flow models have generally had to assume mass-balance pattern 

parameters. Internal layer stratigraphy is crucial to understanding spatial variations within the NPLD and 

could provide real constraints to climate and flow models.  New sub-surface mapping efforts using the 

SHAllow Subsurface RADar instrument (SHARAD) aboard the Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter (MRO) 

enable fine-scale, three-dimensional, quantitative accumulation data. Here we show that accumulation has 

not been uniform over the NPLD, focusing specifically on a large, flat lobe of material called Gemina 

Lingula. 

 

The NPLD compose most of a 1,000 km wide, 3 km thick topographic dome at the north pole of Mars 

called Planum Boreum, which lies within an enormous sedimentary basin. The layering visible in outcrop 

and within radargrams is believed to be a result of different proportions of dust to ice. SHARAD, with its 

20 MHz center frequency and 10 MHz bandwidth, has a theoretical vertical resolution of 9 m and a 

horizontal resolution of 0.3 – 1 km along-track, and 3 – 6 km across-track. Gemina Lingula was chosen 

because radargrams from this area show flat, continuous layers which are relatively easily mapped in 

seismic interpretation software and contain minimal surface noise. The results of these mapping efforts 

show that not only are accumulation patterns non-uniform across Gemina Lingula, but that their 

dependence on latitude and longitude are not equal. One-dimensional flow models assuming uniform 

accumulation may describe small, constant longitude cross-sections through Gemina Lingula. However, 

they fail to account for an overall thinning with decreasing latitude. Thickness variation along lines of 

constant latitude can be somewhat sporadic, but is generally less dependent on changing longitude. 

Overall, Gemina Lingula presents more complex accumulation patterns than previously thought. 
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Darcy’s law cannot describe gas transport in nanoporous media where pore radii are extremely small (r < 

1 x 10-7 m). We instead model transport in these nanoporous media using the diffusion equation where 

gas velocity combines the transport mechanisms of Knudsen diffusion, gas slip, and advection in terms of 

pressure gradient and pore radius. We then use this velocity to interpret a characteristic pore radius and 

apparent permeability from a core using our improvements to pulse transient decay (PTD) theory. The 

motivation of our new method is that Darcy’s law results in chronic under prediction of permeability 

when used in PTD experiments because it neglects Knudsen diffusion and gas slip. However, these 

mechanisms are important contributors to mass transport in fractured systems such as coal seams and 

shales, where there is mass transfer from an extremely low permeability (k << 1 x 10-18 m2) matrix into 

a high permeability fracture. Properly characterizing “matrix” permeability of these systems has 

important implications on evaluating cap-rock integrity for carbon sequestration, nuclear waste disposal, 

and hydrocarbon accumulations. In addition, advances in drilling and hydraulic fracturing technology 

have spurred renewed interest in determining permeability in unconventional hydrocarbon plays such as 

coal bed methane and gas shales. 
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The Cascades volcanic arc is a hot subduction zone due to the subduction of the anomalously young (~6 

Ma) Juan de Fuca plate. Because of this warm thermal subduction regime, the bulk slab dehydration 

reactions are believed to occur at shallow depth before reaching the Cascade volcanic front. Fluid mobile 

elements, such as boron and chlorine, show progressive cross-arc decreases in concentration moving from 

the fore-arc to back arc (Hurwitz et al., 2005). Isotopic fractionation of stable boron, 11B and 10B has been 

observed in numerous volcanic arcs where the preferential mobilization of the heavier 11B into the 

subduction fluid occurs (Hervig et al., 2002; Leeman et al., 2004). Subduction related fractionation of 

chlorine is less understood. However, distinctive mantle reservoirs show δ37Cl heterogeneity suggesting 

Cl fractionation may have occurred to some extent during subduction related crustal recycling. The 

purpose of this project is to better constrain the behavior of stable Cl isotopes during subduction related 

slab fluid dehydration. We will look at across arc correlations between B and Cl isotopes to resolve how 

the two behave with respect to one another. Furthermore, to address shallow slab dehydration flux, we 

will analyze the fluid chemistry of a number of Cascade fore-arc thermal springs. Detection of slab-

derived isotopic B and Cl signatures will support the model of shallow slab dehydration.  
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Continuous CO2 injection has occurred at the Denbury Onshore LLC EOR project in Mississippi since 

2008 the SECARB CCS demonstration project funded by DOE’s Regional Carbon Sequestration 

Partnership focused on documenting retention in this setting, both oil rim and water leg. A 4D response 

has been characterized after 3 years of injection, where >3 million tons of CO2 remain in the subsurface. 

Some areas that have received large amounts of CO2 do not have coherent seismic amplitude difference, 

indicating that 4D response to injected CO2 in some parts of the field is masked by residual oil, and/or 

gas. Preliminary results from 4D stratal slices show no response above noise or below the injection 

interval.  

 

Plotted data from pulsed neutron (RST) wireline log data in the injection zone in the water leg shows that 

a change of seismic response with gas saturation. With increasing gas saturation, Vp decreases before 

becoming nearly constant, Vs increases linearly, and density slightly decreases in the injection zone. 

Integration of interpreted seismic response with forward modeling and flow simulation is used to 

understand seismic response in relation to fluid properties and distribution. Seismic understanding may 

lead to improved sweep efficiency and thus a greater capacity. Out of zone migration can be imaged to 

improve conformance. 
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Shelf-edge delta regime, defined as the sum of the process effects of waves, currents and tides, impacting 

deltas as they arrive at the shelf edge is a key predictor for likelihood of sand transport off the shelf edge 

to deep water. Conventional sequence-stratigraphic concepts assumed that delivery of sand to the deep-

water occurs during falling and lowstand of relative sea level, and was associated with shelf-edge incision 

and sediment bypass. Recent analysis of outcrop and subsurface datasets has shown, however, that 

sediment can also be transported to the deep water during rising and highstand of sea level, provided 

sediment flux is high. In addition, some examples with documented shelf edge entrenchment associated 

with sea level fall did not deliver significant sand volumes to the deep water. In contrast to relative sea 

level and sediment flux, the role of the shelf-edge delta itself and its process regime in transporting 

sediment to the deep water has received relatively little attention. On wave-dominated coastlines, wave 

energy redistributes sediment in a shoreline-parallel direction reducing the amount that is transported 

basinward. Tidal deltas that occur on the outer shelf and shelf edge usually occur during transgression, 

and as such, much of the sediment is stored within the deltaic tidal channels and not transported 

basinward. River-dominated deltas, however, transport significant quantities of sediment basinward 

through a combination of turbidity currents and delta-front oversteepening and collapse. Shelf-edge delta 

regime is interpreted in outcrop following analysis of sedimentary structures, ichno-fossil assemblages 

and stratigraphic architecture at the bed and parasequence scale as these features are characteristically 

distinct in river-, tide- and wave-dominated deltas. In 3-dimensional seismic data, delta regime is 

interpreted from stratigraphic architecture and surface seismic attribute analysis methods, calibrated by 

well logs and core sampling. A dataset of more than 25 shelf-margin clinoforms is used to highlight how 

shelf-edge delta depositional style and particularly the presence of a strong river-drive for shelf-edge 

deltas is a more reliable indicator of deep-water sand delivery than either traditional systems tract or 

shelf-edge trajectory approaches. 
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Multi‐channel seismic reflection and wide‐angle seismic data collected in 2009 aboard the R/V Marcus 

Langseth as part of the TAIGER program delineate the crustal structure of the Manila subduction zone in 

the northern South China Sea. As part of that project, we recorded marine seismic data using a 

deployment of oceanbottom‐ seismometers (OBS) from the U.S. instrument pool and National Taiwan 

Ocean University. The region between northern Luzon and southern Taiwan evolves from oceanic 

subduction to incipient arc‐continent collision. This presentation focuses on results of 2 offshore transects 

across the Manila subduction zone offshore southern Taiwan. Our goal here is to document the transition 

from pure oceanic subuction in the south to incipient arc‐continent collision in the north, an understanding 

of which is integral for future geodynamic modeling of the advanced arc‐continent collision in the north. 

The northern transect, line T2 is located at 21.4° N and used 30 OBSs. Line T1 was located at 20.5° N 

and used 27 OBSs across the Manila subduction zone. Data quality is extremely variable due to the local 

geology and quality of seafloor coupling at each instrument. Preliminary travel‐time tomography of 

transect T2 shows a 10‐15 km thick Eurasian crust with crustal velocities of 5‐7.5 km/sec entering the 

Manila trench suggesting thinned continental crust, serpentinized upper mantle, or both in this region. The 

model shows the accretionary prism to be cored by high velocity material (6‐7 km/sec) that may be the 

result of accretion of crustal material from the subducting Eurasian slab. We also observe asymmetric 

crustal thickening beneath the Gagua Ridge that is potentially a result of failed subduction of the 

Philippine Sea Plate westward along the Gagua Ridge. The wide‐angle data is complimented by MCS 

reflection data to constrain sediment thickness, top of the crystalline basement, and moho.  Preliminary 

work is in progress with transect T1 which will be presented along with transect T2 to provide an along 

strike comparison of the Manila subduction zone at both latitudes. We suspect that there may be more 

typical oceanic crust subducting in the south and primarily sedimentary material in the prism along 

transect T1. 
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Constraints on the width and composition of rifted margins are needed to better understand processes of 

lithospheric weakening preceding continental breakup. Seismic velocity profiles and ODP drill data along 

the eastern Grand Banks of Newfoundland suggest that mantle exhumation and serpentinization beneath 

the Ocean-Continent Transition Zone (OCTZ) facilitated breakup between Newfoundland and Iberia in 

the Mesozoic. However, seismic refraction studies support the presence of stretched continental crust in 

the Newfoundland Basin. To distinguish between exhumed mantle and crustal material in the OCTZ, it is 

necessary to examine both compressional and shear waves in the basement.  We present a new, integrated 

seismic velocity model of the Newfoundland margin (SCREECH Line 2) obtained using wide-angle 

refractions and reflections recorded on 17 ocean bottom seismometers and coincident multi-channel 

seismic reflection data. This model includes layers of post-rift sediments and sills, as well as 

compressional and shear wave velocities of the underlying basement. Compressional velocities directly 

below the basement interface in the OCTZ (5.0-5.5 km/s) are faster than the surrounding areas, and these 

velocities increase gradually to 7.0 km/s at a depth of 5 km beneath the top of basement. Coincidentally, 

shear velocities range from 3.0-4.0 km/s. Landward of the OCTZ, compressional velocities from 4.0-6.5 

km/s and shear velocities between 2.5-3.5 km/s are recovered up to a depth of 8 km beneath the basement, 

consistent with interpretations of extended continental crust. Basement seaward of the OCTZ is 

interpreted as incipient oceanic crust with compressional velocities of 4.0-4.5 km/s at basement ridges 

that increase sharply to 7.0 km/s at a depth of 5 km beneath the basement. Shear velocities display a 

similarly sharp gradient and increase from 2.5-4.0 km/s. 
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Despite many years of research on subduction zone processes in the Franciscan Complex in northern 

California, a complete characterization of fluid-interaction with the subducting slab and mantle wedge has 

yet to be determined. Serpentinites form due to the hydrothermal alteration of ultramafic protoliths, in the 

oceanic lithosphere and/or mantle wedge, by magmatic, seawater or slab-derived waters. This formation 

acts as a record of fluid-rock interaction, knowledge that is fundamental to understanding subduction zone 

processes. Stable isotopes (O, H, Cl) are excellent tracers of fluid sources, yet very little previous isotopic 

work has been done in the Franciscan Complex and Coast Range Ophiolite.  This project intends to create 

a detailed geochemical dataset from archetypical outcrops. Serpentinites from the Tiburon Peninsula, Mill 

Creek Road, and Sawyer Creek Trail (Franciscan Complex) as well as from Cuesta Ridge (Coast Range 

Ophiolite) will be analyzed using stable geochemistry (O, H, Cl), major and trace element bulk 

geochemistry, and petrographical methods to determine subduction zone processes associated with 

serpentinization. Variations in the isotopic composition of the serpentinites indicates differing tectonic 

environments. High δ18O values indicate fluid sources from metamorphic or sedimentary waters, while 

low values indicate a meteoric source component.  Preliminary results based on bulk rock geochemistry 

display a range of Al and Mg values, suggesting the incorporation of both abyssal and mantle wedge 

peridotites. In addition to the complexities given by fluid source, these results suggest multiple protoliths 

on the outcrop scale. Future work includes data from trace element and stable isotope geochemistry 

incorporated with petrographic work, including determination of the serpentine polymorphs.  

Understanding the tectonic setting of serpentinization will help with evaluation of tectonic models for 

northern California. 
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Oxygen isotopes and major and trace element geochemistry have been used to evaluate the nature of 

metamorphic fluids associated with retrogression of high-grade Franciscan eclogites and blueschists. 

Oxygen isotope analyses of garnet mineral separates from Ring Mountain and Jenner Beach high-grade 

blocks show an increase of ~1‰ in δ18O values (vs. SMOW) from the eclogitic core (δ18O = 6.9 to 

7.2‰, Ring Mountain; δ18O = 8.5 to 10.1‰, Jenner Beach) to the chloritized eclogite rim (δ18O = 8.1 to 

8.5‰, Ring Mountain; δ18O = 10.7 to 11.3‰, Jenner Beach). This enrichment in 18O indicates 

interaction with sediment derived fluids during retrogression. Previous major and trace element 

geochemistry on these eclogites show evidence for interaction with sediments or sedimentary derived 

fluids and serpentinite throughout the entire retrograde path as evidenced by two types of metasomatic 

enrichments, large ion lithophile elements (LILE) and coupled enrichments in Cr, Mg, Ni, and Pb (e.g., 

Horodyskyj et al., 2009; Sorensen et al., 1997; Moore, 1984). We hypothesize that pieces of eclogitized 

mafic crust were incorporated in the overlying warm mantle wedge. Sedimentary fluids derived from the 

subducting plate metasomatized the mafic blocks and ultramafic mantle wedge. Interaction with 

serpentinite-derived fluids may have been sufficient to modify Cr, Ni, and Mg contents in the eclogites, 

but not significantly alter the oxygen isotope composition. The oxygen isotope composition of actinolite 

from the late actinolite-chlorite rind draping some of these high-grade blocks is consistent with formation 

from a serpentinite-derived fluid at low temperatures (~250°C). 
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The apatite (U-Th)/He thermochronometer (AHe) is sensitive to temperatures as low as 40oC over 

geologic time scales. Geothermal anomalies which are active for long enough could partially or fully reset 

the AHe age of samples located within the thermal aureole. Here we present data from Clayton Valley, 

east of Tonopah, NV, which suggest AHe thermchronology is a useful tool for geothermal exploration.  

 

In order to use AHe thermochronology as a geothermal exploration tool, the local thermal history must be 

understood. Clayton Valley is located in the northern-most extensional complex in a series of extensional 

complexes between Death Valley and the Mina Deflection which accommodate a right-step between the 

Eastern California shear zone and the Walker Lane. The Silver Peak – Lone Mountain extensional 

complex in which Clayton Valley resides helps transfer dextral strain from the Furnace Creek/Fish Lake 

Valley fault system to the northwest-southeast striking faults in the central Walker Lane (Oldow, 2009). 

The area is characterized by at least 3 Miocene detachment-bounded core complexes (turtlebacks) cut by 

Pliocene north-south striking normal faults. The turtlebacks are composed of Neoproterozoic to early 

Cambrian amphibolite faces carbonates cored by Tertiary granites and cut by Tertiary mafic dikes. The 

upper plate rocks are non-metamorphosed to low grade Cambrian and Ordovician carbonates, quartzites, 

and siltstones; unconsolidated Tertiary sediments; and Oligocene to Pliocene volcanics. The Pearl Hot 

Springs geothermal anomaly is located in northeastern Clayton Valley, and has been characterized by a 2-

meter thermal survey and temperature measurements taken at the bottom of 55 m wells. Samples were 

collected around the northern and northeastern rim of the valley for AHe thermchronology. AHe ages not 

affected by the thermal anomaly should be 8 – 15 Ma from the footwall, pre-late Miocene age from 

hanging wall bedrock, and equal to the age of eruption for tuffs. Younger ages imply thermal resetting, 

and the most likely mechanism for this in northern Clayton Valley is the Pearl Hot Springs geothermal 

anomaly. Indeed, bedrock samples which are out of the thermal aureole are 20 – 40 Ma, and as old as 170 

Ma, and samples located over the anomaly are as young as 13 Ma. Future work will seek to understand 

the relationship between the temperature of the anomaly, the length of time the rocks have been exposed 

to the temperature, and the fraction of helium lost, which will help in evaluating geothermal resources. 
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Debate persists on the timing, magnitude and style of crustal shortening, uplift and basin evolution in the 

Andes. Most geological studies suggest that the central Andes, including the Altiplano plateau, were 

gradually uplifted as a result of protracted Cenozoic retroarc shortening. However, recent isotopic studies 

conclude that the Andes instead rose in pulses, with the most significant event occurring at 10-6 Ma. The 

well-exposed Cenozoic San Jerónimo Group was studied in the Ayaviri basin of the Peruvian Altiplano. 

The >5 km-thick succession coarsens then fines upward and is situated at 3900-4800 m elevation, 

between the Western Cordillera magmatic arc and the Eastern Cordillera fold-thrust-belt.  

 

New detrital zircon U-Pb geochronological results from four sandstone samples throughout the San 

Jeronimo section show large age populations indicative of syndepositional volcanism between 

approximately 38 and 27 Ma. Sedimentological observations, facies analyses and paleocurrent 

orientations from measured sections show a stratigraphic transition from cross-stratified braided-fluvial 

sandstones to more proximal channel-fill and alluvial-fan conglomerates, followed by an eventual shift 

back to more distal, sand-dominated braided fluvial deposits. Paleocurrent measurements show important 

temporal and spatial variations in sediment dispersal patterns while sandstone petrographic analyses and 

conglomerate clast counts help identify changes in sediment provenance. Conglomerate clast counts show 

an upsection transition from almost exclusively volcanic input to an increasingly significant contribution 

of quartzite, limestone, sandstone, and mudstone detritus.  These shifts in depositional conditions and 

sediment provenance can be largely attributed to the reactivation of fold-thrust structures in close 

proximity to the basin, which is inferred to represent an early Andean foreland basin in relatively close 

proximity to the magmatic arc. Ongoing magnetostratigraphic analyses will further constrain the timing 

and rate of sediment accumulation and related deformation. Additional detrital zircon U-Pb 

geochronological analyses will also aid in sediment provenance determinations. Collectively, these data 

will help define the Eocene-Oligocene tectonic evolution of the northern Altiplano plateau in southern 

Peru, as well as the eastward advance of the Andean fold-thrust belt into the Eastern Cordillera. 
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Northern Sumatra was struck by a magnitude ~9.3 earthquake on December 26, 2004 followed by a large 

tsunami impacting countries bordering the Indian Ocean and killing close to 300,000 people. The 

earthquake initiated at a depth of ~50 km offshore of Aceh, along the subduction zone from Sumatra to 

the Andaman Islands with a rupture area of over 1250 x 150 km. In this poster, I will present my 

preliminary results based on merged bathymetric data from several multibeam datasets acquired after the 

earthquake; these data were contributed by U. of Texas at Austin, U. of Southampton, U. of Oregon, 

IFREMER, BGR, and Kyoto University. The merged bathymetry data reveal the regional morphology 

after the earthquake. From offshore to the Sumatra coastline, the data reveal the Sunda trench, the 

accretionary prism dominated by a wide plateau, and the Aceh forearc basin. The plateau contains 

complex structures of both seaward vergent and landward vergent thrust zones. In areas with sufficient 

bathymetric coverage, the West Andaman Fault can be traced. My research will focus on the plateau 

region. Using the bathymetric data, I will study the fault geometry, identify thrust faults and anticline-

syncline structures. Then evaluate these findings with the multichannel seismic profiles acquired by U. of 

Texas at Austin. 
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Subgrid precipitation distribution has been widely recognized as an important factor to include in the 

representation of land surface hydrology within climate models. In this paper, using Amazon as a case 

study, the impact of the subgrid variability in precipitation interception on the modeling of the biosphere–

atmosphere system (CESM) is investigated. According to the preliminary results, when neglecting the 

rainfall spatial variability, even if the impact on the total evapotranspiration is negligible, significant 

errors may result in the representation of surface hydrological processes and surface energy balance. In 

this study, this issue is further explored and it is demonstrated that the extent of the resulting errors is not 

limited to the land surface processes. The same errors also may propagate into the biosphere through 

vegetation dynamics and can eventually lead to a significantly different biosphere–atmosphere 

equilibrium state. In Amazon case, the changes for soil and canopy evaporation from subgrid precipitation 

can change dry bias in CESM. This study provides a good example for the need to have physical realism 

in modeling the subgrid variability and most other details of the model.  
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The Auger basin is located 345km to the southwest of New Orleans. We model the pressure evolution in 

the Auger Basin from late Pliocene to the present. Q sand was deposited 3.4 million years ago. The RFT 

tests show the in-situ pressure in Q sand is 82.6MPa in the Auger field and 100.7Mpa in the Macaroni 

field. Both the logging data and the in-situ pressure measurements are used to constrain the compression 

model. The constrained compression model is then input to the PetroMod software to predict the pore 

pressure across the Auger field and the Macaroni field. The preliminary results show that the pore 

pressure predicted from the 2D model is much lower than the in-situ results. The permeability model is 

considered as the crucial effect factor that causes the difference.  
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On May 19, 2011, a magnitude 5.8 earthquake occurred just 9.1 km below the surface of the earth on the 

Simav Fault in Western Turkey. The exact nature of the Simav Fault is debated; Several analyses 

including Konak (1979) and The General Directorate of Mineral Research and Exploration (MTA, 2011) 

have described the fault to accommodate strike-slip (Fig. 1), but alternative work has defined the area to 

accommodate mainly extension (Fig. 2) (Gemici and Tarcan, 2002; Isik, 2003; Faulds, 2009). In addition, 

the geographical extent of the fault is unclear. To better understand the deformation of the Simav Fault, I 

will use ArcGIS to map geologic features in the region to analyze the kinematics. This is the first time 

ArcGIS will be applied to understand the nature of the Simav Fault. The project will provide valuable 

information to those interested in the tectonic and structural implications of the area and help to better 

constrain seismic hazard risk assessments that directly influence the local Turkish community.  

 

 

 
Figure 1. Map of the Simav fault showing right-lateral strike 

slip motion (MTA, 2011). 

Figure 2. Map showing the location of the 

Simav fault; note its sense of motion is 

extensional (Gemici and Tarcan, 2002). 
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To reduce the amount of carbon dioxide that is emitted to the atmosphere, CO2 can be captured and 

sequestered in deep brine aquifers for long-term storage.  During the CO2 injection, CO2 interacts with 

groundwater and formation minerals, including silicates that comprise the sandstones or their cements.  

This research studies how silica interacted with high pressures of CO2. Amorphous silica dissolution was 

evaluated at a range of PCO2 (atm – 1000 psi) and temperatures (30 and 60C) to determine the effects of 

CO2 dissolution on silica kinetics and equilibrium concentrations.  At atmospheric pressure, at 30 and 

60C, the equilibrium concentration of SiO2 reached the PhreeqC predicted values within 48 hours.  At 

higher PCO2, however, dissolved SiO2 concentrations approach PhreeqC predicted values, but take 

significantly longer to come to equilibrium.  Low pH solutions were also analyzed at atmospheric 

pressure to determine if the effects were due to changes in pH.  Differences in the pH resulted in 

differences in dissolution kinetics in much the same way as high PCO2.  This data suggests that low pH 

caused by CO2 injection will slow the rate of dissolution and possibly, decrease the equilibrium 

concentrations of silica in carbon sequestration reservoirs.  Changes in silica equilibrium concentrations 

could cause mineral precipitation and a resultant decrease in porosity and permeability.   
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Zircon is one of the most commonly used minerals in (U-Th)/He thermochronometry, based on the alpha 

decay of U, Th, and Sm. These ejected alpha-particles become 4He, and are retained within the crystal 

lattice below the closure temperature, Tc, which for zircon is approximately 180° C for cooling rates of 

10° C/m.y. The ejection of the alpha particle, and the recoil of the parent, both cause dislocations in the 

crystal lattice which accumulate over time. Because most studies prefer bulk helium diffusion to step-

heated, fractional-loss diffusion experiments, a thorough and quantitative understanding of the effect of 

this damage on diffusion in a geologic setting is imperative to the reduction and interpretation of raw data. 

Although initial diffusion experiments concluded that low to moderate levels of radiation damage had no 

effect on the closure temperature, ages from the Gulf of Suez and Western Desert, Egypt, show a strong 

correlation between apparent cooling age and effective uranium concentration (eU, here used as a proxy 

for total accumulated radiation damage) within individual samples; that is, samples which have low eU, 

therefore less damage, yield older apparent ages whereas high eU grains show very young ages. The 

spread of ages obtained within individual rocks is commonly 400 m.y. and has been observed at more 

than 2 b.y. Furthermore, the obtained helium ages occur in clusters around the known tectonic events: 

East African Orogeny at 509 Ma, Hercynian at 360 Ma, Neotethyan rifting at 236 Ma, and Santonian 

inversion at 63 Ma. It is our hypothesis that each of these successive events caused re-setting in a 

different population of grains, and that cooling ages for each tectonic event are being recorded by 

populations of zircons within individual rocks. We use Raman spectroscopy to measure total accumulated 

damage within each grain to show a direct correlation between total accumulated damage and cooling 

age. These data demonstrate unequivocally that a very strong relationship exists between radiation 

damage and closure temperature. Diffusion experiments show that the initial release of helium from 

zircon grains behaves in a non-Arrhenius fashion; we hypothesize that these data are recording the actual 

diffusion kinetics, and that thermally-activated annealing of damage are responsible for the remainder of 

data. In the future, we propose to use diffusion experiments in conjunction with Raman spectroscopic 

measurements in order to quantify variability in closure temperature with respect to radiation damage, 

alpha-damage annealing kinetics, as well as the possibility of the use of zircon as a multi-temperature 

thermometer. 
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Subglacial lakes lying under the Antarctic Ice Sheet form part of a dynamic, interconnected hydraulic 

system. Most research exploring the nature of this system has focused on flow along the ice–bed 

interface, neglecting the effects of groundwater transport, as such systems are thought to lack the 

transmissivity necessary to accommodate the inferred meltwater volume. In the Dome C region of East 

Antarctica, however, inferred melt water volumes are relatively low due to proximity to the ice divide and 

hydraulic gradients are relatively high due to steep subglacial bedrock topography, such that groundwater 

flow might be viable as a dominant means of water transport. This region contains many small subglacial 

lakes residing in bedrock depressions of steep basal topography. Preliminary analysis of radar sounding 

data does not always reveal an obvious hydraulic connection between these lakes despite readily apparent 

sources of melt feeding these bodies. Here we test several simple models for groundwater flow, including 

both fractured rock and porous media systems using ice-surface and bedrock geometry inferred from 

radio-echo sounding data and a published map of melt rates, with the purpose of defining a region in 

which a groundwater system can account for the majority of the water budget. We then compare these 

results against maps of basal reflectivity and subglacial lake distribution, as determined from radar 

sounding data. Areas in which groundwater flow is the dominant process will lack basal lubrication and 

demonstrate low basal reflectivities, but could still contain small subglacial lakes. While not spatially 

extensive with respect to the ice sheet, these groundwater-dominated areas could occupy the headwaters 

of most glacial catchments representing a unique and relatively stable subglacial environment. 
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Over thirty percent of the world has an arid or semi-arid climate, which results in a flash flood-dominated 

landscape. Flood hydrographs begin with a turbulent bore, followed by a rising limb of rapidly increasing 

discharge, and a decreasing falling limb. Previous work indicates sediment transport, and thus shear 

stress, is highest in the bore despite increased discharge in the rising limb. Perennial flows have steadier 

discharge, changing much more gradually. There are several well-documented relationships between 

channel geometry and boundary shear stress in steady, uniform flows, and relatively few for flash flood-

dominated flows. I will use an outdoor flash flood flume (37.8 m long, 0.5 m wide, 0.8 m tall), which can 

make reproducible flash flood bores. I will monitor three-dimensional velocities using several acoustic 

Doppler velocimeters. Suspended sediment concentration will be recorded using an optical 

backscatterance sensor. With this flume I will test two hypotheses: (i) relationships for steady, uniform 

flows do not fully describe sediment transport mechanisms in flash flood-dominated flows, and (ii) 

elevated boundary shear stress in the bore results in higher sediment transport rates. I will compare 

temporal variations of velocities during each phase of the hydrograph to suspended sediment 

concentrations throughout the water column. These data will be used to more accurately quantify 

sediment transport in flash floods. 
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Data from radar-sounding surveys of West Antarctica are used to determine the age of observed radar 

horizons near the Byrd ice core, Antarctica (Gow, 1968). We emphasize inclusion of uncertainty in radar- 

and ice-related sources of uncertainty. The analysis is based on a basic ice-flow model developed by 

Schwander et al. (2001). A Bayesian approach is used to determine a new chronology for the Byrd ice 

core which reduces uncertainties in theoretical and measurement uncertainties in englacial isochronous 

layers observed in the ice column. 
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Past studies have suggested that fire generated carbon monoxide (CO) in the tropics was transported to 

the upper troposphere (UT) via different pathways, including the “local convection”, “UT advection” and 

“lower troposphere advection → convection” pathways. However, the relative importance of these 

transport pathways in determining the locations and seasonality of the CO centers in the tropical UT 

remains unclear. We developed a multi-satellite-based approach to identify CO transport pathways and 

their geographic and seasonal distributions for the period of 2004-2009, through joint use of Aura MLS 

CO observation, the Global Fire Emission Database and TRMM data. The results suggest that seasonality 

of the CO centers in the tropical UT does not follow those of CO surface emission and convection. 

Rather, it mainly follows the seasonality of “local convection” transport pathway. The occurrence of this 

pathway peaks in boreal spring in the northern hemisphere and fall in the southern hemisphere, 

respectively, when deep convection overlaps with CO surface emission. These semi-annual peaks of the 

“local convection” transport contribute to the high CO concentration in the tropical UT during boreal 

spring and fall seasons. 
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The Haynesville Shale is a Jurassic aged organic-rich formation in Texas and Louisiana. Its gas capacity 

is one of the largest in the United States. This formation is relatively deep (about 10000–13000 ft) with 

moderate porosity and extremely low permeability. Based on the microstructure studies, the Haynesville 

Shale tends to have flattened or elongated grains and pores compared to other shales, such as the Barnett 

Shale. These flattened or elongated grains and pores significantly reduce the velocities of the shale 

because the shapes are compliant, which reduces the rock moduli. The work presented here is a 

rockphysics based approach to model the shale velocities from well log data in terms of variable grain and 

pore shape and variable composition. We do this by using an effective-medium model called the self-

consistent model. It models the interaction of idealized shapes, both solid and fluid filled, to obtain 

effective elastic moduli. Modeling is performed on data from two wells. For Well 1, the relationship 

between P-wave velocity and porosity with different aspect ratios and compositions were investigated. 

The result indicated that both pore shape and composition have significant effects on the elastic properties 

of the Haynesville Shale. For Well 2, the relation between P-wave velocity and density with different 

porosities, aspect ratios and composition assemblages were studied. The result showed a combined effect 

of aspect ratio and composition. Both pore-shape and composition effects vary with the porosity of the 

rock. Overall, the self-consistent model explained the data sets in the Haynesville Shale accurately and 

provided constraints on the pore shape and the composition. This work provides a more comprehensive 

understanding of the Haynesville Shale in terms of relating its reservoir properties to elastic parameters. 
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Winds play an important role in dust aerosols emission, transport, and deposition. Using NCEP 

reanalysis2 data, the changes in wind direction and speed during 1948 and 2010 were analyzed 

over the Middle East (the Gulf of Omen and Eastern Saudi Arabia abbreviated as R1). Wind 

patterns from R1 were compared with those in South Asia Monsoon Area (R2), East China (R3), 

and East China Sea (R4). The Weather Research and Forecasting model with online chemistry 

(WRF-Chem) was used to study the effects of winds change on dust emissions over the period 

from 1979 to 2010. Modifications to soil types and land cover types were implemented to the 

default WRF-Chem MOSAIC dust scheme to ensure realistic simulations of dust emissions. In 

all the four regions, the yearly average wind speed decreased. In R1 and R3, winds greater than 

2.5 m/s exhibited a decreasing trend throughout the year; while in R2 and R4, the decreasing 

trend was found only in spring and summer. The model simulations were compared with 

available observations including satellite data (e.g. AERONET and Calipso) and continual 

improvements are being made to revise the dust emission scheme within WRF-Chem. 
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The role mineralogy plays on microbial community distribution, composition, niche differentiation, and 

accumulation is a complex and nebulous association. Microbial phylogenetic diversity and bacterial 

composition of communities obtained from Lower Kane Cave (LKC), WY, USA, were studied using next 

generation bacterial 16S rRNA sequencing techniques. The microbial consortium found within LKC was 

found to be primarily composed of the genera Thiothrix and Sulfurovum; neutrophilic sulfur-oxidizing 

microbes. The microbial population within LKC has been instigated in previous studies to have a 

significant role in the processes of sulfuric acid speleogenesis.  

 

Using a LKC biomat as the inoculant in a series of 3 nutrient limited laboratory reactor experiments, and 

a pure culture of Thiothrix unzii (ATCC type strain 49747) in an additional reactor, we found that both 

limestone and dolostone substratum consistently had higher biomass accumulation than silicate minerals 

in the same reactor. At the Class level, the carbonate substratum (Calcite, Limestone, and Dolostone) had 

~84% - 88.7% of phylotypes in common. Aside from Basalt (Simpson’s Index, D of 0.53), the carbonate 

substratum produced the least diverse phylotype distributions. Feldspar and quartz were colonized by the 

most diverse communities with Simpson’s Index values of 0.16 and 0.31.  

 

Evaluation of potential metabolic guild distribution shows that potential neutrophilic sulfur-oxidizers 

have an affinity for acidity neutralizing carbonate substrata over silicate substrata. These potential sulfur-

oxidizing guilds compose ~28%-38% of the total microbial community. For feldspar and chert 

substratum, potential sulfur-oxidizing metabolic guilds composed merely ~5% of the total microbial 

community. The quartz substratum, in contrast, was uniquely populated by potential acidophilic sulfur-

oxidizers Acidithiobacillus and Acidithiomicrobium; composing ~19% of the total community. A quartz 

substratum may offer these acidophiles a competitive advantage over other microbial communities that do 

not tolerate an acidic habitat, while optimizing the local microenvironment to better facilitate their 

metabolic pathway.  

 

The basalt substratum community was ~67% Thiothrix spp., a sulfur-oxidizing genus commonly 

associated with Deep-sea hydrothermal vents. This dominance of Thiothrix spp. on basalt may be due to 

an advantageous ability to extract, and take advantage of, mineral bound nutrients (P, Fe) in basalt 

derived from selective pressures as this genus evolved. These results provide substantial evidence to 

support the hypothesis that mineralogy influences microbial distribution, composition, niche 

differentiation, and accumulation in a nutrient limited system. Specific microbial populations which have 

evolved to take advantage of specific mineral substrata and exert highly localized control of 

biogeochemical conditions. Mineralogy, therefore, plays an active part in the development of subsurface 

microbial ecology and diversity by exerting selective pressures on the subsurface microbial environment. 
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The National Hydrography Dataset (NHD) is used to measure river morphology nationally. Morphometri

cs are investigated to determine relationships that elucidate river morphology at a national to global scale.

 River width is measured at high spatial resolution and used to investigate the effect of reach length on me

asured sinuosity. Floodplain width is measured and related to river width and sinuosity. Rasters representi

ng the geospatial densities of river area and floodplain area are compared.   
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Differential loading induced deformation of a mobile substrate (e.g., salt tectonics) is an important 

process for the development of accommodation space and stratigraphic architectures in mini-basin 

settings. While previous studies of mini-basin development have focused mainly on examining changes to 

the system arising from external forces (allogeneic processes), this study focuses on the relationship 

between stratigraphic architecture and internal dynamics of the system (autogenic processes). Using a 

silicone polymer to simulate a viscous mobile substrate, a series of simple two-dimensional experiments 

were conducted to explore the effects of variation in 1) sedimentation rate, 2) depositional style, and 3) 

changes in the thickness of the deformable layers on salt deformation. These experiments serve as an 

analogue model for mini-basin formation and sought to capture the internal dynamics of the system. 

Autogenic processes were isolated by maintaining constant sediment feed rates, as well as using a 

specified total amount of sediment for each run regardless of the runtime. Quantification of results has 

allowed greater understanding of the mini-basin development associated with internal dynamics in salt 

deformation.  

 

Experimental results have shown a lag time in the response of the salt material to sediment load. This lag 

is the time in which the salt responds to each pulse of sedimentation. During phases of constant 

sedimentation the rate of subsidence of the mini-basin approaches steady state. However, once 

sedimentation stops, subsidence of the basin undergoes a deceleration until a new steady state subsidence 

pattern is reached. Likewise, when sedimentation restarts, the mini-basin undergoes a phase of 

accelerating subsidence rate until the salt substrate re-equilibrates to the increasing load and steady state 

subsidence is again reached. The autogenic acceleration and deceleration of the substrate to the changing 

load likely plays a significant role in the stratigraphic architecture of the associated basin infill. We 

present a new stratigraphic model that incorporates these autogenic effects on the resulting stratigraphic 

architectures. These results illustrate new insight into the interpretation of mini-basin stratigraphic 
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Snow cover modulates energy and water fluxes at the surface due to its thermal and hydrologic 

characteristics (e.g., high albedo, low thermal conductivity and water holding capacity). Furthermore, 

given the fact that the snowpack is one of the most important freshwater reservoirs, understanding its 

spatial and temporal variations is crucial for hydrologic and climate studies. Data assimilation has 

emerged as an alternative to overcome the limitations of various methodologies in estimating snowpack 

variations, such as ground measurements (e.g., point-scale information), remote sensing (e.g., temporal 

discontinuity) and land surface models (e.g., difficulty in constraining parameters and parameterizations). 

It has been demonstrated that the Advanced Microwave Scanning Radiometer-Earth Observing System 

(AMSR-E) snow water equivalent (SWE), which is retrieved using empirical equations, can be used to 

update a prior SWE estimated from land surface modeling. However, it has a saturation problem for a 

moderately deep snowpack (i.e., SWE exceeding 100 mm threshold). Several studies have suggested that 

radiance assimilation, which assimilates passive microwave (PM) brightness temperature (Tb) 

observations directly, shows promise for improving SWE estimates over the assimilation of SWE 

retrievals. In this context, this study aims to address the feasibility of Tb assimilation into the Community 

Land Model version 4 (CLM4) to estimate snowpack characteristics at the global scale. As the goal here 

is to provide a literature review, new results from numerical modeling and assimilation will not be 

presented. The Microwave Emission Model for Layered Snowpacks (MEMLS) radiative transfer model 

(RTM) can be used as an observational operator to predict Tb from the snowpack characteristics simulated 

by CLM4. Unlike many other land surface models, CLM4 is advantageous in this study because it 

represents a snowpack with multiple layers (up to 5 depending on the snowpack thickness). In addition, 

CLM4 is capable of simulating snow thermodynamics such as melt-refreeze cycles and densification 

processes. CLM4 can simulate snow melt and refreeze in accordance with snow temperature and 

ice/liquid water content of each of the snow layers, allowing the use of horizontal polarization channels to 

produce more accurate SWE estimates. Because PM radiance is sensitive to the stratigraphy of snow, 

neglecting the stratigraphy leads to a large bias in estimating snowpack characteristics for deep 

snowpacks at a point scale. At a global scale, however, it has been shown that errors caused by inaccurate 

stratigraphy can be minimized, which is attributed to horizontal aggregation (e.g., averaging) over the 

satellite footprint size. Based on the previous studies, the spatial heterogeneity of the vegetation canopy is 

one of the most crucial factors affecting the radiance assimilation results at global scales since the canopy 

exerts a significant effect on the microwave emission from the surface. Distinguishing Tb of the snowpack 

from that of the vegetation canopy may provide a potential for the global scale radiance assimilation.  
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The consequences of varying the spatial relations and the geometry of intrusions have not beenexplored in 

most numerical simulations of crustal magma chambers. This study uses a 3-D finite difference algorithm 

to: 1) examine the relationship of intrusion geometry to other common modeling parameters (thermal 

properties, crustal composition, and ambient temperature) and 2) explore the effects of intrusion geometry 

and spacing on a crustal column. Variations in crustal heat capacity, density, and thermal conductivity 

across the range of measured values for crustal rocks result in decreases in magma chamber solidication 

time of only one to two times whereas isovolumetric flattening of a spherical magma body into a thin sill 

results in an order of magnitude decrease in solidication time. Horizontal variations in sill ellipticity and 

surface roughness features such as stocks similarly alter solidification times by factors of two. 

 

For given constant intrusion composition and rate, focusing of basaltic intrusions into stacked sill 

complexes or discrete magma bodies results in an order of magnitude more unsolidified basalt remaining 

after 3 m.y. than an equal volume of magma distributed as ellipsoidal sills throughout the model space. 

However, scattered sills generate “hot zones” of significant crustal melting, with up to ~50% partially 

molten crust. Scattered sills also result in more immobile magmas with liquid fractions less than 10% on 

average as opposed to two to three times that in the focused intrusion simulations. In all simulations, 

localizing the intrusion site into the lower crust or at the Moho results in geothermal gradient increases of 

less than one degree C per km above 20 km depth after 3 m.y. of intrusion. Only the presence of 

intrusions in the mid to upper crust causes significant geothermal gradient increases. When compared to 

previously published 1-D simulations of crustal “hot zones,” the 3-D simulations are two to three orders 

of magnitude less efficient at generating partially molten crust and preserving primary magma. The 3-D 

simulations also show 10s to 100s of degrees less crustal heating than their 1-D counterparts. Simulations 

using parameters from the literature show how varying geometry can result in large volume upper-crustal 

magma chambers remaining liquid for several hundred thousand years. The simulations describe how a 

focused, high magmatic flux ignimbrite dominated volcanic field such as Long Valley or the Southern 

Rocky Mountains could develop. 
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Recent multi-channel seismic reflection data, collected as part of the 2009 TAIGER program, reveal 

active extension along a deep-seated normal fault in the pre-collision setting of the Taiwan arc-continent 

collision. Data were acquired across Tainan basin, a Tertiary rift basin of the southern Chinese continental 

margin offshore southwest Taiwan. While relatively minor flexure-induced normal faults permeate the 

Taiwan foreland basin strata, the new data image a listric normal fault that penetrates to the mid-crust and 

forms a significant fault scarp at the seafloor near the continental shelf break. These observations are 

consistent with new geodynamic modeling that indicates the recent extension may be the expression of 

plate-bending in continental crust due to subduction-related loading by the nearby Manila trench 

accretionary prism. Similar extensional episodes have been identified in rift basins of the southern 

Chinese continental margin near Taiwan during mid-late Miocene, prior to the 7 Ma Taiwan arc-continent 

collision. This further suggests that arc-continent collision may be preceded by bending-related extension 

of the continental shelf.  

 

Along strike within the Taiwan orogen, the Lishan fault is a major structural and morphologic boundary. 

It separates the Hseuhshan Range, an inverted rift basin on the west, from the highly deformed deeper 

marine and continental margin basement units of the Central Range on the east. The Lishan fault shares a 

similar tectonic history and geometry as the newly-imaged rift fault before being compressionally 

reactivated during arc-continent collision. The similar history, geometry, orientation, and along-strike 

position between continental shelf passive margin strata and deeper marine continental slope strata all 

suggest this newly-imaged rift fault may serve as the pre-collision analogue of the Lishan fault system. 
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The Baranof Fan is a large marine sedimentary system in the eastern Gulf of Alaska, straddling the border 

between the U.S. and Canada. The volume of the Fan is estimated to be > 200,000 cubic kilometers. Little 

is known about the depositional timing, the tectonic and morphologic processes influencing its 

development, or the role of channel aggradation and avulsion in its progression. Both tectonic and 

climatic transitions likely influenced the formation and evolution of the Fan, with events including the 

onset of northern hemisphere glaciation, the Mid-Pleistocene transition, the transport of the Yakutat 

Terrane along the southeast Alaskan margin, and the uplift of the Coast Mountains. 

 

2D seismic reflection and multibeam bathymetry data were collected in the Gulf of Alaska in June 2011 

aboard the R/V Marcus G. Langseth as a part of the U.S. Extended Continental Shelf (ECS) program 

assessing potential opportunities under the United Nations Law of the Sea Convention. The purpose of 

the 2011 survey was to determine sediment thickness, velocity structure, stratigraphic architecture, and 

crustal structure on of the Gulf of Alaska seafloor in support of U.S. continental shelf maritime zone 

definition. The surveyed geologic features include the Surveyor and Baranof sedimentary systems, which 

control active sediment distribution in the Gulf of Alaska. 

 

Preliminary analysis of these data show four distinct buried channels throughout the mid to distal Baranof 

Fan, ranging in width from 5 - 9 km, which may have evolved into modern surface channels (ranging in 

width from 2 - 7 km) visible in both the seismic data and multibeam bathymetry. The location and 

trajectory of these buried channels, however, appears distinct from the modern Horizon and Mukluk 

Channels; the buried channels may have avulsed into the modern channel systems, or could possibly be 

older and now abandoned branches instrumental in building the westward part of the Fan. All of the 

imaged channels appear to be depositional, and consistently have thicker levees on their western banks, 

possibly due to effects of the Alaska Gyre at depth and/or the Coriolis. Preliminary velocity analysis from 

sonobuoy refraction data indicates that the thalwegs of buried channels do not exceed an 800 m depth 

within the ~2 km thick Fan; we will seek to map a prominent reflector located beneath these channels 

from the Baranof system into the Surveyor system.  New age dates from ashes sampled at DSDP Site 178 

within the Surveyor Fan may thus provide constraints on the timing of deposition of the western Baranof 

Fan. 
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Full-waveform inversion (FWI) in the form of nonlinear inversion requires significant amount of 

computation. In the frequency domain, the discretized isotropic acoustic wave-equation, i.e. Helmholtz 

equation, represents a large sparse linear system. Each nonlinear update of FWI requires hundreds or even 

thousands of solving the system with different shots and frequencies. While there exists many numerical 

methods for Helmholtz equation in 2D, an efficient and accurate 3D solver is still a great challenge and 

thus a bottle neck for FWI. Both direct and iterative solvers have been proposed over the years for 

Helmholtz equation. Enquist and Ying (2011) introduces a preconditioning scheme that exploits the 

physical properties of wave-equation in the frequency domain and is appropriate for 3D cases. Although 

there is a set-up stage, the convergence rateof solver with preconditioning is largely independent of 

frequency. Efficiency gain from parallelization over shots further prevail cost in set-ups. Considering the 

sparse attribute of both linear operator and its preconditioner, we implement a massively parallel 

implementation of this technique and apply the resulting solver to FWI. Synthetic test is carried out on the 

SEG/EAGE 3D overthrust model. The multiscale inversion starts from low frequency to avoid local 

minimums and gradually increases the frequency to refine the model. The model is resampled according 

to current frequency and maximum velocity. Each update involves several iterations of conjugate-gradient 

that calls the parallel preconditioned Helmholtz solver, followed by a line-search. Proceed to the next 

frequency when relative data misfit improvement is below pre-defined tolerance. With the newly 

developed parallel Helmholtz solver, FWI shows a scalable performance with large volume of data and at 

high frequency.  

 

References: Enquist, B., and L. Ying, 2011, Sweeping preconditioner for the Helmholtz equation: 

moving perfectly matched layers: Multiscale Modeling and Simulation, 9, no. 2, 

686–710. 
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The Earth’s core is mainly composed of Fe-Ni alloy with a few weight percent candidate light 

elements (e.g., Si, S, and O). Knowing the elasticity of iron and its alloys is thus critical to 

understanding the physics and chemistry of the Earth’s core. In particular, the alloying effects of light 

elements on the elasticity of iron are of great importance to establishing satisfactory geophysical and 

geochemical models of the Earth’s core. For example, comparison between compressional wave 

velocity-density (Vp-ρ) relation of candidate iron-light element alloys and seismic velocity profiles at 

pressure-temperature (P-T) conditions relevant to the core provides a direct constraint on the 

composition of the Earth’s core. According to previous studies, different light elements can have 

distinct effects on the elasticity of iron under high P-T. It should be noted that high temperatures can 

also affect the Vp behavior of iron-light element alloys under the pressures. Thus the experimental 

Vp-ρ results of iron alloys at simultaneous high P-T conditions are indispensable to establish a more 

reasonable composition model of the Earth’s core. Here we have measured the Vp-ρ relation of Fe-Si 

alloy under high pressures using in situ high-energy resolution inelastic X-ray scattering (HERIX) 

and X-ray diffraction in a diamond anvil cell (DAC). Compared with previous Vp studies on iron, 

these results allow us to derive the alloying effect of silicon on the Vp of hcp-Fe. Our data are also 

used to critically evaluate seismic and geochemical models of the core, providing new insights into 

understanding seismic observations and chemical composition of the Earth’s inner core.  
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We analyze several lines of ground-penetrating radar acquired across the grounding line in the Siple 

Coast region of Antarctica. Diffraction hyperbolae seen in our profiles likely result from a set of bottom-

crevasses formed at the groundling lines of Kamb (KIS) and Whillans Ice Streams (WIS), and Siple 

Dome (SDM). We observe a distribution in crevasse spacing with mean crevasse spacing for SDM, KIS, 

and WIS of 363 m, 488 m, and 1387 m, respectively. These measurements correlate positively with ice 

speed. There is no obvious relationship between crevasse penetration height and ice velocity, and a weak 

negative correlation exists between crevasse penetration height and distance from the grounding line, 

perhaps suggesting melting of the basal surface (Jacobs et al., 1992; MacAyeal 1984; MacGregor et al., 

2011). Finally, we note the presence of undulating topographic features located above the bottom 

crevasses of KIS, and suggest their connection to the formation of the corresponding bottom crevasses. 

We use these observations to model the formation of a single bottom crevasse at the grounding line in a 

Lagrangian finite-difference thermomechanical model with visco-elastoplastic rheology (using FLAC; 

Fast Lagrangian Analysis of Continua, Cundall, 1989). We show that the modeled bottom crevasse 

provides sufficient material weakening to account for the accompanying topographic depression. Thus we 

attribute the topographic features seen on KIS to plastic necking, and suggest that their widespread 

expression results from an unknown non-linear interaction between fracture and associated plastic 

yielding in ice. We suggest that the extent of plasticity shown on KIS via topographic deformation 

explains the apparent inability of linear elasticity to predict the heights of the basal crevasses: crack tips 

no longer serve as effective stress concentrators and deformation instead occurs according to plastic flow 

laws (Lawn & Wilshaw, 1975; Weertman, 1996).  
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In October 2009 exploratory testing of an old geothermal well caused a blowout at the El Tatio 

geothermal complex of northern Chile.  El Tatio is the largest geyser field in the southern hemisphere. 

The blowout was a paradigm-shifting event for the management of the El Tatio geothermal field, and 

drew attention to the disparity and critical nature of scientific information sharing.  In El Tatio, Forward 

Looking Infrared (FLIR) was evaluated as a rapid-response method for geothermal system evaluation and 

as a decision support tool.   

 

Thermal balance is an important indicator of the dynamic state of any geothermal system.  Recent studies 

identify the use of FLIR as an effective tool for assessing thermal conditions on small scale sites.  

Extrapolating to larger scales can potentially provide real-time data and non-invasive techniques for the 

development of basin level thermal budgets.  Two field visits were completed in October and December 

of 2009 immediately following the uncontrolled release from a 4500m deep exploration well. The aim 

was to use antecedent FLIR data from 2008 for a comparative approach with conditions after the 2009 

event to measure system behavior and potential impacts.  FLIR datasets were incorporated with 

geochemical datasets from 2006-2009 to validate trend analysis and compare response indicators.   Initial 

results indicate that there was no significant long-term change in thermal flux for the basin and 

assessment of short-term impacts remained inconclusive. 

 

This project proposes solutions for integrating data such as FLIR into governance and decision-making 

for earth resource development, using El Tatio as a case study. After the 2009 blowout, the incomplete 

sharing of information resulted in negative outcomes for all parties—government, local communities, and 

developers. Good governance of energy development projects exists when social problems are efficiently 

dealt with and when there is a social perception that this is the case; these two conditions are necessary 

for short and long run governance. If only one of these conditions is met no long term governance is 

guaranteed.    

 

In the Chilean case of the El Tatio geothermal field, there has been a gradual shift from one-sided 

governance—with the local community feeling isolated from issues of conservation—to a more complete 

diffusion of scientific information. Rapid sharing of basic scientific data—such as FLIR imagery—could 

be used to aid this transition and support decision making. 
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Internally drained, evaporative basins in the Atacama Desert of Chile, such as Salar de Ascotán and Salar 

de Carcote, are important water resource features for both human and environmental needs. The two 

salars, located 200 km northeast of Antofogasta in Region II, Chile, are part of a regional groundwater 

system that recharges in the adjacent uplands to the east and terminates in the regional topographic low at 

Salar de Uyuni, Bolivia. This regional groundwater system is discharged locally as spring-fed perennial 

surface water that flows across the salar surface and either evaporates, or reinfiltrates, in lagoon-like 

environments. This perennial surface water supports diverse flora and fauna in the salar basins, including 

flamingo, vicuña, and the endemic fish species Orestias ascotanensis. Mining projects in the region also 

depend on the playa lakes as the most economically viable source of water, and global demand for Chile’s 

mining exports such as copper will inevitably increase with concomitant stresses on water resources.  

 

Production wells were established in the Ascotán basin in the mid-1990’s, leading to concern about the 

preservation of spring-fed surface flows as a function of drawdown. While hydrologic and ecologic 

monitoring efforts have been coordinated since mining activity began, antecedent data collection precede 

extraction by approximately six months. Remote sensing can provide a means for large scale monitoring 

of the salars, as well as providing additional historical data for understanding antecedent conditions and 

support environmental management of the systems. This study uses satellite imagery to detect changes in 

surface water extent in the two salars and evaluate the results for possible correlation with climatic and/or 

anthropogenic factors. 13 Landsat 4-5 TM, and 7 ETM+ images from the time period of 1985-2011 are 

analyzed for surface water extent, and geographic information technologies are used to analyze the 

remotely sensed data as an analog to the regional groundwater system.  

 

Remote sensing results show a correlation between water extent on the salar surface and in a caldera to 

the east, indicating a possible recharge source for the salar groundwater system. Multi-temporal results 

indicate that surface water extent on the Salar de Ascotán surface diminished following the onset of 

pumping, but the rate decreases until reversing slightly in the mid-2000’s as a result of artificial recharge 

and environmental management efforts.  This suggests a pre-pumping, non-optimal pumping, and 

mitigation pumping stage, where the mitigation pumping stage can potentially reach equilibrium between 

economic and environmental dependency on the groundwater system in the playa lake basins.  Early 

results also show that the water extent on the Salar de Carcote surface remains relatively unchanged over 

the same time period, suggesting that pumping in the Ascotán basin has not significantly affected the 

regional flowpaths. 
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Along the Sumatran subduction zone, oblique strain is partitioned between the Sunda megathrust and the 

strike-slip Sumatran Fault located along the volcanic arc. Additional strike-slip motion may be localized 

adjacent to the forearc basin system, forming the Mentawai and West Andaman Fault Zones. An 

alternative interpretation of the West Andaman Fault Zone, as primarily a backthrust, has also been 

proposed. 

 

We combine profiles from an NSF-funded 2D seismic survey (SUMUT) with previous bathymetry and 

MCS surveys to characterize the West Andaman Fault Zone adjacent to the Aceh forearc Basin. Pre-stack 

time migration of SUMUT profiles provides the clearest images to date of this portion of the West 

Andaman Fault Zone. We focus on the interaction of this Fault Zone along the seaward edge of the Basin 

with surrounding sediments, as evidence of either strike-slip motion, backthrusting, or a combination of 

the two. 

 

We interpret flower structures along this fault zone and find no evidence of a backthrust penetrating to the 

décollement. Of note is the reflector at the base of the Aceh Basin sediments, which appears to continue 

trenchward of the Fault Zone for >15 km and was interpreted previously as a regional-scale 

Oligocene/early Miocene unconformity. Within the Fault Zone this reflector is disrupted, with some 

segments raised and some lowered. Beneath the marginal plateau west of the Aceh Basin the reflector is 

coherent and either flat or basinward dipping, similar to its geometry beneath the Aceh Basin. A regional 

backthrust with significant motion would offset this reflector such that the section beneath the plateau 

would be uplifted and tilted trenchward relative to the section beneath the Basin. We observe no such 

offset seaward of the deformed zone directly beneath the West Andaman Fault Zone and the observed 

tilting is entirely basinward. 

 

Therefore, we conclude that the West Andaman Fault Zone in this part of the forearc is predominantly 

strike-slip in nature. As a strike-slip fault in the forearc, the West Andaman is likely part of a system of 

faults including the Sumatra Fault that accommodate the significant strike-slip component of strain in this 

oblique subduction zone. Additionally, the location of the West Andaman fault within the forearc may be 

controlled by the rheology contrast between the marginal plateau and the forearc basin. 
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Carbon Dioxide (CO2) is a greenhouse gas that is produced in soils and is subsequently emitted 

to the atmosphere (soil respiration). Respiration is a complicated process that involves many 

sources. Separating contributions of these carbon sources is necessary in order to improve 

process-based understanding of soil respiration. We develop and apply a numerical model (based 

on the FCTS method) for this purpose that simulates transient state transport of CO2, O2 and their 

isotopologues in soils.  We first demonstrate that simulations run to steady state match the 

analytical solution to Fick’s second law of diffusion.  In this study, simulated profiles are fit to 

previously measured soil gas concentrations in inverse modeling approaches and are also used to 

help design future research by assessing what soil processes might measurably affect soil CO2 

and O2 profiles. Inverse modeling of soil CO2 profiles from central New Mexico suggest that the 

average depth of CO2 production in these desert soils is typically >50 cm. Combined with large 

seasonal variations in the carbon isotope composition of respired CO2, these observations 

suggest that respiration in this particular soil is dominated by roots rather than by the 

decomposition of soil organic matter.  Our modeling results also show that the carbon isotope 

compositions of CO2 in deep pore spaces (e.g. epikarst, deep soil) are much more sensitive to the 

carbon isotope composition of CO2 respired at those depths or at intermediate depths than they 

are to CO2 respired in the shallow subsurface, even if the rate of respiration at depth is low 

compared with the shallow subsurface. Therefore, deep-rooted trees are expected to have a 

dominant effect over grasses and forbs on the carbon isotope composition of cave CO2 and 

possibly speleothem calcite. We also simulate and compare profiles of CO2 and O2 

concentrations to determine whether precise measurements of O2 in soils could be used to 

investigate calcite formation and dissolution, as well as the potential that atmospheric CO2 is 

being sequestered as inorganic carbon in desert soils. Since there are many ongoing studies that 

involve soil gas diffusion, our model was created to be flexible and so that it can be applied to 

other problems. 
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Several recent studies in the northern Wyoming Province have investigated the origin of 

Precambrian rocks that have been exposed in the region. Amongst the rock types seen in the area 

is a set of leucogranite bodies that are meter scale in size and geographically isolated. The main 

goal of this research is to determine the origin of the melt that produced these bodies and the 

timing of emplacement. Techniques including U-Pb zircon dating will be employed to obtain 

crystallization ages of the leucogranites. In addition, the geochemical data will be compared to 

that of the surrounding igneous and metamorphic bodies and to other similar leucogranites to help 

understand the provenance of the melt. Finally, re-integration of exsolved perthite will be 

performed to constrain the peak temperature of the melt. 
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This study on the Mad Dog field, Gulf of Mexico shows how the pressure and stress behave in the 

presence of the Mad Dog salt body. The Mad Dog field is located on blocks 825, 826, and 782, 305 

kilometers southwest of New Orleans in 4,500 feet of water. The initial discovery was in 1998 and 

production began in 2005. Production is from Miocene sandstones that lie at approximately 21,000 feet of 

depth directly beneath a large salt body. Pore pressures in the producing interval are 12,000 psi and the 

overpressure ratio is 0.37. The subsalt well GC782-1 exhibits reservoir overpressures of 2910 psi and the 

stratigraphically deeper flanking well GC826-3 exhibits reservoir overpressures of 2,890 psi. The 

overpressures are within 20 psi between the wells which infers these wells are hydraulically connected. I 

used porosity-effective stress relationships based on regionally derived parameters to estimate the in-situ 

pressure: my predicted pressures exceed the observed pressures by 2,600 psi. 
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A 30 ky growth rate and high-resolution δ18O time series from a central Texas (TX) speleothem provides 

new climate insights when integrated with recently published speleothem records from New Mexico 

(NM) and Arizona (AZ), and a foraminifera record from the Gulf of Mexico (GOM). This comparison 

enables a possible regional assessment of factors controlling temporal variations in rainfall amount and 

moisture sources in the southwestern U.S. The three speleothem locations (TX, NM, AZ) span near 1,200 

km. A regional east-to-west decrease in speleothem δ18O values of up to 7‰ is observed between TX and 

AZ. This is the same direction of regional decrease as in modern rainfall. This suggests 1) mixing of 

moisture from two sources, Pacific moisture (low δ18O), and GOM moisture (high δ18O), and 2) that these 

two sources have contributed moisture to the region for most of the last 30 ky. Prior to 15 ka, relatively 

large magnitude, millennial-scale oscillations (up to ~3‰) occur in the NM δ18O record while the TX and 

AZ records show smaller variations (~1 ‰). Starting at about 15 ka, both the AZ and NM records show a 

rapid increase in δ18O, whereas TX shows a decrease. This dip in the TX δ18O record corresponds with a 

δ18O decrease in the GOM seawater record that has been attributed to melt water influx. TX and NM 

show peaks in growth rate between about 15 and 13 ka whereas AZ shows a peak between 13 and 11.5 

ka. All three speleothem records show significant decreases in growth rate in the Holocene. The 

speleothem δ18O time series appear to reflect changes in rainfall amount and composition. The 

correspondence of the TX and GOM records indicates GOM moisture composition as the major control 

on Late Pleistocene to Holocene TX precipitation composition. NM and AZ, by contrast, apparently 

received varying proportions of Pacific and GOM sources over this time period. Periods of high δ18O 

values in the NM and AZ records, when combined with relative high growth rates, may suggest increased 

overall water availability and GOM moisture contribution. The growth rate records are consistent with a 

regional transition to a drier climate from the latest Pleistocene to the Holocene. 
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Speleothems (cave calcite deposits) are a well-recognized terrestrial paleoclimate proxy. The most 

commonly constructed records from speleothem geochemical data are made from the measurement of 

stable oxygen isotope ratios (δ18O). This is most often accomplished by the analysis of CO2 on a gas-

source IRMS, also allowing for the simultaneous measurement of stable carbon isotope ratios (δ13C). 

Variations in speleothem δ18O values have long been attributed to changes in temperature and/or 

precipitation. By contrast, speleothem δ13C values are more difficult to interpret; explanations to account 

for these variations include both 1) above-cave processes, such as the relative proportion of C3 versus 

C4vegetation and climate change, and 2) below-ground processes, such as the amount of prior calcite 

precipitation associated with epikarst flow paths into the cave. It is the purpose of this study to understand 

and quantify the factors influencing speleothem δ13C values from soil horizon to ultimate precipitation 

within a cave, and offer new insight to using these values as proxy information. Our study focuses on 

active monitoring sites at Inner Space Cavern and Natural Bridge Caverns, both located in the Edwards 

Plateau of central Texas. We collected soil gas and drip water from each cave every 2-6 weeks. At 

Natural Bridge Caverns during summer months, mean δ13C values of soil CO2 underlying C4 grasses were 

-14.0‰ (±0.3‰) and underlying Juniper trees (C3 plants) were -19.1‰ (±0.2‰). Measured δ13C values of 

drip water DIC collected during the summer averaged -10.9‰ (±0.08‰). Given an expected fractionation 

factor between CO2 and bicarbonate (the primary species of dissolved inorganic carbon in these waters) 

of 7.9‰ at 25°C, the calculated δ13C value of soil gas in equilibrium with the measured drip water DIC is 

-18.8‰ (±0.08‰), indistinguishable from the δ13C values of soil CO2 beneath juniper trees. We suggest 

that drip water δ13C values are controlled by juniper root respiration and are largely unaltered by factors 

such as prior calcite precipitation and water-rock interaction. Additionally, previously reported δ13C 

values of drip water in both caves are 3-4‰ higher in the fall, winter and spring when the caves are 

ventilated by atmospheric air than in the summer when cave air stagnates. Previous studies have 

suggested that seasonal change in the magnitude of kinetic isotope fractionation during degassing of 

CO2 from drip water is the dominant cause for this variability. Given that cave calcite precipitation occurs 

dominantly in the winter in central Texas, we suggest that variations in the δ13C value of speleothems 

from these caves may record photosynthetic discrimination-driven changes in the δ13C value of 

CO2 respired by deep plant roots and/or kinetic isotope effects that occur due to rapid drip water 

CO2 degassing rates rather than changes in plant species compositions at the surface or chemical reactions 

in the epikarst.  
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Over-enrichment of nutrients throughout coastal areas has been a growing problem as population growth 

has enhanced agricultural and industrial processes. Enhanced nitrogen (N) fluxes from land to coast 

continue to be the result of over fertilization and pollution deposition. This over-enrichment of nutrients has 

led to eutrophication and hypoxic conditions in coastal environments. Global estimates indicate rivers 

export 48 Tg N yr
-1

 to coastal zones, and regionally North America exports 7.2 Tg N yr
-1

. These exports are 

primarily from anthropogenic N inputs (Boyer et al. 2006). Currently the U.S. is home to the third largest 

hypoxic zone in the world, the Mississippi River Basin, and previous work from Howarth et al. (2002) 

suggest much of the over enrichment of N is a result of agricultural practices. Aforementioned work has 

focused on global and national estimates; however an inventory has not been conducted on the full scope of 

N sources along the Gulf of Mexico.  

 

This study was conducted along the Gulf, through the state of Texas, in order to quantify all agricultural 

sources of N in a region which contains a large precipitation gradient, three major metropolitan areas, and 

one of the top livestock industries in the United States. Nitrogen inputs from fertilizer, livestock, and crop 

fixation were accounted for the year of 2007. Using estimates of leaching rates from Howarth et al. (2002), 

riverine export of N was at a minimum of 0.27 Tg for that year.  However, measured annual mass of N 

from 2008 was 1.06 Tg.  Previous work from the USGS and Hong et al. 2011 are compared to this study to 

further quantify uncertainty and methods of calculation.  Ultimately, this comprehensive dataset will help 

better understand the full pathways of anthropogenic influences on coastal systems in a regional setting. 
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The spatial distributions of calcite rich horizons within dryland soils are commonly used as proxies for 

ancient precipitation regimes. As water percolates through a soil, it dissolves minerals, such as calcite, 

transporting the soluble minerals downward. As soil water is removed by evaporation or root water 

uptake the water solution may become supersaturated resulting in precipitation of calcite at a new depth. 

Greater amounts of annual precipitation are thought to result in deeper leaching, yielding deeper, less 

concentrated calcite horizons. However, other variables such as temperature, root water uptake, soil CO2 

concentrations, and soil hydraulic parameters may also influence the solubility and precipitation depth of 

calcite, confounding otherwise simple relationships between calcite distribution and precipitation. To help 

quantify the factors controlling the distribution of calcite in soils, we simulated calcite movement using 

the soil hydrologic model HYDRUS. 
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Numerous paleoclimate records have been constructed for the Arctic, however, few studies have used 

sediment cores from coastal settings to provide a high-resolution record of climate variability.  Sediment 

cores were collected during a summer 2010 field study in Simpson’s Lagoon, on the inner Beaufort Sea 

shelf adjacent to the Colville River, AK; to obtain a high-resolution sediment record containing multiple 

inorganic proxies useful for reconstructing Late Holocene climate variability. Multiple geochronology 

tools (210Pb, 137Cs, 239,240Pu, and 14C) have been utilized to calculate accumulation rates on the order of 

mm/y, indicating that our sediment cores span up to 3000y and are capable of providing climate 

variability on a sub-decadal timescale.  Two cores have been analyzed for downcore distribution of grain 

size and elemental composition and display cm-scale fluctuations that indicate a temporal variation in 

sediment sourcing (e.g., river-glacial, tundra erosion, barrier island storm overwash, alongshore coastal).  

These fluctuations in sediment source are likely driven by both natural and anthropogenic climate 

processes.  We posit that these inorganic analyses can be used as proxies for reconstructing the Late 

Holocene paleoclimate record for the Alaskan Arctic. 
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In landscapes where airborne laser swath mapping (ALSM) exists, terrestrial laser scanning (TLS) can be 

used to update high-resolution topographic models for quantification of landscape change. At Mill Gulch 

in northern California, we scanned an active earthflow using TLS in 2011 that had also been imaged by 

ALSM in 2003 and 2007. In order to evaluate elevation change between the ALSM and TLS data, we 

generated a custom, one meter resolution ALSM digital elevation model (DEM), employed geographic 

transformations to align the disparate datasets, and refined the vertical alignment using an unaltered road 

surface. We then conducted vegetation removal from the TLS data, gridded it to one meter, and produced 

detailed maps displaying topographic evolution. Comparing the 2003 and 2007 ALSM data indicates that 

this earthflow translated blocks of material as much as 5 m/yr and that significant material was removed 

by lateral channel cutting at the toe, leading to net erosion of 1721 m3. Over the last four years, the 

earthflow has experienced continued movement leading to longitudinal extension in the source area with 

distinct failure planes. The toe has experienced longitudinal compression, with elevations increasing as 

much as 3.2 m, and has also extended onto the channel bed. Maximum translation rates in the main track 

have decreased by 30-50 percent, and volumetric analysis indicates the net volume of the earthflow has 

increased by 6982 m3 between 2007 and 2011. It is possible this is the result of any number of factors, 

including the failure of TLS to adequately measure the thalweg depth of supra-flow gullies, or decreased 

material density and concomitant volumetric increase due to tension fracturing. The decreases in 

earthflow movement and cut bank erosion at the toe, as well as expansion of tension fractures between 

2007 – 2011, is likely due to decreased precipitation relative to the previous four years. In addition to 

quantifying rates and patterns of movement in an active earthflow, we were able to confirm the utility of 

integrating TLS for conducting topographic change detection with pre-existing ALSM datasets. 

Compared to established methods for ALSM change detection, this technique provides a lower threshold 

of uncertainty for analysis. Therefore, these results support recurrent, widespread ALSM coverage and 

TLS for developing high-resolution topographic maps of rapidly changing landscapes. 
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El Tatio Geyser Field (ETGF) is an ideal natural laboratory for studying microbial succession and 

biochemical transformations due to its extreme physico-chemical conditions. Cyanobacterial distribution 

at ETGF is shown to be temperature and radiation controlled, and is hypothesized to be influenced by 

dissolved inorganic carbon (DIC) availability, which is extremely low throughout the site (4-6ppm). 

Additionally, ETGF waters have one of the highest naturally occurring surface concentrations of arsenic 

(0.4 to 0.6mM) on the globe. The combination of low DIC and high arsenic is unique to this system, and 

has major implications for ETGF microbiology. 

 

The goal of this study is determining the roles cyanobacteria play in arsenic cycling at ETGF. Previous 

work found indirect links between arsenic and DIC uptake by cyanobacteria cultured from ETGF, such 

that 0.5 mM As(V) in the medium increased the rate and magnitude of DIC uptake by cells. Both mat 

material and cyanobacterial cells isolated and cultured in 0.2 mM As(V) were examined by X-ray 

absorption spectroscopy (XAS), and a field assay conducted along the well-studied Great Geyser (GG) 

outflow.  Zones of cyanobacterial colonization along the GG stream were described, and two sites 

(upstream-25m, and downstream-75m) were chosen to measure bulk [DIC], As-speciation, and pH 

changes over time between cyanobacteria-absent (upstream) and present (downstream) populations. 

Light-available and opaque chambers were inoculated with mat to mimic day and night stream conditions. 

 

XAS analyses of GG mat material reveal arsenic adsorbed to amorphous iron oxide surfaces as As(V), 

whereas exposure to cell cultures led to binding to organic polymers.  Preliminary field results show 

overall As oxidation, which supports findings in previous field experimentation. Faster oxidation was 

observed in the dark treatment, while no difference between light and dark was observed at the 

downstream location. Loss of total arsenic was observed in all inoculated treatments, but 2x more (0.1 

mM) arsenic was removed from solution in the dark treatments. No oxidation was observed in negative 

control treatments, demonstrating that all arsensenate-arsenite transformations were microbially induced. 

A follow-up lab experiment investigates dominant metabolic processes occurring at each site, and 

molecular community characterization is determining the microbial population associated with carbon 

and arsenic cycling at each location.  
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Paleo-proxy evidence suggests that the West African monsoon is susceptible to abrupt climate change. 

The change may be associated with the changes in external forcing factors, such as Atlantic SSTs, or 

nonlinear processes within the monsoon system in the presence of a smooth external forcing. Here we 

investigate the potential for abrupt climate change associated with the internal dynamics of the West 

African monsoon system using a series of idealized regional model (WRF v. 3.1.1) simulations in which 

uniform warm SSTAs of 1K, 1.5K, 2K, 2.5K, 3K and 4K are imposed over the Atlantic Ocean. 

 

Compared with the control climate, precipitation over the Gulf of Guinea increases in all the warming 

simulations. Associated with the warmed Atlantic SSTs are increases in the low level moisture and the 

southwesterly flows. In order to maintain the Sverdrup balance, the low level moisture convergence and 

precipitation over the Gulf of Guinea also increase. 

 

With 1K and 1.5K warming simulations, rainfall increases by about 25% over West Africa, including the 

Sahel. Low level mixing ratios in the Sahel increase up to 10% and the winds are moist southwesterly in 

the 1K and 1.5K simulations. But there is a change in the sign of the Sahel precipitation anomaly as SSTs 

warm above 2K. With 2K warming, Sahel rainfall decreases by about 18%, and with 2.5K warming 

rainfall is reduced by 75%. The low level moisture over the Sahel decreases and the winds turn dry 

northeasterly in the 2K and above warming simulations. 
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The Texas Gulf Coast has a dense grid of CO2 emitting chemical and power plants.  If carbon capture and 

sequestration (CCS) continues to move forward, numerous geologic sites will be needed in order to 

mitigate CO2 emissions.  The Texas State Waters has previously been proposed as a stretch of potential 

CCS sites that have a single, unified lessor.  The stratigraphic target that is below the supercritical CO2 

depth and within economic well depths is composed almost entirely of Miocene aged sedimentary section 

(as constrained by paleontological data).  The Miocene section is split into two target composite sequence 

stratigraphic units, the Lower Miocene 1 (LM1) and Lower Miocene 2 (LM2).  The LM1 is dominated by 

the Clemente-Tomas growth fault system that created a consistent stretch of NE-SW trending, faulted 

rollover anticlines.  These normal faults have been mapped and are found to dominate the CO2 leakage 

risk (as opposed to top seal) for sites in both the LM1 and LM2 intervals.  A fault seal capacity calibration 

has been performed on 10 Miocene natural gas compartments within the State Waters.  Membrane fault 

seal capacity for the Lower Miocene section is shown to agree with other published global fault seal 

databases.  A comprehensive fault seal analysis methodology for membrane seal potential has been 

developed for geologic CCS site selection in the Miocene section of the Texas State Waters.  Fault 

membrane seal potential and fault reactivation potential have been compared for faults within the LM2 

interval.  Fault reactivation risk is shown to be negligible at small scales of injected column heights 

(hundreds of feet).  
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Discharge from marine-terminating outlet glaciers accounts for a significant portion of the current mass 

loss from the Greenland ice sheet; however, a poor understanding of how these outlet glaciers will 

respond to climate change is one of the largest sources of uncertainty in projections of future sea level 

rise.  To help better constrain their response, this study characterizes velocity fluctuations in five western 

Greenland outlet glaciers and evaluates potential drivers of these fluctuations.  InSAR derived velocity 

measurements from 2004 to 2007 demonstrate that the outlet glaciers experience a 1-2 month speedup 

beginning in April to May that corresponds to the breakup of a mélange of sea ice and calved ice at their 

termini.  Several of the glaciers also experience multi-year velocity changes, most notably Kangilemgata 

Sermia, which accelerates from ~25 m/a to ~1350 m/a over the course of 21 months, then rapidly 

decelerates in 3 months.  These variations may be controlled by subglacial hydrology, fjord bathymetry, 

or other processes and will be assessed by future work. 
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The stable isotope compositions of soil water will be measured to investigate soil water movement (water 

budget) in Vertisols. In most soils, evaporation occurs in the top 10 to 20 cm of the soil. Vertisols are 

montmorillonite-rich clays that shrink and swell with change in water content. During dry seasons, 

Vertisols shrink and form large cracks, with which can extend to several meters. We hypothesize that 

these large cracks will not only cause infiltration to increase, but additionally evaporation to occur at 

depth. During wet seasons, the soil swells causing infiltration to decease.  We expect that as the water 

content in soil decrease, the soil water isotopic composition will become heavier. During dry seasons, we 

expect that the soil water in Vertisols will have higher δ18O and δD values than most soils due to 

evaporation at depth. But during wet periods, the isotopic composition of the soil water should vary with 

depth. Generally, we expect the isotopic composition of the soil water to become lighter with depth in 

both cases. This analysis can be used to investigate the process of infiltration, evaporation and mixing 

which could lead to quantitative estimates of ground water recharge rates (Barnes and Allison, 1988). 

Approximately 2.0 % of the United States’ land surface is Vertisols and are largely found in Texas. The 

soils are mainly used for crops such as cotton, wheat, sorghum and rice when irrigation is available. 

According to the USGS Irrigation water withdrawals in 2005, most of the water in Texas used for 

irrigation comes from groundwater resources. Understanding recharge rates in Vertisols could improve 

water management of the groundwater resources in Texas. 
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Bedload transport and bed topography are fundamental components of fluvial 

geomorphology.   Feedbacks between bedload transport and bed topography in upland channels are not 

well understood due in part to a lack of sufficient quantitative, channel-based datasets. We are conducting 

ongoing field experiments to characterize mechanisms involved in coarse alluvial channel stability and 

bedload transport.  The field site is Reynolds Creek, a perennial gravel-cobble stream in the Owyhee 

Mountains, Idaho.  In our first study, we investigate bedload transport as a function of channel properties, 

such as channel slope and width, using high resolution airborne LiDAR data and deploying Radio 

Frequency Identification (RFID) embedded particles.  Large Spring 2011 snowmelt flows transported 

RFID-tagged cobbles distances of a few meters up to seven kilometers.  We are working to deconvolve 

transport effects of local channel reach characteristics by comparing distributions of measured transport 

lengths to predictions from existing stochastic transport models. We will continue to monitor RFID 

particle location in the following years and will deploy additional RFID clasts.  In another Reynolds 

Creek experiment, we examine the coevolution of bedload transport and channel evolution by taking 

advantage of a Fall 2011 stream modification that, using construction equipment, smoothed channel bed 

topography of an ~80m reach. We hypothesize that subsequent runoff events will rework the smoothed 

bed topography into a rougher topography due to the development of pool-riffle sequences with similar 

dimensions and spacing to those that existed before the perturbation.  Similarly, we hypothesize that 

bedload transport rates will initially increase over the smoother bed, then decrease as bed roughness 

increases.  Direct field measurements of bed topography, bedload transport, and channel morphology will 

document how the channel evolves from this perturbed state. Scour chains customized with 

accelerometers installed vertically into the bed will also record the timing of bed adjustments.  We can 

also relate stage-discharge conditions to channel width and channel response to precipitation and 

snowmelt using a series of time lapse cameras.  Deployed RFID tagged particles and receiving antennas 

established along several cross sections will record changes in bedload transport rates.  Ultimately, our 

goal is to apply quantified bedload transport, bed topography, channel geometry, sediment supply, grain 

size distribution, and discharge data from these experiments to improve sediment transport predictions in 

upland channels. 
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The Chaos Crags are a series of six silicic lava domes emplaced approximately 1,100 years ago as part of 

ongoing, large scale volcanic activity within the Lassen Volcanic Center in northern California. At an 

unknown point after the emplacement of the Chaos Crags, dome C collapsed in a series of three cold 

rockfall avalanches to form the Chaos Jumbles rockfall deposit. From the fall semester of 2009 to the 

spring semester of 2010, research was conducted on mafic enclave (inclusion) types, abundance, and 

distribution within the Chaos Jumbles debris avalanche deposits within the Lassen Volcanic National 

Park.   Petrographic analyses, field point counting, and Crystal Size Distribution methods were utilized in 

an effort understand the magmatic evolution and eruptive history of this dome.  The main objectives for 

this study were to, 1) determine the total volume of mafic enclaves present at the Chaos Jumbles, 2) 

determine and classify the textural variations within enclaves, 3) determine the relative volume of the 

different types of enclaves present, and 4) determine if the proportion and textural differences of the 

enclaves can provide an insight into the magma mixing processes that occurred at the Chaos Crags dome 

C, Lassen Volcanic Center. Three types of basaltic-andesite enclaves, (Types I-III), were identified within 

the Chaos Jumbles and were classified according to textural variations. Enclaves within the Chaos 

Jumbles were found to represent approximately 10% of the total volume, while the host dacite represented 

approximately 90% of the total volume. The observed variations within the enclave types, forms, and 

eruptive features, represent a fountain type magma mixing event. A magma mixing event is believed to be 

the trigger mechanism which caused the eruption of the Chaos Crags and dome C. This is dissimilar to the 

proximal layered type magma mixing event that is believed to have occurred and triggered the Lassen 

Peak eruption of 1915. The study of the effects and processes of mingled magmatic systems is relevant to 

developing a better understanding of volcanic eruptive triggers and the hazards presented by 

contemporary eruptions.  The Lassen Volcanic Center is volcanically active and represents a 

contemporary hazard, with the last major eruption occurring in 1915 at Lassen Peak. The relative recent 

formation of the Chaos Crags eruptive sequence, the excellent exposure of the Chaos Jumbles, the relative 

ease of accessibility, and the well documented geochemical data from prior studies, makes the Chaos 

Jumbles an ideal location for magma mixing research. This research was conducted in conjunction with 

Dr. Lisa Hammersley, of California State University of Sacramento and graduate student Crystal 

Hootman.  
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The onset of shortening throughout the central Andes is inadequately defined, with estimates spanning 

early Tertiary to Miocene time. The Ayaviri basin, situated in the northernmost central Altiplano of Peru, 

is an elongate, NW-SE trending fault bounded basin currently at ~3900 m elevation. It is bounded to the 

north and south by the NW-SE striking Ayaviri and Pasani thrust faults, respectively. Four km of 

Cenozoic fill rests on Paleozoic sediments to the north and Cretaceous limestones to the south. Previously 

dated interbedded ignimbrites provide a geochronologic framework. New measured sections, lithofacies 

analyses and clast counts characterize members A, B, C and D of the ~1.8km thick Tinajani Formation 

(~25-~15 Ma), and help reveal sedimentological responses induced by shortening. Members A, B and C 

consist of fine to coarse grained, thinly bedded (<1m), horizontally laminated to cross-bedded fluvial 

deposits with episodic paleosol- and lacustrine-carbonate intervals. Member D consists of thicker bedded 

(<5 m), crudely stratified to massive, cobble to boulder conglomerate alluvial fan successions with 

laterally discontinuous, massive or cross bedded coarse sands. Paired with existing volcanic 

geochronology, we employ new detrital zircon U-Pb geochronology to further refine the timing of 

Tinajani Formation deposition and find that the coarsening observed at member D occurs at ~17 Ma. This 

stratigraphic level also marks an increase in sedimentation rate from ~150 to ~300 m/my. Coinciding 

temporally with the coarsening and rate increase is a shift from northern to southern derived sediments, as 

well as a reversal of paleocurrent directions from southward to northward directed sediment transport. 

Conglomerate clast counts corroborate shifts in transport direction. The upper Tinajani D member is 

incorporated into a growth syncline as a result of syndepositional motion along the Pasani fault. New 

structural analyses and geologic mapping identifies hanging wall fault relationships and defines the 

stratigraphic level marking onset of growth strata in the Tinajani D. These new data help constrain the 

Miocene sediment accumulation history during Ayaviri basin development, suggesting that the 

sedimentological shifts and growth strata deposition did not occur until onset of Pasani fault motion at 

~17 Ma. 
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Delta channel evolution is governed by both horizontal and vertical velocity profiles at the channel outlet. 

A high-momentum, narrow jet will generate elongate depositional morphologies, while a more diffuse, 

spreading jet will deposit mouth bars and create bifurcating channels. We show that, assuming a shear 

velocity greater than critical, potential vorticity (PV) – as developed by Falcini and Jerolmack (2010) – is 

the key parameter that governs channel evolution and affects the depositional pattern of a river as it meets 

the ocean. A numerical analysis of data from previous experiments by Rowland et al. (2010) demonstrates 

that an elongate deposit is given by a high PV system. Additionally, we derive and test a new bulk PV 

parameter in terms of water discharge, channel geometry, and the sediment properties of the flow, and 

demonstrate the ability of such a parameter to distinguish between channel morphologies in experimental 

and natural systems. In particular, we present a series of experiments conducted along a gradient of bulk 

PV, and document the morphologic transition from elongate to radially-spreading depositional patterns 

and the flow field associated with them. The analysis allows determination of a “critical PV”, at which 

point the pattern transition occurs. Our results show how systems with high PV and high shear velocity 

allow for focused levee deposition, providing a mechanistic explanation for the formation of enigmatic 

elongate channels. 
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Natural fracture systems are important for production in shale-gas reservoirs in two ways. They 

may reactivate during hydraulic fracture treatments or they may be partly open, contributing to 

permeability without reactivation. Degree of openness and fracture plane strength are related in 

part to the specific structural-diagenetic history of each fracture set and shale host rock. Several 

possible mechanisms control fracture formation. A key variable is the depth of burial, and thereby 

the temperature, pore-fluid pressure and effective stress at the time of fracture development. 

Examples exist across the spectrum; from veins developing before host-rock compaction is 

complete, to veins forming at maximum burial due to hydrocarbon generation or other mineral 

reactions, to late, shallow veins of gypsum formed due to pyrite oxidation in the weathering zone. 

We present examples that illustrate these mechanisms from several US shales, including the 

Devonian New Albany Shale in the Illinois Basin, the Mississippian Barnett Shale from the 

Delaware Basin, west Texas, and the Marcellus Shale from SW Pennsylvania.  

 

The techniques we employ for fracture characterization can be utilized in any shale-gas reservoir 

but require specific data sets. We focus here on two aspects: fracture spatial organization and 

fracture sealing cements. We use a modified two-point correlation integral method to analyze 

horizontal image log data, which allows us to quantify spatial organization, and to assess the 

degree of fracture clustering. We compare the results of this analysis with geomechanical models 

of growing fracture patterns, informed by knowledge of fracture population size-scaling 

relationships. Our goal is to develop a methodology for fracture spacing prediction. Fracture 

sealing cements follow similar patterns to those in fractures in tight gas sandstones and 

dolostones. The synkinematic cement phase is commonly characterized by crack seal texture and 

mineral bridges. Scanning Electron Microscope-based cathodoluminescence, coupled with fluid 

inclusion analysis has allowed constraints to be placed on the timing and during of fracture 

formation. Hydrocarbon inclusions are commonly observed in the fracture sealing cements and 

provide insights into processes associate with cracking of kerogen to oil and oil to gas.  
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Volcanic glasses (obsidians) will be analyzed to determine their chlorine and water concentrations, δD 

values, and δ37Cl values in order to investigate to the behavior of chlorine isotopes during volcanic 

degassing. These samples were collected from Mono Craters region of California. 

 

During volcanic eruptions volatiles such as H2O, CO2, SO2, and HCl are lost in the process of degassing. 

Numerous volcanic eruptions produce layers of igneous material, typically layered tuffs, in which 

volcanic glass is deposited. Obsidian glass is the magmatic material which has cooled at the fastest rate 

and thus the chemistry of the glass represents the bulk chemistry of the magma, unaffected by chemical 

differentiation processes during crystallization.  Obsidian clasts from unique tuff layers will be chosen 

and analyzed using for their water content using FTIR, for their chlorine content using the electron 

microprobe, and for their δD and δ37Cl values using stable isotope mass spectrometry. Analyzing the 

chlorine content and isotopic concentration of obsidians from several unique eruption events will indicate 

whether or not this element isotopically fractionates occurs during the degassing process. 

 

The goal of this research is to empirically determine whether chlorine isotopes fractionate. Constraining 

the behavior of chlorine isotopes is important to the study of subduction zone tectonics and deep 

hydrothermal metamorphic systems. The conclusions of this study will provide insight into the validity of 

utilizing the chlorine isotopic system as a chemical tracer in subduction zones. Understanding the role, 

migration, and chemistry of metamorphic fluids in subduction zones is essential to constraining the global 

chlorine cycle and will provide a better picture of plate tectonic processes. 
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The crustal structures, thermal regime, and rheology responsible for the formation and activity of low-

angle normal faults, and feedbacks between theses variables have important implications for large-

magnitude extension and plate margin development in both extensional and transtensional tectonic 

settings. The Walker Lane and eastern California shear zone currently accommodate ~20% of Pacific 

plate motion and are characterized by extensional stepovers linking misaligned dextral faults that trend N-

NW between 36°-38° N latitude. The development of metamorphic core complexes within extensional 

stepovers in the Walker Lane may follow a temporal and spatial N-NW trend of progressive initiation, 

active slip, and subsequent abandonment. This study investigates the displacement history and 

exhumation of the Bullfrog Hills-Bare Mountain core complex at the southern edge of the Walker Lane in 

western Nevada. The southern Walker Lane and BFH-BM system is ideally suited to address these 

questions because previous studies constrained post-metamorphic cooling, multiple detachment fault 

splays are exposed, and the region is actively undergoing intraplate deformation associated with the 

development of a continuous transform boundary. Rates and timing of exhumation and fault-slip in the 

Bullfrog Hills-Bare Mountain core complex will be compared to data from northern stepover systems in 

the Walker Lane to test the hypothesis for a punctuated development of extensional stepovers. This 

research employs apatite and zircon (U-Th)/He thermochronometry to determine rates and timing of 

footwall exhumation in the Bullfrog Hills-Bare Mountain core complex. Furthermore, the data will be 

used to determine the detachment fault dip, fault-slip rates, and constrain the geothermal gradient at the 

inception of extension. Importantly, this research also investigates the role of complex footwall 

incisement (slivering) along multiple detachment faults and how this structural complexity impacts the 

cooling history and fault-slip rates along detachment faults. High-density (U-Th)/He sampling along 

standard slip-parallel transects, elevation transects, and importantly, slip-perpendicular transects across 

fault corrugations is required to accurately resolve slip histories and fault geometries that may vary due to 

progressive footwall incisement. The increased precision of the (U-Th)/He  thermochronometer over 

higher temperature techniques, combined with high sample density can test the hypothesis that incisement 

is a significant and quantifiable processes during the evolution of detachment faults and determine if these 

structural complexities can be precisely resolved with (U-Th)/He dating. 
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The Neogene Gulf of Suez have been subject to detailed structural and sedimentological studies 

for the past decades due to its high hydrocarbon potential and well exposed early rift architecture, 

as a result, it has a well-defined fault geometry and stratigraphy that have served as an excellent 

analog for continental failed rift system around the world. Despite ample fission track data from 

the Sinai rift flank, the lack of thermochronometric data from exhumed pre-rift sedimentary cover 

and crystalline basement blocks within the rift limits the understanding of the influence of pre-rift 

structures on the style of rifting. Zircon (U-Th)/He (ZHe) ages from pre-rift strata and basement 

samples were analyzed to better constrain the pre-Tertiary tectonothermal evolution of the Gulf of 

Suez and shed light on the influence of Paleozoic/Mesozoic tectonics on Red Sea-Gulf of Suez 

rifting. ZHe data from pre-rift strata in the central Gulf of Suez record a detailed 

Paleozoic/Mesozoic tectonic history of the region that is strongly impacted by Carboniferous, 

Triassic/Jurassic, and Santonian tectonism. Nearly zero depositional lag time dominates the pre-

rift units recording rapid exhumation related to Late Paleozoic tectonism, Jurassic/Triassic Neo-

Tethyan rifting, and Syrian arc inversion on the structural grain of the Gulf of Suez pre-rift units. 

Syn-rift Abu-Zenima and Nukhul Fm. yield ages indicative of proximal sources and recycling of 

pre-rift units and basement. Mesozoic and Paleozoic tectonic histories seem to be of a greater 

thermo-tectonic significance than Cenozoic history in the Sinai region.  
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Recalcitrant soil carbon is a poorly understood component of total soil organic matter.  Although the 

turnover rate of the recalcitrant fraction is typically slow, warming temperatures are expected to impact 

long-lived soil organic matter.  Several studies have shown that the oldest fractions of soil organic matter 

tend to associate with the smallest mineral particles, making the oldest fraction difficult to analyze.  We 

have created synthetic soils to imitate the association between clay surfaces and specific biomolecules 

based on the hypothesis that clays with higher surface area and charge will more tightly or permanently 

bond organic molecules, and also that certain molecules will be better protected.  We created a matrix 

using cleaned kaolinite, montmorillonite, and sand as a control, then added dissolved glucose and vanillic 

acid to each and incubated, adding a small amount of natural soil water to introduce microbes, and purged 

the vials with a CO2 free atmosphere.  We analyzed the air inside the vials via mass spectrometry to find 

the concentration and δ13C isotopic values of respired CO2.  The samples with the highest rates of 

respiration contained vanillic acid as opposed to glucose, and the montmorillonite had the lowest 

respiration rates, presumably because the montmorillonite, with higher surface area and surface charge 

protected the organic matter from oxidation better than sand and kaolinite.  Both clays protected organic 

matter better than sand, and produced isotopically distinct CO2 with the isotope values becoming 

increasingly more depleted in the order sand, kaolinite, montmorillonite with δ13C values of -7.81‰, -

17.99‰, and -24.93‰ for vanillic acid and -9.59‰,-11.99‰, and -13.36‰ for glucose, respectively . 

The isotopic depletion is likely due to preferential desorption of lighter isotopes in the samples with lower 

surface area and surface charge. 
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Understanding specific pathways for sand transport in the lower reaches of large rivers, particularly the 

Mississippi, is the key to addressing multiple significant geologic problems and for environmental 

restoration efforts.  Field studies were performed in the Mississippi River 75-100 km upstream of the Gulf 

of Mexico outlet in April 2010 (water discharge: 23,000 m3 s-1), May 2010 (18,500-20,500 m3 s-1), and 

March 2011 (27,000 m3 s-1) to examine sediment transport phenomena in the river channel.  Methods 

comprised multibeam sonar bathymetric surveys, acoustic Doppler current profiler  measurements of 

current velocity and acoustic backscatter, point-integrated isokinetic suspended sediment sampling, and 

channel-bed grab sampling.  Channel morphology surveys revealed a 30-60 m deep thalweg, alternating 

between banks every 2-3 km, opposite bedform-covered lateral sand bars.  Dune sizes nearest the thalweg 

ranged from 7 m wavelength and 0.3 m height to over 100 m wavelength and 2.3 m height as a function 

of water discharge, with decreasing dune sizes towards shallow water.  Material comprising the dunes 

was well-sorted, 125-500 µm sand.  Bedload transport rates increased exponentially with water discharge 

in April 2010 and March 2011 comparable to previous studies in this reach, though rates in May 2011 

were well below predicted values for a site (Myrtle Grove) immediately downriver of a sand-mining 

project.  Average water velocities ranged from 1.3 m s-1 in May 2010 to 2 m s-1 in March 2011.  Skin-

friction shear stress increased with water discharge, but varied over an order of magnitude at all measured 

discharges.  Suspended sand concentration and grain size increased with proximity to the bed during all 

study periods, and was most pronounced in March 2011.  Suspended sand concentrations were greatest 

over the center of lateral bars, and lowest in the thalweg, indicating that sand transport downstream occurs 

primarily over lateral sand bars where there is a combination of high shear stress and available bed 

material. Total bed-material discharge increased exponentially with water discharge.  Bedform-induced 

turbulence may be responsible for the bed material suspension.  These results are relevant to coastal 

restoration efforts by river diversion which seek to distribute sand from the upper water column to deltaic 

interdistributary wetlands. 
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The Kumano forearc basin sits atop of the Nankai accretionary prism, offshore Japan. Overall, it is an 

area with the potential for the generation of high magnitude earthquakes and the likely derived tsunamis. 

This phenomenon poses a serious risk to the millions of persons living along the coast. 

Thus, understanding the factors controlling the evolution, the dynamics and the mechanics of this system 

is of fundamental importance in order to assess the seismic hazards to which the people on the coast are 

exposed and to contribute to our overall understanding of seismogenesis in convergent margins. Our 

projected work intends to assess the effects that changes in sediment flux in the Kumano basin and the 

Nankai accretionary prism have had on the system dynamics and on development of the seismogenic 

zone. 

 

We are currently working to update and add to the mapping of the Kumano 3D seismic volume (which 

was acquired through the NanTroSEIZE program). We are also correlating the seismic data for the lower 

Kumano basin with the logs and cores from wells C0009 and C0002. With the main horizons, structures 

and unconformities mapped we will construct balanced cross sections that can be kinematically restored. 

Coupling our results with available biostratigraphic data will allow us to tie the cross sections in time, and 

to recognize different deformational patterns that have affected the basin through its history. We will then 

perform sediment provenance analysis on samples from key horizons, hoping to be able to correlate 

changes in sediment provenance (e.g.: sediment fed from the mainland vs. sediments coming along the 

trench axis) with changes in the structural evolution of the basin.  

Our work should ultimately give new insights about the linkage between sediment deposition and the 

evolution of the dynamic and mechanical behavior of the basin/prism system. 
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High-resolution bathymetry data show a 30 km N-S trending ridge within the deep-sea Surveyor Fan 

between the mouths of the Yakutat Sea Valley and Bering Trough in the Gulf of Alaska. The ridge 

originates in the north, perpendicular to and at the base of the continental slope, coincident with the 

Transition Fault, the strike-slip boundary between the Yakutat terrane (YAK) and the Pacific Plate (PAC). 

The ridge exhibits greatest relief adjacent to the Transition Fault, and becomes less distinct farther from 

the shelf edge. Seismic reflection data reveal a sharp basement high beneath the ridge (1.1 sec of relief 

above “normal” basement in two-way travel time) as well as multiple similarly oriented strike-slip fault 

systems. The ridge, basement high, and faults are aligned and co-located with an intraplate earthquake 

swarm on the PAC, which includes four events > 6.5 Mw that occurred from 1987-1992. The swarm is 

defined by right-lateral strike-slip events, and is known as the Gulf of Alaska Shear Zone (GASZ). Based 

on the extent of historic seismicity, the GASZ extends at least 230 km into the PAC, seemingly ending at 

the Kodiak-Bowie Seamount Chain. The GASZ and faulted bathymetric low could represent PAC 

deformation due to PACYAK coupling whereby YAK resistance to subduction is expressed as 

deformation in the thinner (weaker) PAC crust. The YAK is an allochthonous, basaltic terrane coupled to 

the PAC that began subducting at a low angle beneath North America (NA) ~40 Ma. Due to its 15-25 km 

thickness, the YAK is resistant to subduction compared to the normal oceanic crust of the PAC. As a 

result the plates developed differential motion along the Transition Fault and have different, convergent, 

vectors for motion relative to NA. Although a tear on the scale of the GASZ in normal oceanic crust is 

unusual, preexisting zones of weakness within the northern PAC crust that are under stress from the 

differential and convergent motion may have proven to be a kinematically favorable localization for 

strain. These results expand on a previous tectonic model wherein the differing YAK and PAC vectors 

caused the northern PAC to split into two different blocks, separated by the GASZ. Here we analyze 

seismic reflection, bathymetric, magnetic, and gravity data in order to further investigate this intraplate 

deformation, the cause of strain localization in the GASZ area, and present a new model for spatial and 

temporal deformation of the Pacific Plate in the Gulf of Alaska. 
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Carbonate flume experiments which precipitate travertine and create hot springs’ terrace surface patterns 

are at the beginning stages of being designed and experimented with. Our interest in recreating these 

unique Earth-scape patterns in the lab includes looking at the relationship between the depositional 

environment and morphology of deposits, such as dimensions of dams and ponds and how they grow and 

migrate. These experiments allow for reconstruction of stratigraphy of deposits and are also useful for 

determining if internal cyclicity exists. At the University of Illinois Urbana-Champaign, experimental 

work using the ISKA system was executed controlling the parameters of slope, water influx and outflux, 

pH, and temperature to see their effect on morphology and topology of deposits. Processes observed here 

reflect ones also seen in real hot springs environments, including visible degassing, well-defined ridges 

and ponds, upstream ridge coarsening and what could be the starting stages of upstream drowning. Before 

further analysis including numerical modeling is performed, the Morphodynamics group at the University 

of Texas (UT) decided it would be more effective, flexible, and overall valuable to create our own 

carbonate flume system at UT. This system has been built and its design is currently being refined; 

experimental results and conclusions are expected to show the relationship between input parameters 

(temperature, pH, fluid flux, slope) and travertine morphology.   
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The Jollyville Plateau Salamander (Eurycea tonkawae), a candidate species for listing under the 

Endangered Species Act, is endemic to springs and caves within the Bull Creek Watershed of Austin, 

Texas. Rapid urbanization endangers known populations of this salamander. Conservation strategies lack 

information on the extent of groundwater contamination from anthropogenic sources in this karst 

watershed. Spring water was analyzed for strontium (Sr) isotopes and major ions from sites classified as 

“urban” or “rural” based on impervious cover estimates. Previous studies have shown that the 87Sr/86Sr 

value of municipal water is significantly higher than values for natural streamwater, which are similar to 

those for the Cretaceous limestone bedrock of the region’s watersheds. We investigate the application of 

this relationship to understanding the effects of urbanization on groundwater quality to help identify high 

priority salamander-inhabited springs for water quality remediation. The use of Sr isotopes as 

hydrochemical tracers is complemented by major ion concentrations, specifically the dominant ions in 

natural groundwater (Ca and HCO3) and the ions associated with the addition of wastewater (Na and 

Cl).87Sr/86Sr values for water samples from within the watershed range from 0.70760 to 0.70875, the 

highest values corresponding to sites located in the urbanized areas of the watershed. Springs located in 

rural portions of the watershed have low 87Sr/86Sr, high concentrations of Ca and HCO3, and low 

concentrations of Na and Cl. This is consistent with small inputs of municipal water. Three springs 

located in urban portions of the watershed have high 87Sr/86Sr, low Ca and HCO3, and high Na and Cl. 

This is consistent with large inputs of municipal water. Another group of five springs located in urban 

portions have low87Sr/86Sr, low concentrations of Ca and HCO3, and high concentrations of Na and Cl. 

Groundwater interaction with soils generally results in higher Na concentrations relative to Ca. 87Sr/86Sr 

values in this scenario may increase or decrease, depending on the Sr isotope variability of the local soils. 

Alternatively, precipitation of calcite from groundwater would decrease the concentration of Ca without 

decreasing87Sr/86Sr values. The results serve to identify sources of spring recharge, including better 

constraints on the location(s) of urban leakage.   
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The NE African Neotethyan passive continental margin of the Western Desert of Egypt, formed during 

Triassic-Jurassic rifting, is characterized by multiple stacked Phanerozoic sedimentary sequences, 

overlying uncharacterized crystalline basement. The age, nature, and tectonic origin of the Western Desert 

basement is unknown and could be associated with the Archean-Paleoproterozoic “Saharan Metacraton” 

or juvenile Neoproterozoic Pan-African Arabian-Nubian Shield. In order to elucidate the age and tectonic 

affinity of the underlying basement of the Western Desert the use of detrital zircon double dating on 

subsurface Neotethyan synrift strata will be employed, combining zircon U-Pb LA-ICP-MS and (U-

Th)/He dating.  

 

Detrital zircon (U-Th)/He and U-Pb double dating is a powerful tool as it not only provides zircon 

crystallization ages, but (U-Th)/He dating of the same zircon allows for robust determination of both 

source terrain and thermal/tectonic history; thus narrowing the potential source terrain and shedding light 

on the Precambrian basement and Phanerozoic basin development in NE Africa. Conventional detrital 

zircon (U-Th)/He ages from subsurface synrift strata of the Faghur basin, located in the Western Desert, 

exhibit two distinct age populations with respect to their thermal evolution, with ages of ~180-210 Ma 

and ~350 Ma. While the younger ages likely represent input of rapidly cooled crystalline basement fault 

blocks exhumed during the Neotethyan rifting, the ~350 Ma ages are likely sourced from recycled 

Paleozoic sedimentary strata that were thermally reset during Carboniferous Hercynian tectonism. In 

contrast, preliminary U-Pb zircon data from the same Jurassic and Cretaceous subsurface well intervals 

show detrital signatures dominated by multiple Pan-African, Grenvillian, and Archean crystallization age 

populations. (U-Th)/He dating of the same U-Pb dated zircons will allow differentiation between locally-

derived and rapidly-exhumed zircons from the Neotethyan fault blocks and recycled Cambro-Ordovician 

sediments and thus, should shed light on the age and tectonic affinity of the Western Desert basement in 

the Faghur area. Future isotopic study of two additional wells that directly penetrate basement along the 

Mediterranean coast of the Western Desert will further elucidate the age and evolution of NE African. 
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During the past 60 years, an overall increase in nitrate (NO3
-) concentration has been observed in basin 

groundwaters of the Trans-Pecos region of West Texas. In wells where data from multiple decades are 

available (n = 93), 65% had an increase in NO3
- concentration of greater than 1mg/Lthat appears largely 

independent of changes in salinity; some wells experienced an increase in NO3
- and TDS while others 

experienced an increase in NO3
- with no change or a decrease in TDS. These changes in water quality are 

rapid in comparison to previously estimated rates of recharge to these basins (~10,000yrs). We infer that 

changes in land use and pumping practices over the past 6 decades are partially responsible for the 

observed changes in water quality and water level in the basin aquifers.  In the summer of 2011, we 

collected water quality information (including NO3
- and TDS) from approximately 80 wells in four basins 

located in the Trans-Pecos Region of West Texas; Red Light Draw, Lobo and Ryan Flats, Eagle Flats, and 

Wild Horse and Michigan Flats.   We have combined these data with past water quality data, water level 

monitoring, pumping records, and historical land use data (including historical aerial photographs and 

historical land cover data sets) to examine how anthropogenic effects have altered recharge, flow systems, 

and water quality in these basins over the past 60 years. We observe that the largest historical users of 

water in the region have water with some of the highest NO3
- concentrations and the largest increases in 

NO3
- during the period of examination; this indicates a potential anthropogenic source for (at least some 

of) the NO3
- in the basin aquifers. Water tables have rebounded and salinity has decreased in areas of 

some basins where irrigated agriculture has been curtailed, though the trends in NO3
- concentrations are 

less clear.   These observations point to flow systems that are more preferentially permeable and more 

complex than is reflected in current groundwater models. 
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When carbon dioxide is captured and stored in deep saline aquifers, many biogeochemical changes will 

occur in these reservoirs. High concentrations of aqueous CO2 can be toxic to microorganisms as the gas 

easily enters cell membranes and alters intracellular cell functions. Because of this, we expect CO2 to be a 

perturbation that will affect microbial community composition in the deep subsurface. Microbes that are 

capable of withstanding CO2 stress will be selected for and their subsequent growth and metabolism will 

further affect brine chemistry. For this study, we examined three organisms representing metabolic 

functions and cellular structures potentially found in deep saline aquifers: the Gram-negative 

dissimilatory iron reducing bacterium Shewanella oneidensis strain MR-1, the aerobic Gram-positive 

hydrocarbon degrading Geobacillus stearothermophilus, and the methanogenic archaeon 

Methanothermobacter thermoautotrophicus. Organisms were grown in batch cultures and subsequently 

exposed to high PCO2 ranging from 25 atm to 60 atm for 2 to 24 hours. Cultures were then plated for 

viability or tested for metabolic activity such as methane production. Organisms were also examined for 

membrane changes through phospholipid fatty acid analysis (PLFA) and under transmission electron 

microscopy (TEM) for cellular changes following CO2 stress. Results show that microbial morphology 

does play an important role in surviving CO2 stress. Gram-negative bacteria can survive 25 atm CO2 for 

up to 2 hours whereas Gram positive bacteria and archaea can survive 50 atm CO2 for the same length of 

time. In addition, endospore formation in the Gram-positive organism allowed for survival at 50 atm CO2 

for at least 24 hours. TEM images show clumping of cytoplasmic contents in all three organisms under 

CO2 stress suggesting CO2 affects cells internally. PLFA data for Shewanella and Geobacillus also shows 

the loss of the relative abundance of mono-unsaturated or short-chained fatty acids suggesting membrane 

degradation during CO2 exposure. This data shows that Gram-positive organisms and Archaea may be 

two organisms that will be selected for under the new environmental conditions created by CO2 

sequestration. 
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Subglacial hydrologic and lithologic boundary conditions are key controls on ice sheet response to 

climate forcing. Airborne ice penetrating radar sounding has been used with variable success to identify 

and characterize basal water systems and their sedimentary context by the strength of the return from the 

basal interface. Specularity is a parameterization of the angularity dependent echo intensity that measures 

how tightly or “mirror-like” the energy is distributed with observing angle. The specularity of the basal 

return can indicate the presence, extent, and configuration of subglacial water and sediment independent 

of the temperature profile and impurity concentration of the ice column, which complicate traditional 

amplitude based interpretations. We use multiple radar focusing windows to produce a basal specularity 

map from a gridded aerogeophysical survey of West Antarctica’s Thwaites Glacier catchment using a 60 

MHz coherent ice penetrating radar with a 15 MHz bandwidth linear frequency modulated waveform. We 

find that regions of high specularity correlate with modeled hydrologic pathways and indicate an 

extensive water network between the ice and bed. We demonstrate how variations in the strength of 

the specularity signal with the survey-line to water-flow-path angle can be used to constrain the size, 

geometry,and flow-regime of the water system using physical optics. Additionally, we find that regions in 

the tributaries of Thwaites Glacier have highly anisotropic specularity values aligned with ice flow 

consistent with megascale glacial lineations in sediment and isotropic values in the trunk consistent with 

crystalline bedrock. We show how the variations in the strength of these specularity signals with survey-

line to ice-flow-path angle can be used to constrain the size and geometry of the lineated bedforms as well 

to detect sediment poor and rich regions consistent with gravity-inferred distributions. Using these results, 

we present an interpretation of the basal hydrology and morphology of Thwaites Glacier in the context of 

the hydrologic gradient, surface slope, inferred basal melt, and inferred basal shear stress. This 

interpretation provides insights into the current and potential role of subglacial water in the Thwaites 

Glacier system and demonstrates the ability of specularity analysis to provide information about the basal 

boundary condition at a scale that is inaccessible to traditional amplitude based radio echo sounding 

analysis. Such an analysis requires constraints on radar parameters and survey design, which we also 

discuss.  
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Recent work in the Aegean Sea has identified two bivergent, crustal scale low-angle normal fault 

systems which both accommodated regional extension during the Miocene. The NE dipping 

North Cycladic Detachment System (NCDS) is exposed on the islands of Andros, Tinos, and 

Mykonos while the SW dipping Western Cycladic Detachment System (WCDS) is exposed on 

the islands of Kea, Kythnos, and Serifos. Based on previous regional thermochronometric work, 

the WCDS was active from the early to late Miocene. The WCDS separates footwall rocks of 

the Cycladic Blueschist Unit (CBU), greenschist facies metasediments with a prior, Eocene age 

blueschist-eclogite facies metamorphic history, from the Cycladic Upper Unit. New, higher 

spatial resolution zircon and apatite (U-Th)/He data from the CBU of Kythnos, located in the 

relative center of the WCDS, constrains exhumation between 11 – 15 Ma. Zircon (U-Th)/He 

from CBU rocks suffer from a systematic error due to the presence of a pervasive, high U growth 

rim, which must be accounted for in the alpha-ejection correction. Along with (U-Th)/He dating, 

detrital zircon U-Pb dating by LA-ICP-MS was conducted in order to understand the premetamorphic 

history of the CBU. The primary source of CBU sediments has previously thought 

to be rift related rocks of Triassic age. This is confirmed by a large Triassic signature in the age 

population, along with a large spread of populations from the late Paleozoic. Furthermore, a 

population of apparent Cretaceous ages is present, which could represent deposition or mixing 

between an older Triassic core and a younger Eocene aged metamorphic rim, as is suggested by 

the (U-Th)/He data. Depth profiling by LA-ICP-MS is required to exactly constrain the age and 

nature of this apparent rim, however. 
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Snow cover in high-latitude regions is an excellent natural insulator that can keep its underneath ground 

relatively warmer than the atmosphere above. This soil-temperature-protection effect of snow cover 

influences hydrological processes, which are intimately linked to the carbon and nitrogen cycles in the 

vegetated areas. However, this effect is ignored by most land surface models. This study aims to improve 

our understanding of how soil freeze/thaw processes regulate soil hydrological processes, and also 

biosphere–atmosphere interactions and ecosystem dynamics in high-latitude regions.   

  

This study uses the latest versions of the state-of-the-art Community Land Model (CLM4) that includes 

three different levels of details representing biosphere–atmosphere exchanges (i.e., CLM4 with satellite 

phenology – CLM4SP, CLM4 with the explicit carbon and nitrogen balances – CLM4CN, and CLM4CN 

integrated with a global dynamic vegetation model – CLM4CNDV). A series of numerical experiments 

are carried out with these versions of CLM4 and their augments of soil freeze/thaw processes in 

conjunction with NASA datasets, such as MODIS-derived products of snow cover fraction, leaf area 

index (LAI), and gross primary productivity (GPP).  
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The thermal and structural evolution of extension in back-arc settings and the exhumation of high-

pressure (HP) rocks and the manner in which it initiates and evolves are not well understood. In 

particular, the role and importance of low-angle detachments in the total exhumation of back-arc HP 

rocks is controversial. Miocene syn-convergent back-arc extension in the Attic Cycladic Crystalline Belt 

(ACCB) of the Central Aegean in Greece has long been used as a poster child for understanding 

continental lithospheric extension and is an excellent place to study the breadth of mechanisms operating 

during. Current models for the formation of the ACCB suggest that multiple low-angle normal faults 

(LANFs) or a singular dominant crustal-scale detachment, the North Cycladic Detachment System 

(NCDS), formed several Cordilleran-type metamorphic core complexes, accommodating large-magnitude 

extension and exhumation of HP rock assemblages during ongoing subduction-concurrent extension. 

However, the spatial distribution, kinematics, mechanical interaction, and timing of these extensional 

systems are debated. Other models suggest a shortening-induced extrusion wedge exhumed HP rocks 

along thrust-related normal faults in a supra-subduction zone setting. A significant but resolvable time 

gap (~10-20 m.y.) between HP metamorphism and upper crustal exhumation exists in the Aegean making 

it an ideal study area. The northern ACCB Islands of Andros and Tinos have received less attention and 

represent more intact and largely amagmatic portions of the ACCB, suggesting a complex, long-lived 

tectonic and thermal evolution. The timing and geometric relationships of the different tectonic events - 

particularly the transition from subduction metamorphism to back-arc extension - is poorly understood on 

Andros and Tinos. The existence of several LANFs has been hypothesized in southern Tinos, but their 

structural and kinematic relationships and their northward extrapolation (e.g., Andros) have not been 

resolved. The Makrotantalon Unit (MU) in the footwall of Andros has remained enigmatic and been 

variably attributed to different levels of the Aegean tectono-metamorphic complex, being either part of 

the Upper/Akrotiri Unit or the basal portion of the HP Cycladic Blueschist Unit. Because no cooling data 

exists, information for exhumation rate, the presence of numerous LANFs or a singular large-scale 

detachment, the dominant mechanism of exhumation, and rheological effects of differential cooling along 

crustal-scale detachments remain elusive and/or controversial. This study will address these issues using 

U-Pb in situ zircon dating of protolith age and metamorphic events, U-Pb-He double-dating, and more 

traditional zircon and apatite (U-Th)/He thermochronometry combined with structural analysis in Andros 

and Tinos. Better understanding the timing, vertical and spatial distribution, thermal history, and 

kinematics of extensional shear zones and low-angle normal faults (LANFs) is critical to constraining 

how continental lithosphere is extended, thinned, and how HP rocks are exhumed and returned to the 

surface; elucidating the manner and controls on accommodation of extension in the lithosphere with a 

high resolution study will reveal how important lithospheric heterogeneities are to plate tectonics and how 

to better understand the role and importance of LANFs. 
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Deepwater vents in the Northern Gulf of Mexico are actively releasing water and hydrocarbons. They are 

ubiquitous across the continental slope, and we focus on one in the Ursa Basin at lease blocks 

MC852/853. The vent is elevated ~75 meters relative to the surrounding seafloor, and its core is roughly 

circular with a ~1.6 km diameter.  It is bounded by a strong negative polarity seismic reflection. We 

interpret that this reflection records a negative impedance contrast marking the boundary between hydrate 

and water above and gas and water below: it is the bottom-simulating reflector (BSR). This BSR rises 

sharply at the boundaries of the vent and is horizontal within a few meters of the seafloor beneath the vent 

edifice. High temperature gradients and elevated salinities are present within the vent (Ruppel et al., 2005; 

Paull et al., 2005). We model the coexistence of elevated temperature gradients, saline fluids, and an 

uplifted BSR by assuming that warm, salty fluids are sourced from depth and expelled vertically through 

the vent conduit. We show that both the observed temperature gradients and salinities cannot be explained 

with a single-phase flow model. They can, however, be reconciled if gas and water are flowing upwards 

together, and if the flux of gas is large relative to the flux of water. Our model indicates that vents in the 

Gulf of Mexico may expel significant amounts of gaseous hydrocarbons that are comparable to the 

focused discharge from the BP oil well blowout. 
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The spiral troughs at Mars’ north polar ice cap are ubiquitous features that extend many hundreds of 

kilometers in length, tens of kilometers in wavelength, and hundreds of meters in amplitude.  Recent 

evidence demonstrates that the prominent spiral troughs of the North Polar Layered Deposits (NPLD) on 

Mars are not young features, having persisted and evolved during accumulation of more than 600 meters 

of ice.  During accumulation and upwind migration, a rich stratigraphy was deposited, giving valuable 

insight into determining the processes controlling trough formation and evolution.  Because the NPLD 

contain the best record of recent  (~4Myr) atmospheric processes, understanding the stratigraphy of 

troughs and NPLD is an important step in understanding the history of ice and climate on Mars. 

  

Using the surface morphology and internal stratigraphy associated with the troughs, we are able to 

recognize the troughs at the north pole as Martian counterparts to depositional cyclic steps found in 

submarine and subaqueous environments on earth.  Much work to understand cyclic steps has been done 

in the last 15 years, and a framework exists by which one can categorize them and describe the processes 

that created these large, anomalous, anti-migrating features.  Specifically, the flow regime that allows 

cyclic steps to form spontaneously is well constrained.  Here we adapt those constraints for Martian 

conditions to gain insight into atmospheric conditions and for the first time estimate a migration rate for 

the spiral troughs independently of all other models.  Our results, then agree well with published 

estimates, lending confidence to this technique. 

  

To make the calculations we investigate through orbital photography and atmospheric modeling the flow 

depth, velocity, duration, and volumetric concentration of ice to air.  We apply Froude number constraints 

consistent with cyclic steps for super and subcritical flows to estimate a flux of ice-sediment per 

year.  Using geometric arguments, we find that during 20 hours of wind, erosion on the lee slope is 

approximately 1.75 mm.  Using a common slope of 4.5°, this is equivalent to about 22.3 mm upstream 

migration of the lee face.  The troughs have migrated at least 50 km.  The result is that the troughs are 

approximately 1.12x106 Mars years (MY) or 2.42x106 earth years old if windstorms occur twice per year, 

consistent with observations.  A ratio of migration to accumulation (~600:50,000) is used to estimate the 

accumulation of ice at the NPLD.  We find that ice accumulates 0.5 mm per MY, consistent with 

estimates from other observations and crater retention rates. 
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The lower Trinity River in Texas flows 170 river kilometers from Livingston Dam to Trinity Bay, incised 

into sandy Quaternary fluvial deposits. Like many sandy coastal rivers the lower Trinity is very active 

geomorphically. Within this reach the river demonstrates three unique styles of channel geometry that 

have been characterized using aerial photographs spanning 60 years, as well as bathymetric and field 

surveys. The three zones of channel shape are connected to the local sediment transport. The upstream 

zone is defined by bed scour, small bars, and slow rates of channel migration that are connected to the 

retention of bed sediment by Livingston Dam. Eventually flow scours enough sediment from the channel 

bed to obtain an optimal capacity for sand transport, marking the transition to the central zone. This zone 

is defined by sand rich, fully developed point bars and a high rate of lateral channel migration, that 

continues until the sediment transport is influenced by the backwater effect of the bay. This downstream 

zone connected with backwater transport is characterized by very small point bars and low channel 

migration rates. In further analysis of the river, comparing the geometric transitions between zones allows 

us to understand the transitions of the mechanics from one zone to the next. Studying the connections and 

transitions between these three zones will provide us with a more complete understanding of the 

relationships between channel geometry and sediment transport in this coastal river. 
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In the Gulf of Mexico, many salt bodies were formed as the Gulf separated from the Atlantic Ocean. 

Nowadays, subsalt oil and gas exploration is an important part of the hydrocarbon industry. Hydrocarbon 

exploitation requires detailed geological information beneath the surface. Seismic imaging is a powerful 

tool employed by the industry to provide subsurface characterization and monitoring information. In 

recent years, seismic imaging using Reverse-Time Migration (RTM) is attracting more and more attention 

since it can correctly handle complex structures, including subsalt areas. Unlike conventional methods, 

which deal with the one-way wave equation, RTM propagator is two-way and imposes no dip limitations 

on the image. 

 

The most popular and straightforward way to implement wave extrapolation in RTM is the method of 

explicit finite differences, which is only conditionally stable because of the limit on time-step size. It also 

suffers from numerical dispersion problems. We present a new wave extrapolator, which combines Fast 

Fourier Transform (FFT) and finite differences. We call it the Fourier Finite Difference method because it 

is analogous to the concept introduced earlier for one-way wave extrapolation.   

 

As a chain operator of Fast Fourier Transform and Finite Difference operators, the proposed extrapolator 

can be as accurate as alternative approaches but at a cost of only one FFT and inverse FFT operation. The 

advantages of the FFD operator are even more apparent in the anisotropic case: no need for several 

interpolations for different parameters with the corresponding computational burden of several FFTs. In 

addition, the operator can overcome the coupling of qP-waves and qSV-waves.   

 

The FFD technique proposed in this paper promises higher accuracy than that of the conventional, explicit 

finite-difference method, at the cost of only one forward and inverse FFT. Results in synthetic isotropic 

and anisotropic models illustrate FFD’s stability in complicated velocity models. We propose to 

incorporate FFD into reverse-time migration in order to enhance migration accuracy and stability.  

 

 
Reference: Song, X., and S. Fomel, 2011, Fourier finite-difference wave propagation: Geophysics, 76, 

T123–T129. 
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Turkey is a geologically complex region formed by the closures of ancient oceans. This relatively small 

region has a history of subduction-related volcanism, strike-slip faulting and earthquakes. The granitoid 

rocks collected outside the town of Beypazari in the Central Anatolia region are of Late Cretaceous age; 

however, two zircons of significantly younger age (~5 Ma) were also found among the samples. For this 

project, we investigate these anomalous ages to explore the potential significance of the age gap and 

whether it could relate to motion along the seismically active North Anatolian Fault. Our method uses an 

ion microprobe to analyze the outermost shell of the zircon, and may record the most recent age of 

crystallization. By examining the geochronology and geochemistry of these rocks, we hope to improve 

our understanding of the influence and evolution of crustal-scale strike-slip faults and the broader 

geologic history of the region. 
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The North Polar Layered Deposits (NPLD) of Mars comprise the majority of the northern ice cap and 

consist of ~2 km thick water-ice deposits with varying dust concentrations. The NPLD make up a volume 

of ~1.14 million km3 and have been studied using high-resolution imagery and subsurface radar profiles. 

Martian ice experiences temperatures under 200°K, meaning that the ice acts unlike ice caps on Earth and 

that structures seen on the cap are more likely a result of wind erosion and sublimation than a result of 

flow deformation. Many characteristics of the deposits are poorly understood including their age, 

composition, and the processes governing long-term evolution of the cap. This study focuses on the 

accumulation history of the NPLD and describes the number, location, and extent of large-scale erosional 

events. Understanding the missing time represented by unconformities is a necessary step towards 

constraining the age of the NPLD. Using Shallow Radar (SHARAD) onboard Mars Reconnaissance 

Orbiter (MRO) it is possible to study stratigraphy within the ice. The instrument has a 10 MHz bandwidth 

resulting in a vertical resolution of ~9 meters in ice.  This resolution makes it possible to map truncated 

reflectors and stratigraphic relationships among layers. Reflections in the ice are a result of changes in 

dielectric properties and are most likely caused by variations in the ratio of ice to dust. Regardless of the 

composition of layers within radar profiles, stratigraphic relationships can be analyzed and depositional 

sequences can be described. Previous work has used high-resolution imagery to describe layers within the 

NPLD but this imagery has limited geographic and stratigraphic extent. The images often only show 200-

300 meters of the deposits and geographically are only located in troughs near the edges of the cap. An 

abundance of small-scale unconformities have been noticed in the deposits using multiple high resolution 

cameras but these unconformities are too small-scale to be mapped across the cap. Sequence bounding 

unconformities seen in radar profiles are possible cap-wide events and more mapping is needed to 

confirm whether these unconformities can be seen across the entirety of the cap. Detailed mapping of 

large-scale unconformities has led to characterization of three large sequences bounded by 

unconformities. Smaller-scale packets of reflectors are superimposed within the sequences indicating a 

cyclic pattern of deposition in the NPLD. Truncation surfaces are seen at the edges of the cap with 

conformable surfaces near the center suggesting that the cap experienced erosion near the edges with 

continuous deposition towards the pole. These results are a step towards constraining the age of the 

deposits. Future work will attempt to link the sequences seen in the NPLD to orbital parameters in order 

to estimate depositional and erosional time scales experienced at the North Pole of Mars.  
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As a critical component of the cryosphere, sea ice helps regulate albedo and therefore the overall radiative 

balance of the Earth. Over the last 30 years, satellite data suggests that polar sea ice has been rapidly 

declining and continues to do so at an unprecedented rate. In order to contextualize recent changes in sea 

ice and their causes, new methods for characterizing paleo-sea ice variations are needed.  Recently, a new 

proxy for sea ice, which is based on the abundance of IP25, a highly branched isoprenoid alkene 

biosynthesized by the sea ice dwelling diatom Haslea spp, was proposed.  Previous studies have shown 

that IP25 is preserved in surface and down-core sediments of the North Atlantic. This proxy has been used 

to successfully reconstruct sea ice variability in the North Atlantic. However, little is known about the 

effectiveness of this proxy in reconstructing sea ice elsewhere in the Arctic.  Here we examine the 

suitability of IP25 for paleo sea ice reconstructions in the North Pacific and Bering Sea by 

comparing IP25 concentrations in a large suite of surface sediment samples to modern mean annual sea ice 

duration.  Relative abundances of IP25 are positively correlated with months of sea ice per year. The 

magnitude of IP25 relative abundance shows high spatial heterogeneity indicating a need for region-

specific calibrations. 
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Cinder Pool is an acidic hydrothermal feature in the One Hundred Spring Plain of Norris Geyser Basin, 

Yellowstone National Park. The pool has a molten layer of sulfur at the bottom, which gases bubble 

through to create the iconic cinders the pool is named for. Gas samples I took in September 2011 showed 

the presence of methanethiol (CH3SH), an integral gas to one of the leading theories on the 

chemoautotrophic origin of life (Wächtershäuser’s surface metabolism). The premise of this theory is that 

a recurring reaction on the charged surfaces of pyrite serves as a primitive metabolism that can later be 

enveloped by some sort of cellular membrane. The reaction given in this theory acts as a precursor to the 

Acetyl-CoA pathway by forming a simpler thioester than Acetyl-CoA from CH3SH and Fe/Ni-S reaction 

centers. While this reaction has been demonstrated by others, the abiogenic formation of CH3SH has not. 

 

My discovery is significant because previous observations of CH3SH in the environment were in locations 

where microbial communities create it as a byproduct of their metabolisms, whereas CH3SH in Cinder 

Pool is almost certainly abiogenic, supporting the idea that it could have played a role in prebiotic 

chemistry. My project aims to demonstrate how CH3SH has been synthesized abiogenically in Cinder 

Pool through the use of microcosms containing components found in the pool itself. I have thus far 

created CH3SH in the lab using this method, but not yet using only substrates found in the pool. Progress 

for this phase of the project is ongoing. 
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Seismic impedance inversion with that uses a low-frequency starting model typically yields a smoothed 

model that lacks high-frequency components. A stochastic inversion with a fractal-based starting model 

that honors the statistics of well log data can produce high-frequency estimates that are not constrained by 

seismic data. However, a fractal-based starting model assumes that the well-log data statistically satisfy 

fractal behavior. This assumption may be violated in real well log data. Correspondingly, synthetic 

realizations based on fractal priors may not match some ranges of the well log data. In this paper, we 

propose a stochastic inversion that uses a hybrid starting model that combines a low-frequency 

background trend with a high-frequency fractal model. The intent of the hybrid model is to allow low-

frequency components to constrain the reconstruction the high-frequency components. When combined 

with a very fast simulated annealing method for optimization, this method is able to produce reliable 

impedance results that could be used reservoir characterization. The effectiveness is demonstrated on two 

field datasets for post-stack and pre-stack inversion. 
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The relative abundance of stable isotope Oxygen-18 (δ18O) in the calcite-based tests of bulk foraminifera 

in marine sediment cores has been successfully utilized in various paleoceanographic reconstructions for 

over fifty years. With recent advances in isotope ratio mass spectrometry, it has been possible to obtain 

high precision on relatively small weights of calcite (≈15μg). This has permitted isotopic analysis on 

individual foraminiferal tests of various species. Since individual foraminifera live for 2-4 weeks, 

multiple individual analyses provide snapshots of paleoceanographic variability. Several studies have 

exploited this technique of individual foraminifera analysis to interpret past variations in the El Niño 

Southern Oscillation (ENSO). However, the statistical uncertainties involved in this method are poorly 

constrained. The number of single foraminifera analyzed in a sediment section (or ‘time slice’) required to 

make inferences about ENSO is complicated. This number is influenced by the seasonal cycle, abundance 

biases and sedimentation rate at the site. In this paper, conceptualizing an ideal, ‘virtual sediment core’ 

we construct a synthetic, monthly δ18O time series from instrumental sea-surface temperature and sea-

surface salinity measurements from the Niño3.4 region (5˚N-5˚S, 170˚W-120˚W) in the tropical Pacific 

spanning the last 50 years. We perform Monte Carlo simulations on this time series with each month 

representing a pseudo-foraminifer’s δ18O value and examine the variance of standard deviation, range and 

mean of the distribution of the picked δ18O values, with increasing number of foraminifera. Comparing 

these with observed values of the same parameters, we obtain a baseline to view how ENSO variation can 

be inferred through this technique. Our results show that standard deviation and mean of the distribution 

seem to be better parameters to interpret ENSO variations rather than the range. However, all three 

parameters are subject to the influence of sedimentation rate and thereby, also depend on chronology 

uncertainties. To tackle the role of the seasonal cycle and sedimentation rate, we perform Monte Carlo 

simulations with different bin sizes (or different time slices implying varying sedimentation rates) on the 

HadISST temperature record for the same region. We utilize the same three statistical parameters to 

qualitatively infer temporal variations in ENSO and compare them to observed data. 
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We use a physical model to investigate how changes in subglacial hydrology affect ice motion in ice 

streams found in the West Antarctic Ice Sheet. Ice streams are modeled using silicone polymer placed 

over a thin water layer to simulate ice flow dominated by basal sliding. Dynamic similarity between 

modeled and natural ice streams is achieved through direct comparison of the glacier force balance using 

the conditions on Whillans Ice Stream (WIS) as our goal. This ice stream has a force balance that has 

evolved through time due to increased basal resistance.  Currently, between 50-90% of the driving stress 

is supported by the ice stream shear margins [Stearns et al., JGlac 2005].  A similar force balance can be 

achieved in our model at certain combinations of surface slope and basal water conditions. We test two 

hypotheses; 1) the distribution and thickness of the subglacial water layer influences the ice flow speed 

and thus the force balance and can reproduce the observed slowdown of WIS and; 2) shear margins are 

locations where transitions in water layer thickness occur.  
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The applicability of the Local Cubic Law (LCL) and Taylor dispersion theory for predicting hydraulic 

conductivity (K) and dispersion coefficient (D) of fractures are assessed by comparing theoretical 

calculations with estimates from numerical simulations. Around 400 individual 2D fracture maps, 

extracted through high-resolution x-ray computed tomography, are input into computational fluid 

dynamics and solute transport simulations. The results show that the LCL-based prediction for K is valid 

(based on error estimate <5%) in the laminar flow regime (Reynolds Number Re<1) under certain 

geometric constraints, but it could also be valid up to as high as Re~70. However, the Taylor dispersion 

theory inadequately described the spreading of a solute even at high Peclet Numbers (Pe) when the theory 

should fit the solute spreading behavior. Predicted D consistently showed high errors relative to D 

calculated through parameter estimation using simulated breakthrough curves. Taking into account 

macro-dispersion does not systematically and markedly improve D predictions. This misfit is due to the 

prevalence of non-Fickian transport through most of the simulated cases, whereas both theories are based 

on Fickian transport. Therefore, the LCL is a useful tool for predicting K of fractures across a broad range 

of Re but under geometric constraints. However, for the fracture we analyzed, use of the Taylor 

dispersion with macro-dispersion theories leads to errors. 
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Models of seismic velocity as a function of depth through the upper mantle provide some of the strongest 

constraints on the mineralogy and composition of the mantle. Waveforms and travel times of upper 

mantle turning waves provide strong constraints on vertical variations in upper mantle velocity. Recently 

deployed large seismic arrays, such as the IRIS Transportable Array, have recorded closely spaced 

profiles of seismic waves passing through upper mantle triplications. Modeling such data provides a new 

view of upper mantle structure beyond standard techniques such as tomography and receiver 

functions. Recently we examined SSSS waveforms recorded by the TA array in the distance range from 

88 to 106 degrees that record interactions with the 660 km discontinuity. The earthquake sources were 

from the southern East Pacific Rise. From 95 to 103 degrees a broadening in the SSSS waveshape is 

consistently observed that cannot be explained by a single arrival from the wave going below 660km 

discontinuity. Using SSSS waves small triplications and multiple arrivals are separated in time by four 

times more than in S waves at ¼ the distance. Four simple models are proposed to construct 

multiple arrivals from waves going below 660km discontinuity. The 660km downside reflected wave is 

the key contributor to the broadening waveshape. A big velocity contrast at 660km discontinuity is 

required to fit the data. 
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The stable carbon isotope composition of secondary calcite (d13Ccc) from four deep phreatic, karstic 

cenotes (sinkholes) in Sistema Zacatón, northeastern Mexico was measured to investigate microbial 

influence on calcite precipition.  The cenote Zacatón is the second deepest underwater cave in the world 

at -319 meters, and has been documented as habitat for very diverse microbial communities.  Zacatón, 

Caracol, and LaPilita have hydrothermal, reducing environments and are in close hydrogeologic 

connection with subsurface volcanic activity.  Verde has been hydrologically isolated from deep 

groundwater circulation, and now exists with an oxidixed, thermally stratified water mass, which is 

geochemically more reflective of a small lake than a hydrothermal, phreatic cave.  The walls of the 

cenotes are lined with microbial mats, and secondary calcite precipitates beneath the mats.  We calculated 

equilibrium d13C values of calcite using measured water temperatures and DIC δ13C values for each 

cenote with the fractionation factor of Deines et al., 1974.  Measured calcite δ13C values (reported in ‰ 

vs. VPDB) in samples collected from 6-20 m depth are enriched in 13C by 6.8‰, 8.6‰, 8.7‰, and 9.3‰ 

as compared to calculated equilibrium d13Ccc values in cenotes Verde, Caracol, La Pilita, and Zacatón, 

respectively.  δ13CCC values enriched in 13C are consistent with the preferential uptake of 12C during 

microbial activity and indicate that calcite precipitation is biologically-induced.  Statistically significant 

differences among the δ13C values of calcite from each of the cenotes were found at a 10% confidence 

level. Verde (mean d13Ccc= -2.6‰, n=4, 1σ=0.3‰) was significantly different from Caracol 

(mean d13Ccc=-0.1‰, n=4, 1σ=1.3‰), La Pilita (meand13Ccc=-1.1‰, n=3, 1σ=0.1‰), and Zacatón 

(mean d13Ccc=0.5‰, n=5, 1σ=0.3‰).  Additionally, Zacatón was significantly different from La 

Pilita. We suggest that the measured d13Ccc values are primarily controlled by variations in methanogen 

activity in each respective cenote. 
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Geologic carbon sequestration can be a viable method for reducing anthropogenic CO2 flux into the 

atmosphere. However, the technology must be economically feasible and pose acceptable risk to 

stakeholders. One key risk is CO2 leakage out of the storage reservoir. Potential driving forces for leakage 

are the overpressure due to CO2 injection and the buoyancy of free phase CO2. Potential hazards of leakage 

are contamination of Underground Sources of Drinking Water or the atmosphere and would be deemed an 

unacceptable risk. Wells potentially provide a fast path for leakage from the reservoir. While the well's 

cement casing is reactive with CO2 and CO2-saturated brine, the low cement matrix permeability and slow 

diffusion rate make it unlikely that CO2 will escape through a properly constructed wellbore. However, 

highly permeable fractures with micrometer scale apertures can occur in cement casings. Reactions that 

occur in the flow in these fractures can either be self-limiting or self-enhancing. Therefore, understanding 

the reactive flow is critical to understanding of leakage evolution through these fractures. 

 

The goal of our work is to characterize the modification of the flow paths in the fracture due to reaction 

with acidic brine. With this aim we have characterized both the initial flow path of un-reactive flow and 

the final flow path after introduction of low-pH acid along the same fracture. Class H cement cores 3-6 cm 

in length and 2.5 cm diameter are created and a single natural and unique fracture is produced in each core 

using the Brazilian method. Our experimental fluid is injected at a constant rate into the cement core 

housed in a Hassler Cell under confining pressure. A solution of red dye and deionized water is pumped 

through the fracture to stain the un-reactive flow paths. Deionized water is then pumped through the core 

to limit diffusion of the dye into non-flowing portions of the fracture. After staining the initial flow path, 

low pH water due to hydrochloric acid (HCl), is pumped through the core at the same rate as the dye. The 

low pH water is used as a proxy for acidic CO2-saturated brine. 

 

Both staining from the un-reactive dye and acid produce visible permanent color alterations on the cement 

fracture plane. Results show that nearly the entire fracture width is stained by the red dye, with only a few 

asperities un-dyed. However the low pH HCl forms restricted reacted channels that are a subset of 

the area open to un-reactive flow, occupying only 10-50% of the entire fracture width. Low pH HCl is 

believed to be the driving force for the reaction that causes channeling. As acid flows through the fracture, 

calcium is stripped from the low pH high velocity flow front and precipitates along of the edges of the 

channel where pH is higher due to the lower flow velocities outside the channel. It is hypothesized that this 

mineral precipitation restricts the flow into localized channels within the plane of fractures having 

apertures of tens of micrometers. Reactions restrict the flow path to a smaller fraction of the surface, which 

may be an indication of self-limiting behavior. 
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The storage of carbon dioxide in deep saline (non-potable) aquifers has received increasing attention as a 

possible near term solution to the emission of carbon dioxide into the atmosphere.  As a result of CO2 

introduction, a wide array of geochemical reactions will occur involving both the aqueous phase and the solid 

mineral phase. Potential CO2 storage aquifers can range in composition from hypersaline brines to moderately 

saline ground waters and are commonly contained within mineral frameworks abundant in NaCl and CaSO4.  

To gain insight into the dynamics of this system under the conditions of carbon sequestration we studied 

changes in solubility and precipitation rates of gypsum in aqueous solutions as a function of CO2 partial 

pressure. Experimental variables ranged from 30-60 oC, 0.1-4 molar NaCl, and 1-130 atmospheres of CO2. The 

most notable and immediate change in water chemistry under super critical CO2 equilibrated conditions is the 

large decrease in pH as CO2 dissolves into the solution and becomes hydrolyzed to carbonic acid: 

CO2 (aq) + H2O  H2CO3 

 A standard geochemical model would predict gypsum solubility to increase with increasing dissolved CO2 in 

distilled water due to the increased acidity driving the protonation of sulfate to form bisulfate: 

H+ + SO4
=  HSO4

- 

Thus decreasing sulfate concentration and driving further dissolution of gypsum: 

Ca++ + SO4
= 
 CaSO4 

However, our results show that increasing dissolved CO2 directly results in the precipitation of gypsum. We 

show that this behavior is reversed with decreasing pCO2 and that gypsum will precipitate out of solution 

without the presence of a seed crystal.  Several hypotheses are proposed and continue to be developed:  

1. The hydration of very high concentrations of CO2 in the solution decreases the activity of water , thereby 

decreasing the availability of free water to maintain hydration of Ca++ and SO4
= , thus decreasing the solubility 

of gypsum. 

2. The increasing pCO2 increases [H2CO3] and decreases pH, destabilizing the CaSO4 neutral complex and 

increasing the activity of free Ca++ and SO4
= in solution, driving the precipitation of gypsum.  

Precipitation of gypsum under high dissolved CO2 conditions will cause numerous changes in the physical and 

chemical characteristics of an aquifer including a decrease in porosity and permeability which will greatly 

affect the ultimate fate of sequestered CO2. This represents a substantial subsurface process to be considered in 

geological carbon sequestration.  
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Understanding controls on surface-water quality is particularly important in karst terrains where 

recharging surface water can rapidly affect groundwater quality. We investigated controls on water 

quality under varying hydrologic conditions (drought and wet) and assessed temporal changes in surface 

water quality from 1974 to 2010 in five streams that recharge the Barton Spring segment of the Edwards 

aquifer. Sampling was done every 3–4 weeks for 17 months (Nov 2008–Mar 2010) during which 

hydrologic conditions ranged from exceptional drought to wetter than average (wet conditions). Major-

ion concentrations were compared to historical data, and statistical analyses (principle components 

analysis, PCA) and geochemical inverse modeling (using PHREECQ) were used to identify and quantify 

controls on surface water compositions under drought and wet conditions. Recent (Nov 2008–Mar 2010) 

median values for four of the five streams measured for specific conductance (612-813 S/cm), Cl (24–52 

mg/L), Na (11-29 mg/L), and SO4 (61-110 mg/L) were higher relative to the median values measured 

concurrently in groundwater samples (n=21) from an Edwards aquifer well monitored (specific 

conductance = 584 S/cm, Cl = 11 mg/L, Na = 6.5 mg/L, SO4 = 14 mg/L). Recent median values for 

specific conductance, Na, Cl, and SO4 measured for each of the five streams also were higher than historic 

(1974–2008) median values measured for same five streams (specific conductance = 410-690 S/cm; Na 

= 8.3-23 mg/L; Cl = 13-20 mg/L; and SO4 = 26-58 mg/L). The elevated values measured in the recent 

stream samples are likely not entirely related to drought conditions. There is no trend in the historic data 

between the values measured for constituents and climatic conditions, and historic sampling has occurred 

during past droughts of similar magnitude. The first two factors identified by the PCA explain 70% of the 

variance observed in recent surface water compositions. Factor 1 is interpreted as dilution. Water with 

low Na, Cl, and SO4 concentrations are negatively weighted on Factor 1, and water with high Na, Cl, and 

SO4 concentrations are positively weighted on Factor 1. Factor 2 is interpreted as mixing with septic or 

municipal wastewater. Water with high K concentrations, which are consistent with septic and 

wastewater, are negatively weighted on Factor 2, and water with low K concentrations are positively 

weighted on Factor 2. Surface-water compositions were successfully modeled with representative septic 

and wastewater compositions. The proportional contribution of septic and wastewater to surface-water is 

greater under drought conditions (as much as 54% septic or 94% wastewater) relative to wet conditions 

(as much as 38% septic or 71% wastewater). The degradation of surface-water quality might be linked to 

increases in permitted amounts of spray irrigation of treated wastewater effluent and septic systems in the 

watersheds of the five streams, which increased by 110% and 550%, respectively, since 2000. The decline 

of surface-water quality implies a possible decline in groundwater quality, as recharging surface water 

can be the dominant control on spring and groundwater quality. 
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Our recent analysis suggests that the increase of drought severity in the southern Amazon during recent 

decades is mainly contributed by a delaying of wet season onset and resulted shortening of the wet 

season. Using a suite of observations, we found that a delay of wet season onset is significantly correlated 

with anomalous pre-seasonal conditions. In particular, a poleward shift of the southern hemispheric 

subtropical jet, and an increase of convective inhibition energy (CINE) during the three months prior to 

the wet season onset date appear to be significantly correlated with the subsequently delay of wet season 

onset. Canonical correlation analysis suggests that this correlation between the pre-seasonal large-scale 

circulation and near surface atmosphere thermodynamic condition is relatively insensitive to the data and 

parameters we choose to represent the subtropical jets. We will discuss physical mechanisms of this 

observed correlation between pre-seasonal climate conditions and delay of wet season onsets and 

potential of using this correlation as a predicting factor in determining the likelihood of delaying in wet 

season onset over southern Amazonia. We will also evaluate whether this relationship is adequately 

represented in climate models. 
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In the present study, a spectrophotometric peak-ratio method and two reduction schemes were 

evaluated for the purpose of measuring trace H3PO4 in high-H3AsO4 solution (>400 μmol 

H3AsO4). This is extremely difficult due to the chemical similarity between H3PO4 and H3AsO4. 

At the El Tatio Geyser Field (ETGF), Chile, where P is very low, and As:P ratios are very high, it 

is almost impossible to measure H3PO4. H3PO4 is an important nutrient for microbial 

populations, and to characterize microbial ecology and the toxicity of arsenic the concentration 

of H3PO4 needs to be determined. This study evaluated the utility of an optimized molybdenum 

blue colorimetric method for analysis. Absorbance was analyzed at two different absorbance 

peaks in an effort to develop a method of H3PO4 quantification without pretreatment of samples. 

In addition, as HAsO2 does not interfere with H3PO4 measurement, two reducing agents were 

evaluated for reduction of H3AsO4 to HAsO2. The two reducing agents, NH3OH∙HCl and 

Na2S2O4, were employed.The scheme involving peak absorbance analysis was not effective with ETGF 

concentrations due to extensive overlap between peaks. The two reducing agents were also not 

found to be compatible with the molybdenum blue colorimetric method when employed with 

very high As concentration. NH3OH∙HCl interfered with the molybdenum blue method and 

elevated absorbance of samples. Na2S2O4 reduced H3AsO4 completely with 20 μmol l-1 H3AsO4 

and 16 mmol l-1 Na2S2O4. At 200 μmol l-1 H3AsO4 and 160 mmol l-1 Na2S2O4, however, S 

precipitated in solution and interfered with colorimetric analysis. None of the reduction reagents 

used were found to be suitable for effective reduction of H3AsO4 to determine trace ortho-P. 
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The interface between groundwater and seawater provides a biogeochemical interaction zone for both 

land and ocean materials and controls the composition of porewater discharged into coastal waters. 

Understanding the dynamics at this land-ocean interface is critical for determining the transport and 

transformation of chemicals released through submarine discharge. We describe a subsurface mixing zone 

on a fractured carbonate platform using porewater salinity as tracer near Bolinao, Philippines. Electrical 

resistivity (ER) tomograms suggest a mixing zone that thickens seaward and may extend beyond the ER 

transect. This broad mixing zone deviates from the classical model of a freshwater lens discharging across 

narrow seepage faces, which is likely due to local geology. The mixing zone is deepest during spring tide 

which is associated with large changes in the total stress with higher tidal range. Hydraulic heads from 

piezometers yielded vertical and horizontal head gradients which vary spatially and temporally with tides. 

Upward gradients reach up to 0.25 m/m at low tide whereas downward gradients reach 0.3 m/m during 

high tide. Horizontal gradients are consistently an order of magnitude lower than the vertical gradients, 

which suggests a vertical advection dominated system. 
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Understanding the mechanisms of climate change during the past could provide invaluable insight for the 

future projections of global and regional climate. The global climate system has experienced significant 

change from the Last Glacial Maximum (LGM) to present, including several abrupt events (e.g. the 

Younger Dryas). The study of regional hydrological responses to past climate change could improve the 

future planning of water resources under global warming scenarios. It is particularly important for the 

areas vulnerable to climate change, e.g. Texas. To understand Texas climate change over the last 22000 

years, and the impacts of controlling forcing factors, we will analyze a transient simulation conducted by 

using NCAR CCSM3 general circulation model. The fully-coupled model could simulate the dynamics of 

atmosphere, land, ocean and sea ice components. With a focus on the regional climate in Texas, we 

analyze the change of surface air temperature, precipitation and soil moisture. Model simulation suggests 

that Texas was cooler and wetter during the LGM than today. Surface air temperature increased 

significantly during deglaciation, while there were also several abrupt cooling events around 14 ka BP. 

The seasonality (defined as the difference of surface air temperature between summer and winter) reached 

its maximum in 16 ka BP. Seasonal averaged results also reveal that the reduction of precipitation from 

LGM to present mainly occurred in fall and winter, while in spring there was less precipitation in LGM 

than today. In addition, we will investigate the impacts of several forcing factors (ice sheet, CO2, Earth 

orbit, melting water, etc.) on the decadal variability during this period. 
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The Data Assimilation Research Testbed (DART) is being extended to support the Community Land 

Model (CLM 4.0) to assimilate observations of land-based quantities such as snow cover, soil moisture, 

soil temperature, and carbon and water fluxes. This is the first effort linking DART and a land surface 

model. The major obstacle is to communicate a heterogeneous set of state information and metadata 

between CLM4.0 and DART, and to accommodate the use of multiple instances of CLM within the 

Community Earth System Model (CESM 1.0). The DART facility allows extensible support for 

additional observation types with a small amount of effort and provides a rich suite of assimilation 

algorithms and diagnostic tools. Experience with other models has shown that the spread of the ensemble 

of CLM states is more likely to be maintained if each ensemble member has a distinct meteorological 

forcing. A freely available ensemble of reanalysis data created by DART and the Community 

Atmospheric Model (CAM V4.0) is used and compared to a similar experiment using only one 

meteorological forcing field. The advantages and disadvantages of the forcing fields will be discussed. 

The work is focused on snow data assimilation with the purpose of improving the performance of CLM 

on snow simulation. As the first step, Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) snow 

cover fraction observations are assimilated daily. The effectiveness of the assimilation is assessed by 

evaluating the 24-hour forecasts against the observations before they are assimilated. 
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Rock physics models are quite useful and handful for people to use to predict or give assumption about 

the properties of rocks, such as porosity, clay content and cement condition. Therefore, basing on some 

sorts of theory, lots of rock physics models have been built up to simulate the behaviors of different kinds 

of rocks enjoying different components, cementation, type of cementation, compaction or consolidation 

condition or even degree of digenesis. The most famous application of rock physics model to the real 

well-log data is the case of diagnosing of North Sea sands, which was published by Per Avseth, Jack 

Dvrokin et al, shows the ability of rock physics model to give the relative precision estimation of 

microstructure of rocks. In my project, by taking advantages of diagnosing capability of rock physics 

models, I applied six rock physics models to the two well-log data acquired at South Africa and identified 

that the contact cement model and consolidated model bounded model (Modified upper Hashin-

Shtrikman bound) with constant cement model which extrapolated from contact model at relative low 

porosity are most fitted model for the given gas sections, found out the characteristic of rocks of gas 

layers and also get the speculation that rocks fall in this trend can have a very good properties in terms of 

reservoir. Also, I conclude that the constant clay model is more appropriate for describing the high clay 

content rocks for the well-log data comparing with friable model which do not take into account of effect 

of clay content, and it is very helpful to combine cross-plot of velocity versus porosity with cross-plot of 

Poisson ratio versus velocity which gives us more information rather than velocities. At last, I made some 

links between the rock physics models and sedimentary condition.  
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Yellowstone caldera is one of the world’s most rigorously studied and popularly recognized volcanic 

systems in the world due to its modern geothermal system and history of incredible caldera-forming 

eruptions.  The post-caldera volcanic history of Yellowstone is less understood, but it contains a 

remarkable episode of silicic volcanism as well.  The Central Plateau Member Rhyolites are a series of 

effusively-erupted obsidian lava flows and domes that erupted within Yellowstone Caldera between 170 

to 70 ka.  The largest flows have eruption volumes >50 km3, whereas the eruption volumes of the small 

domes are <0.05 km3.  We use petrologic observations of the volumetrically smallest dome, Douglas 

Knob, to gain insights into the pre-eruptive storage conditions and eruptive dynamics of the small end 

member domes within the Central Plateau Member Rhyolites.  Douglas Knob is a 0.01 km3 high-silica 

rhyolite lava dome that erupted ~120 ka from the western portion of the Yellowstone caldera1.  It is 

composed of dense obsidian glass with small zones of vesicular devitrified rhyolite scattered throughout.  

Quartz and sanidine(Or50±1) are the principal phenocrysts, with crystal contents of ~5%.  Less common 

phenocrysts include Fe-Ti oxides, clinopyroxene(Fs79±2), and fayalite which occur in trace amounts.  

FTIR analyses of quartz-hosted melt inclusions indicate the pre-eruptive dissolved volatile contents in the 

magma were up to 2.5 wt. % H2O and 250 ppm CO2.  The volatile data in conjunction with Fe-Ti oxide 

and QUILF geothermometry suggest the magma was stored at 750°C and 70 MPa.  This implies a 

shallow storage depth on the order of a few kilometers.  Upon eruption, loss of volatiles during ascent led 

to undercooling and crystallization of microlites of Fe-Ti oxides, clinopyroxene, and feldspar.  Fe-Ti 

oxide microlites occur as high-aspect ratio needles, ranging from 2-40 µm in length, as well as roughly 

equidimensional crystals, 1-10 µm across.  Clinopyroxene microlites occur as individual prismatic 

crystals and overgrowths on Fe-Ti oxides.  Needle-like microlites with an aspect ratio of ~10 commonly 

show a strong preferred orientation, which improves with proximity to the flow front.  Microlite number 

densities from samples collected along a transect of the dome are lowest near the vent, increase to a 

maximum, then decrease once again in samples near the flow front.  Because microlites form in response 

to volatile loss during eruptive ascent, systematic variations in microlite number density likely reflect 

changing ascent rates during an eruption.  Microlite number densities from Douglas Knob suggest a 

simple eruption sequence marked by fairly slow ascent rates for the onset of the eruption which increased 

to a maximum and gradually slowed until the eruption ceased.  The microlite number densities vary by a 

factor of ~5, suggesting that ascent rates varied little across the flow in comparison to those of other large 

obsidian flows at Yellowstone.  
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